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ABSTRACT 

Results are presented from a high statistics study of the reaction 

K~p •* K*n 4n at 11 ReV/c. This data was selected offline from an "1000 

cvent/nb K'p experiment run on the Large Aperture Solenoid Spectrometer 

(LASS) at 3LAC which triggered on essentially the total inelastic cross 

section. This Kir'n sample, after cuts, coi.tained ~ 42,000 events in 

the Kir invariant mass region from 0.65 GeV to 2.30 GeV> and lt'l<0.2 

GeV*. 

In this thesis, a spherical harmonic annular moments analysis of 

this data is presented, as well as an energy independent partial wave 

analysis (PHA) of these 'angular moments. The nearly uniform acceptance 

characteristics of this data allowed a detailed analysis, which yielded 

information on natural spin-parity Strang? meson resonances in the Ku 

invariant mass range from 0.65 GeV to 2.30 GeV. In this study the well 

established K*(«95), K*(I430), and K*(17«0) are ob/3rved, and clear evi

dence is presented for a f-A* strange meson state at a mass of 2.08 

GeV. 

Furthermore the K~ir* elastic scattering partial waves extracted in 

this PUA show unambiguous evidence for a relatively narrow S wave reso

nance near 1.42 GeV in the Kit invariant mass. This state is a confirma

tion of the 0 4 *(1500) seen in previous PUA's. A new higher S wave 

resonance is clearly seen unambiguously near 1.90 GeV. In addition 

unambiguous evidence is presented for a relatively wide P wave resonance 
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in the 1.70 GeV region. A second neu p wave resonance also is seen in 

tuo ot four ambiguous partial uave solutions in the 2.10 GeV region. 

These resonance states are discussec u'tNm the frameuork of a sim

ple harmonic oscillator quark nodeI. In particular firee of the under

lying resonances are discussed as possible natural spin-parity strange 

meson radial excitations. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past feu years the discovery of the J/<r particle and the 

multiple associated cc~ resonances in e*e* collisions has heralded in a 

new era in our understanding of meson spectroscopy. The success of the 

quark model in classifying the myriad of cc" states has been quite phe

nomenal. For more than ten years the the quark model has provided a 

clean nay of classifying the known hsryon resonances, but this success 

in explaining the "charmonium" spectrum has confirmed the model for 

mesons in a very clear manner. Discoveries in the experimental study of 

light quark meson spectroscopy have not been as rapid due mainly to the 

difficulty of producing and studying these states. 

Conceptually meson-meson (Knrffir) elastic scattering has always been 

attractive as a possible source of information for this study of light 

quark meson spectroscopy. A straight forward partial uave analysis of 

such a simple reaction uould lead to an easily interpreted spectrum of 

natural spin-parity meson states. Unfortunately nature has not provided 

us with any means of maintaining real meson targets. The study of light 

quark meson spectroscopy has been confined to the study of various pro

duction reactions (K'p -* K"n +n. v'p •+ ir"ii*n, etc.). 

The lack of real meson targets can be circumvented in the analysis 

of these production reactions. The most fruitful approach in these ana

lyses has been to use a simple exchange parameterization to isolate '.tie 
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single pion exchange contribution to the given production reaction. 

Once this single pion exchange cr.-tribution has been isolated) one then 

extrapolates to the pion pole (t= u, 2). The end point of such analyses 

are Kn or TITT elastic scattering partial waves as a function of Mass. 

Th.'s idea of extrapolating to the pion pole ts not a new one '» but such 

analyses by their very nature require: 1) full angular information on 

the production reaction, Z) good spectrometer acceptance, and 3) high 

statistics; as well as a good phenomenological understanding of the 

exchange mechanisms involved. In the last ten years various experiments 

have been run with high enough statistics to perform such analyses and 

the theoretical tools needed have become available as uell. These 

experiments have made, and will make substantial progress in our under

standing of light quark natural spin-parity meson spectroscopy *. 

In this paper such an energy independent partial wave analysis uili 

be presented for the specific reaction K'p -» K'n*n. The end point of 

this analysis was K'n* elastic scattering partial waves as a function of 

the Kir invariant mass. These partial uaves then yielded information on 

natural spin-parity CP = (-U T) strange meson resonances. 

Before outli. ng the experiment and the analysis presented in this 

thesis, it is convenient to review the present status of K* spectros

copy. In order to discuss the known K* states, it is necessary to pre

sent a framework within which to classify these states. The quark 

model has proven so successful in describing the cc spectrum that a sim

ple central potential quark model based loosly on a simple harmonic 

ocillator potential will be used here. In this model, a meson is repre

sented by tuo spin 1/2 quarks (q "q") bound in a central potential (see 
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figure I). In this model th« quantum numbers of the associated mesons 

follou from addition of the internal quantum numbers of the two bound 

quarks. 

Shown in figure 2 (known as a Crotrian plot) is the spectrum of 

states predicted by this simple model- On the left Viand side of this 

plot, predicted states uith quark spins antiparallel are shoun. Tor 

orbital angular momentum between the q "q pair of L = 0, 1, 2. and 3; a 

series of mesons is predicted with J = 0". 1*. 2', and 3* respectively. 

On the right hand side of this plot, predicted States With quark spins 

antiparallel are shoun. Here vector addition of L and S in a simple 

harmonic oscillator potential predicts degenerate triplet levels. In 

this diagram for convenience these triplets are plotted as chough this 

degeneracy fiac! been broken by an L.S coupling. On both sides Df the 

plot, higher mass states within a given column represent radial excita

tions of the lowest state within that column. It should be remembered 

that in studying the K"p -» K'tt*n reaction in this analysis, only the 

natural spin-parity (P - (-1) J states were accessible as a consequence 

of parity conservation. These states are located on the right hand side 

of this Grotrian plot, and do not include the middle state in each tri

plet. This model presents a conventient means of classifying the known 

K* states (s d"), but the details of the predicted level structures 

should not be taken too .-erioi>sly. 

Presented in the Grotrian plot of figure 3 are the known K* 

resonances 3 previous to this present analysis. States listed uith a 

solid bar represent states whose parameters are rather well known. 

Where a question merk is listed next to a state, this particular state 
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has been seen ambiguously (the state's existence is still in question). 

The other states listed on this plot are reasonably solid states uhich 

cou'd use further study. and confirmation. Uhere a state has ueen 

listed twice, in different positions on this plot, this signifies that 

the classification of this state within the quark model is presently 

ambiguous. Looking at this diagram it is quite remarkable hou little is 

kuoun about the strange mesons after tuenty years of effort. In fact 

only one solid state is seen above 1.50 GeV. Certain successes stand 

out in this experimental effort though. In this plot a uetl established 

triplet is seen although the properties of the tuo underlying stater in 

this triplet need further study and confirmation. Orbital excitations 

are also seen in both the natural and unnatural spin-parity str.*es. 

There is a marked scarcity of information on r-fial excitations. The 

K'(I'OO) is the o.-'y solid evidence for a r-'Mal excitation in these 

strange meson states. but the properties of this state are not uell 

known. 

Looking in particular at the natural spin-parity states, three 

leading resonances (K*'895),K*<1430),K"C1780)) are listed, along with 

tuo underlying states Cthe x(1500).and the questionable K'C16S0)). These 

three leading resonances have been studied in multiple previous experi

ments, and the properties of these states are now rather uell known 3 . 

The only evidence for the tuo underlying states comes from a partial 

have analysis by Estabrooks et al. * in a previous 13 GeV K'p experiment 

run by SLAC group B, SLAC experiment E-7B s . This experiment was run at 

SLAC on a foruard dipole spectrometer, and severe acceptance cutoffs 

(inherent in any forward dipole spectrometer) restricted this analysis 
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to the KIT invariant mass region from 0.6E GeV to approximately 1.70 Gev, 

and the acceptance was seen to drop rapidly above 1.5 CeV. The analysis 

presented in this thesis uill extend this analysis region up to a Kir 

invariant mass of 2.3 Gev, and thus will allou the investigation of high 

mass natural spin-parity K* resonances. With this high mass extention 

one would also hope to see some of the notably missing natural spin-

parity strange meson radial excitations. This extention uas possible 

due to the nearly 4v aereptance. good resolution and high statistics 

capabilities of the Large Aperture Solenoid Spectrometer ((.ASS) at SLAC 

on uhich this data uas taken. 

The SLAC experiment E-132 *, of uhich this data and analysis are a 

part, uas a collaborative effort of SLAC experimental group B and an 

experimental group from Carleton University; Ottawa, Canada. This 11 

GeV/c K"p experiment uas run on the Large Aperature Solenoid Spectrome

ter CLASSJ facility. This experiment uas triggered on practically the 

entire K'p inelastic cross section. During the data taking phase of 

this experiment nearly At) million K'p triggers were written to high den

sity magnetic tape. 

The physics goals of this experiment are much broader than the sim

ple experimental study of the natural spin-parity kaon resonances in the 

reaction K'P -* K"n*n uhich uill be presented here. This experiment uill 

make an extensive experimental study of natural and unnatural spi:i-

parity meson resonances with one or tuo st.-ange quarks. In particular 

this spectrometer's ability to fully analyse high fnultipicity events 

will allou a systematic study of both natural and unnatural spin-parity 

kaon resonances using Kir, Knir, and Kinnr final states. Since the tuo 
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prong Kn final state analysis did not require the conplex particle iden

tification and multiprong vertex finding of the other multiprong chan

nels, the decision was made to software select and thus quickly process 

a tuo prong data sample while the fine tuning of the multiprong analysis 

routines was taking place. It is the analysis of this tuo prong data-

sample, specifically in the reaction K"p -• K'Wn, with which this thesis 

uiIt deal. 

In the following chapters, a description will be given of each step 

in the data takirg, data selection, data processing, and analysis of 

this K"p •* K*n*n data. Specifically chapter II will present a descrip

tion of the beam and spectrometer hardware used in collecting this data 

sample. The trigger logic and data acquisition system wilt be discussed 

in chapter III. Chapters IV and V will dsai with the softw.re filter 

selection, eveni reconstruction, and kinematical selection of a final 

K"p -» K'i'n data sample from these "10 million events written to magnetic 

tape in this experiment. Chapter VI will discuss: 1) momentum calibra

tion of the spectrometer, 2) backgrounds in the final K'p •+ K"ir*n data 

sample, and 3) experimental normalization. Chapters VII and VIII will 

form the bulk of this thesis, and wii* deal with the analysis of this 

final k'p -» K'n'n data sample. 

This analysis is most easily discussed in two steps. Chapter VII 

presents a study of the acceptance corrected angular distributions of 

this data sample. The endpoint of this step in the analysis was a set 

of fitted acceptance corrected angular moments which completely des

cribed the angular dependence of this data. In this chapter the Monte 

Carlo used to calculate the spectrometer's acceptance will be discussed, 
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is Hell as the fitting methods used to obtain the final acceptance cor

rected angular moments. To end this chapter, these angular m-merits are 

presented as a function of Kn invariant mass, and the leading K* reso

nance structure visible "in these moments are discussed. Fits to these 

angular moments uhich yielded resonance parameters for these leading 

states are then discussed. 

Chapter VI[I will then present an energy independent partial wave 

analysis (PUA) of these angular moments. The endpoint of this PUA was a 

set of K'n* elastic scattering partial waves as a function of Kn invari

ant mass. The first part of this chapter will present the simple 

exchange model used to isolate the single pion exchange portion of the 

K'p •* K"ii4n reaction. The method used to isolate the single pion 

exchange portion of this reaction, extrapolate to the picn pole, and 

thus obtain the K~n* elastic scattering partial waves will then be dis

cussed. These partial waves will then be shown as a function of mass, 

and the resonance structures visible in these usves will be discussed. 

To end this chapter fits to the leading K* resonances using these par

tial waves will be presented. 

In the last chapter of this thesis, a summary will be given of the 

results from this angular moments analysis, and the PUA. These results 

will be discussed and compaired with those from previous experiments. 

The resonances seen will then be classified within the framework of the 

simple harmonic oscillator quark model presented in this chapter. 

Finally a discussion of the evidence for radial excitations in the 

natural spin-parity strange mesons will be given. 
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Chapter II 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARTUS 

A. Overview 

The data analysed in this the!is uas selected offline from an 11 

Gev/c K"p experiment tSLAC E-132> run on the Large Angle Solenoid Spec

trometer CLASS) at SLAC. Preliminary data taking in this experiment 

took place during June of 1977. and the final data taking betueen Decem

ber of 1977 and March of 1978. Both the preliminary and fina T data tak

ing periods uere each preceeded by approximately a month of lou beam 

rate checkout running. This experiment triggered on essentially the 

entire K'p inelastic cross section. During this f-xperiment "4.5x10* K" 

particles uere incident on the LASS liquid hydrogen target. This gave 

an experimental sensitivity of "1000 events/;ib in almost all inelastic 

channels, and resulted in approximately 40 million events being written 

to magnetic tape. 

Interactions in this experiment uere furnished by an 11 G e W c K" 

beam incident on a 90 rentimeter long liquid hydrogen target. These 

beam kaons uere produced, selected, and focused in the rf separated SLAC 

beatsline 20/21. Particle identification in this beamline uas provided 

by tuo Cerenkov counters, Cn and CK. The final momentum, position, and 

angular measurements of beam particles uas supplied by various scintil

lation counters, and a set of beam proportional chambers. 
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The outgoing particles from a K'p interaction in the LASS liquid 

hydrogen target uere tracked, measured, and identified in th» LASS spec

trometer. Shofcn in figures 4-5 are schematic diagrams of this spectrom

eter. The LASS spectrometer consisted of two large momentum measuring 

magnets combined uith various associated detectors. 

The first of the LASS magnets was a large superconducting solenoid 

filled uith a nearly uniform 23 kilogauss magnetic i '.i-ld pointing along 

the incident beam direction. Outgoing particles from interactions in 

the liquid hydrogen target, situated at the upstream end of this sole

noid, traveled uith near helical trajectories through this solenoid 

field. Charged particles uith large angles and relatively lou momentum 

were bent strongly in this magnetic field, and thus could be well mea

sured. 

Several types of detectors filled the interior of the solenoid in 

order to measure the trajectories of charged interaction particles. 

Surrounding the liquid hydrogen target uere fifteen planes of CD readout 

cylindrical spark chambers, and a single cylinder of proportional wires. 

These chambers gave positional information on tracks traveling sideuays 

out of the target. Interaction particles traveling downstream * of the 

target uere measured in multiple planar CD readout spark chambers, and 

several proportional uire chambers (PUC's). Covering the exit to the 

* The cartesian coordinate system used in this experiment uas defined 
uith its z axis pointing along the incident beam direction. The y axis 
uas then defined as the vertical normal to the horizontal plane. Lastly 
the x axis uas defined relative to the v and z axis in order to complete 
an orthagonal right handed coordinate system. The term 'upstream' in 
this coordinate system refers to the negative z direction, while the 
term 'downstream' refers to the positive z direction. 
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solenoid Has a thirty eight celled partitioned atmospheric Cerenkov 

counter Cl> and mounted on the downstream end of this Cerenkov counter 

were tuenty four segmented scintillation time of flight counters. Four 

more conventional scintillation counters called the quad counters, were 

located at the center of this TOF array. Both the Cerenkov counter, and 

the TOF counters provided particle identification of particles exiting 

the solenoid. 

The second of LASS's tuo magnets was a conventional water cooled 

dipole with a maximum integrated magnetic field of 3D kilogauss-meters 

in the vertical direction. Charged forward interaction particles uith 

high momentum, uhich could not be well measured in the solenoid, uere 

bent strongly and thus could be uell measured in this dipole field. 

Knowing the entrance and exit trajectories of particles traveling 

through the LASS dipole allowed a very accurate momentum measurement of 

these paricles. In this analysis the region upstream of the dipole, 

between the tuo magnets, was refered to as the 'tuixt' region. In the 

tuixt region a numbet of planar CO readout spark chambers, and planar 

PHC's served to measured the trajectories of particles entering the 

dipole. Thi> region downstream of the dipole was known as the 

'downstream' region. In the downstream region the exit trajectory of a 

particle leaving the dipole was measured by four planar MS readout spark 

chambers, and a single planar PMC. Downstream of these chambers was a 

full coverage scintillation counter array CHft-HB) which provided posi

tional as well as timing information for 'downstream' particles. The 

last device in this spectrometer was a large eight celled unpart'tioncd 

pressurized Cerenkov counter, C2, used to provide particle identifica

tion of particles exiting the ijipole. 
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The LASS solenoid dipole configuration gives this spectrometer 

near!/ 4jt acceptance uith good resolution in almost all regions of long

itudinal and transverse momentum. The LASS beamline, target, arH spec

trometer hardware uill be described in greater detail in the rest of 

this chapter. 

B. Beamline 

Shown in figure 6 is a schematic diagram of SLAC beamline 20-21. 

This system produced, selected, collimated, focused, and measured the 11 

GeV/c K" beam particles used in this experiment. A detailed description 

of this beamline system is given in reference 7, so that only a brief 

description will be given here. 

The K" beam particles used in this experiment were produced by 

steering the i0 GeV/c SLAC electron beam onto a uater cooled primary 

target (.22 radiation lengths Be preceeded oy .86 radiation lengths Cu). 

The current of the electron beam hitting this target uas kept at "25 mA 

during this experiment. Steering of the electron beam incident on the 

target uas checked by ir-ar.itoring the pulse heights of tuo secondary 

emission monitors (SEM's), and the electron current at I-4C uas also 

monitored throughout this experiment (see diagram). 

The secondary beam had a production angle of one degree. A M nega

tively charged particles produced within i 3.65 mi 11iradians of this 

angle uere then collected, and focused into an achromatic focus, F1. 

Here various movable collimators uere used to col Iimate the beam. The 

beam momentum uas selected by moving these collimators to have a 
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dispersion, dP/P. of -2.5% (FMHM). One 1/8 " lead filter uas also 

placed in the beamline at Fl in order to remove unwanted electrons from 

the beam. 

The main SLAC electron beam uas produced in 1.6 (isec spills 180 

times a second. Within each 1-6 usee spill period. the SLAC electron 

beam hit the BeCu target for 5 psec every 350 psec. There uas thus a 

spatial separation of unlike same momentum particles a feu meters down

stream from the col 1imation point at Fl. Tuo rf separators uere located 

in this beamline downstream of Fl to make use of this spatial to remove 

unwanted particles from the beam. In this experiment the second rf 

separator's V electric field (2856 MHz) uas tuned to be at a minimum 

uhen pions passed through the rf cavity, and at a maximum when fcaons 

passed through this same cavity. Unwanted pions were thus suep frcr\ 

the beamline. Only the second rf separator uas needed in this experi

ment since at 11 Eev/e e's,lt's, and p's uere all 180 degrees out of 

phase with beam kaons. Thus this one rf separator removed most unuanted 

particles from this beam. The Tt/K contamination uas measured in thi'i 

experiment to be "l/^O, and the p/'K contamination uas "1/550. These two 

ratios uere monitored carefully thoughout this experiment. 

The third foots of this beam transport system uas a dispersive 

fecus CF3). Located at this focus uas an array of six overlapping scin

tillation counters (P-hodoscope). These scintillation counters formed 

eleven .64 cm uide vertical bins, uhich uere used to mpasure the momen

tum of the incident beam particles. Using this scintillation array, the 

momentum of these incident beam particles could be measured to an accu

racy of .25 55. 
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The final focus of our beam transport system, F4, was located a feu 

centimeters in front of the LASS liquid hydrogen target. Final kaon 

identification of our beam particles Mas furnished by two Cerenkov coun

ters, CH and CK. The first counter, Cir, uas five meters long, and was 

filled uith hydrogen gas at a pressure of 25 psig. This gas and pres

sure uas chosen so that 11 GeV pions emitted light in the Cerenkov coun

ter, but protons and pions did not. The second Cerenkov counter, CK, 

uas one meter long, and uas filled uith CO; to a pressure of 55 psig. 

This pressure and gas were chosen so that 11 GeV/c kaons and pions emit

ted light in this counter, but protons did not. The output of these two 

Cerenkov counters were thus used to define [.ion; CCn. CK) .protons 

(Cn.CK), and kaons (CT.CK) in this experiment. 

The final position and direction of kaons entering the target Uere 

measured by a scintillation counter hodoscope (84), an upstrean beam 

PMC, and a downstream beam PWC. The 6* hodoscope uas positioned 13.7 

meters upstrtam of the LASS liquid hydrogen target. This hodoscope con

sisted of an array of 24 1/2" uitfe scintillation counters; twelve placed 

in a vertical plane, and twelve placed in a hori?ota) plane. An 

upstream beam Puc uas located approximately 215 cm upstream of the tar

get. This chamber consisted of four planes of 64 proportional uireS 

uith 1.016 mm spacing. The first tuo planes gave X and Y readout, and 

the second tuo planes Here rotated i 45 degrees uith respect to the X 

axis to give E and p readout. one meter dounstream of this PUC uas the 

dounstream PUC. This chamber consisted of five planes of sixty four 

proportional uires space 1.016 mm apart. The first two planes once 

again gave X and Y readout, and the fifth plane uas rotated i 45 degrees 
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with respect to the vertical to give E readout. The second tuo planes 

Here displaced .5 mm uith respect to X and Y Hires respectively giving 

X' and Y' readout. This offset served to halve the x and y position 

resolution of this downstream PMC. 

A large 4"nA" square scintillation counter (SE) in the beam pro

vided beam timing information for both our trigger and TOF systems (see 

figure 6). The XY and ring scintillation counters located dounstream of 

the beam PUC package uere used in this experiment to provide double 

rejection in the beam. The XY counter uas 1 1/4" in diameter, ar.d uas 

segmented into four equal pie shaped pieces. Each separate segment uas 

equipped with is oun individual phototube. Tuo large ring shaped coun

ters (R.BR) completely surrounded the XY counter providing beam halo 

rejection. 

Table 1 rhou5 typical beam parameters during the data taking in 

this experiment. Control of magnet currents uas preformed by the Yard-

mux computer system. This system controlled and monitored magnet cur

rents to at least 1 X on all beamline magnets during this experiment 

(some magnets Here monitored to .1 % ) . 

C. Target 

The LASS liquid hydrogen target used in this experiment measured 

91,4 cm in length and 5.7 cm in diameter. The target cell consisted of 

tuo long concentric mylar cylinders (see figure 7). A thin mylar head 

capped the dounstream end of the outer cylinder. The dounstream end of 

the inner tube uas also capped by a mylar uinc'ou. Liquid hydrogen uas 
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TABLE 1 

Befc.Viine Running Conditions 

K" Beam Momentum 11.0 GeV/c 

Momentum Bite 2.5 X FWHM 

Primary e' Beam Energy 20.5 SeV 

Primary e" Beam Current 25 ma 

K/pulse =2.5 
TT/K 2. 5 % 
p/K 2 •/. 
Spot Size (o) at F4 

Horizonal 5 mm 
Vertical 5 mm 

Angular Dispersion at M ° 
dX/dZ 7.6 mrad FUHM 
dr/dZ S.O mrad FMHtl 

B F, Ninkelmann, SLAC Report No.160 CI973J 
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continuously floued through this target during this experiment. The 

cryogenic system filling the liquid hydrogen target uas of the condens

ing type. In this system liquid hydrogen at near atmospheric pressure 

was in equilibrium with gaseous hydrogen. Thus a single temperature, or 

pressure measurement determined the liquid hydrogen density. Our hydro

gen density in this experiment uas monitored by four vapor pressurc-

•ulbs located at the entrance and exit to the target. and three resi

stors located inside the target cell. The use of these monitors will be 

described in the normalization section. The hydrogen density uas kept 

constant to *") '/. throughout this experiment. Near the end of the data 

taking in this experiment, a chemical analysis uas performed on the 

liquid hydrogen in the cell. Ho notable DH or Dj contamination uas 

found. 

D. riagnets 

1. Solenoid Magnet 

The superconducting solenoid used in this experiment Has comprised 

of four large separate superconducting coil assemblies. Each coil 

assembly consisted qf a large stainless steel vaccuum container uith 

superconducting copper coils bathed in liquid hydrogen at the center. 

Six inch gaps uere designed between these assemblies for inserting the 

solenoid planar CP chambers, as uel 1 as the proportional plug chambers. 

Flux return iron uas located on the outside of each coil assembly, and 

an iron flux return plate uas situated at the upstream face of the 
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solenoid. A circular hole in the center of this iron plate allowed the 

insertion of the LASS liquid hydrogen target into the solenoid. In 

addition an iron flux return ring uas located at the downstream end of 

the solenoid. These flux returns served to make the solenoid field uni

form, as uell as reducing the magnetic flux outside the magnet. During 

this experiment 1600 Amps were run through the superconducting coils 

providing a nearly uniform 22.A kilogauss z magnetic field over the 465 

centimeter longj and 185 centimeter diameter solenoid interior. 

2. Oipole Magnet 

The dipole magnet used in this experiment Mas a conventional water 

cooled magnet with a maximum magnetic field of 16 kilogauss in the ver

tical direction. During this experiment the dipole uas run at a current 

of 705D Amps providing this maximum field strength. The uniform field 

region in this dipole measured 2 meters in x. 2.4 meters in z. and it 

gap height uas 1 meter. The maximum integrated field strength of this 

ir.agnet was 30 kilogauss-meters, and typically a jiarticle needed at least 

1.5 GeV/c forward momentum in order to cross this magnet without being 

swept into its sides. 

E. Cylindrical Spark Chambers 

A diagram of the cylindrical spark chambers is shown in figure 8. 

The cylindrical spark chambers consisted of ten separate cylindrical 

spark chamber gaps surrounding the LASS liquid hydrogen target. The 
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gaps had cylindrical axis nearly identical to the cylindrical axis of 

the target. The chambers had an active area of 90 cm in length, and the 

radius of these ten gaps is given in table 2. Two distinct types of 

gaps alternately made up these ten gaps. 

The first type of gap consisted of a tow voltage inner cylinder of 

left slanting uires Cleft screw sense), and a high voltage outer cylin

der of right slanting uires (right screw sense). Both left and right 

slanting cylindrical wires made a stereo angle of 8 CtanC =1/'10) with 

the z direction. Readout of both the high and low voltage wires gave 

measurements of \zimuthal (t5) angles, and z positions of intersecting 

tracks. The gap spacing between the high and low voltage Hires uas 

I cm. Hire spacing in the first four gaps of this type uas S mm, while 

the fifth gap had a wire spacing of 4mm. 

The second type of spark chamber gap consisted of a high voltage 

inner cylinder of slanting Hires, and a lou voltage outer cylinder of 

straight uires. The low voltage wires made a zero stereo angle with the 

z direction. Only lou voltage readout existed in these gaps, a:id thus 

only # angles were measured for intersecting tracks. The gap spacing 

between high and lou voltage Hires was 1 cm. Hire spacing in the first 

four gaps of this type uas 2 ram, while the fifth gap had a wire spacing 

of 4 nun. 

The gas used in the cylindrical spark chambers uas a mixture of 907; 

neon and 102 helium bubbled through a -10°C ethyl alcohol bath. The 

high voltage pulse, triggered by the LASS fast logic, in these chambers 

uas a "A Kvolt pulse "300 nsec long. The cylindrical gaps were each 

equipped uith a pulsed clearing field of 250 Volts, and a OC clearing 
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TABLE 2 

Cylindrical Spark Chamber Radii, 
Efficiencies, and Resolutions 

Typical Spacial 
Radius Tracking Resolution 

Gap Efficiency (Sigmas) 
Can) (£> (cm) 

CYL 1 phi 
z 

10.688 91.0 .095 
.80 

DYL 2 phi 12.708 96.0 .099 

CYL 3 phi 
z 

15.748 92.4 .057 
.74 

CYL 4 phi 17.788 93.3 . 169 

CYL 5 phi 
z 

20.S28 93.0 .061 
.71 

CYL 6 phi 22.868 23.9 .124 

CYL 7 phi 
z 

30.988 85.6 .133 
.71 

CYL 8 phi 32.012 86.5 .130 

CYL 9 phi 
z 

56.388 70.0 , 174 
1.50 

CYL 10 phi 57.412 73.9 .25 



field of 40 Volts. During data taking in this experiment a deadtime of 

20 itsec was imposed between triggered events in order to allou the spec

trometer's spark chambers to recover to full efficiency between firings. 

Shoun in table 2 are the typical plane efficiencies, and typical plane 

resolutions fsigmas) for the cylindrical spark chambers. 

The readout system for these chambers uas of the capacitor diode 

type. In this system each uire had an individual discriminator. Each 

discriminator output uas attached directly to an eight bit shift regis

ter, Nhen the spark chamber uas fired the hit wires set their associ

ated bits in these registers. A controller serially read and coded the 

data in these shift registers. The coded data uas then transfered to 

the data acquisition system. 

A more detailed description of the cylindrical spark chambers is 

given in reference 8. 

F. Capacitative Diode Spark Chambers 

Located in the three 6" slots betueen the solenoid coil assemblies 

were three full coverage capacitor-diode readout spark chambers. In 

addition to these three spark chambers, tuo additional CD readout spark 

chambers were located in the tuixt region. ATI five spark chambers 

(CD1-S) were identical in geometry, and shared the same readout system. 

Each CD spark chambers consisted of tuo spark chambers gaps. The 

first gap uas formed by a high voltage uire cloth plane giving X read

out, and a low voftage wire cloth plane giving y readout. The second 

spark chamber gap consisted of tuo uire cloth planes with readout uires 
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inclined i 30 degrees uith respect to the vertical. The high voltage 

plane gave P readout while the Iou voltage plane gave E readout. The 

uire cloth mesh used in the construction of these CD chamber gaps had a 

wire spacing of .907 mm. The gap spacing in each of these spark chamber 

gaps measured .95 cm. These chambers had an active area of approxi

mately ± BO cm in the horizontal direction, and t SO em in the vertical 

direction. Due to high instantaneous beam flux rates in this experi

ment, and the poor timing resolution of spark chambers, it uas necessary 

to deaden the beam area in each of these five spark chambers. This uas 

done by placing a 21.6 cm diameter circular styrofoam plug in the center 

of each spark chamber gap. 

The gas used in the CO spark chambers uas a mixture of 90JJ neon. 

10% helium, and .55! ethyl alcohol. The high voltage pulse, triggered by 

the LASS fajt logic, in these chamber gaps consisted of an "4 Kvolt 

pulse -100 nsec in duration. Each spark chamber gap uas equipped uith a 

pulsed clearing field of 80 Volts, and a DC clearing field of 20 Volts. 

The experiment uas also run uith a deadtitne of 20 msec betueen events to 

allow the spectrometer's spark chambers to recover to full efficiency 

between events. 

Each of these five CD readout spark chambers shared the same read

out system. In these chambers each uire was connected to an individual 

capacitor diode circuit. When the spark chambers uere fired a hit uire 

then charged its associated capacitor. A controller then serially scan

ned each capacitor diode circuit in these chambers, coded the hit uire 

positions, and passed the information on to the data acquisition system. 
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Shown in table 3 are typical plane efficiencies, and typical plane 

resolutions (sigmas) for the CD spark chambers during this experiment. 

G. Proportional Hire Chambers 

The proportional Hire chambers Mere the major track finding and 

fitting tool in the solenoid region of this spectrometer. Because of 

high instantaneous flux rates in this experiment, out of time tracks 

Here often seen in the spark chamber systems. Since the proportional 

devices had much better time resolution than the spark chambers, PWC 

hits uere required on all solenoid tracks used in this analysis. The 

PUC's also were very efficient chambers with good positional resolution. 

In the tuixt and dounstream regions the PUC's also played a major role 

in providing positional, and timing information. 

All proportional chambers in LASS shared the same readout system. 

A typical proportional chamber plane consisted of etched mylar cathodes 

at high negative voltage positioned on both sides of a uire readout 

plane at ground voltage. The only exceptions to this typical chamber 

uere the four cathode readout chambers (TA.TB.TC, and JHxy) which uill 

Le described later. The proportional wires in these chambers uere all 

20(i gold plated tungsten in res uith ' ? exception of the John Hopkins' 

chambers uhich had SOu. uires. In the next feu subsections a brief geo

metrical description uill be given of each proportional device in the 

LASS spectrometer. 
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TABLE 3 

Capacitative Diode Spark Chamber 
Efficiencies, and Resolutions 

I Typical Typical 
Tracking Resolution 

I Efficiency (sigma) 
Plane C8) (cm) 

CD 1 X 91.7 .115 
Y 96.2 .113 
E 91,4 .130 
P 72.5 .108 

CD 2 X 84.ft .100 
Y 98.D .090 
E 90.2 .114 
P as.7 .100 

CD 3 X 89.2 .094 
Y 94.1 .090 
E 92.7 .094 
P 79.0 .084 

CD A X 85.7 .152 
Y 90.2 .090 
I 61. * .132 
P 49.3 .1ST 

CD 5 X 82.5 .110 
Y 95.7 .104 
E 92.4 .155 
P 84.4 • 5 7 
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1. Beam Chambers 

The beam chamber geometrv uas discussed in the beam section of this 

chapter, and will not be repeated here. Both the upstream and down

stream PHC's ran at a voltage of ~4.2 KVolts during this experiment. The 

gas flowed continuously through these chambers consisted of a mixture of 

76X argon, 20JS isobutane, .252 freon, and A'/, methylal. 

2. Cylindrical Chamber 

The cylindrical PWC consisted of 160 proportional wires arranged 

cylindricai1y about the LASS liquid hydrogen target. The chamber had an 

active area of 94 im in length, and the radius of the cylindrical cham

ber measured 5.168 cm. The uires in this cylinder formed a zero stereo 

angle with the r direction and thus provided azirauthal readout. The 

wire spacing in this chamber uas 2.037 mm, and the uire to cathode gap 

spacing was 4.71 mm. The cylindrical puc ran at a voltage of - 2.9 

Kvolts during this experiment .and a mixture of 71% argon, 25!! isobutane, 

and .25H freon formed the proportional gas used in this chamber. 

3. Plug Chambers 

The five proportional plug chambers (PLUGJ-5) in the LASS spectrom

eter were designed to cover the 8.5" diameter styrofoam plug in each of 

the five CD" readout chambers described previously. In this experiment 

plug chambers 1-3 were mounted on CD chambers 1-3 respectively. In the 
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tuixt region PLI/G4 uas positioned directly in front of WS1T, and PLUGS 

uas mounted directly on C05. These chambers furnished in-time high 

resolution measurements of very forward interaction particles. 

Tach plug chamber consisted of three planes with 256 proportional 

Hires in each plane. The wires in these planes were spaced 016 mm 

apart, and the Hire to cathode gap spacings measured 4.064 mm. The 

first two planes in each chamber gave X and Y readout, while the third 

plane uas rotated 35 degrees with respect to the vertical in order to 

give E readout. The active area of each plane of wires uas limited only 

by the number of Mires in one direction, but uas limited to ± 14 cm by 

an etched mylar cathode plane in the other direction (see figure 9i. The 

proportional gas used in these plug chambers uas a mixture of 765! argon, 

205J isobutane, .252 freon, and 4XmethyTal. The typical standard operat

ing voltage for the plug chambers Mas 4.2 KVolts. 

4. Full Bore Proportional Chambers 

Three full bore proportional chambers (1.5,2.5,3.5) uere mounted 

inside the solenoid magnet, halfway between each 6" solenoid CD chamber 

gap. Each chamber consisted of three planes with 256 proportional uires 

in each plane. The uires in these planes uere spaced 2.03Z mm apart, 

and the uire to cathode gap spacings measured 4.064 mm. The first tuo 

planes in each chamber gave X and Y readout, uhile the third plane uas 

rotated 45 degrees with respect to the vertical to give E readout. The 

active area of these proportional chambers formed a nearly perfect octa

gon (see figure 9). The x and y dimensions of this octagon were 
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i 64 cm. The proportional sas flowed through these chambers during this 

experiment uas a mixture of 66K argon. 30X isobutane, .25SJ freon. and AV, 

methy I si. The chambers uere typically run at a voltage of "3. D Kvolts. 

5. Trigger Chambers 

Three cathode readout proportional chambers (TA.TB.TC) uere posi

tioned just upstream of 1.5.2.5, and 3.5 respectively. Each of these 

chambers consisted of a single plane of uires, uhere adjacent uires uere 

spaced 4.064 mm apart. The wire to cathode gap spacing in each chamber 

uas 4.064 mm. These high voltage uires uere not read out. Instead of 

reading out the uires, an etched cathode whose dimensions are shoun in 

figure 9 was read out to give radial and azimuthal coordinates. The 

coordinates from the trigger chambers uere used only for track corrobo

ration in this experiment, and uere not used for track fitting. 

The proportional gas flowed through these chambers uas a mixture of 

64!{ argon, 305! isobutane, and 6!J me thy I al- The chambers Here run at a 

typical voltage of "2.3 Kvolts during the data taking in this experi

ment, 

6. JHsty 

The proportional chamber JHxy (built at Join Hopkins u.) uas 

located in the tuixt region just upstream of PLUG5 and CD5. This cham

ber had Y coordinate readout on one of the two cathode planes, as well 

as X readout on the normal proportional uire plane. 
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The X readout wire plane in this chamber consisted of 512 propor

tional wires spaced 4,233 mm apart. The uire to cathode gap spacing in 

this chamber uas 6.35 mm. The Y readout cathode in this chamber con

sisted of two sets of sixty four 2.54 cm x 100 cm fingers etched in the 

mylar cathode. The first set of these fingers uere etched in horizontal 

rows along the left hand side of the chamber, and the other sixty four 

were etclied in horizontal rous along the right hand side of the chamber. 

The active area of this chamber measured i 87.5 cm in the vertical 

direction, and £ 100 cm in the horizontal direction. 

The proportional gas floued through this chamber during the data 

taking uas a mixture of SOX argon and 205J isobutane. This gas mixture 

Mas also floued through JHup and JHdoun uhich are described in the next 

subsection. All three chambers CJHxy,JHup,JHdoun) typical ly ran at vol

tages near 3.7 Kvolts. 

7. JHup.JHdaun 

During this experiment. JHup uas located in the tuixt region just 

downstream of the TOT scintillation hodoscope. The JHdoun chamber uas 

located in the dounstream region just covering the exit of the dipole 

magnet. Each chamber consisted of a single plane of 512 proportional 

wires with 4.233 mm uire spacings. This single plane of Hires gave X 

readout, and the uire to cathode gap spacing in these chambers measured 

6.35mm. Both JHup and JHdoun had an active area in the horizontal 

direction of i 100 cm. The JHup chamber had an active area of ± 87.5 cm 

in the vertical direction, while the JHdoun chamber had an active area 
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of ± 60.0 cm in the vertical direction. These chambers uere used during 

this experiment to supply good timing information, as uel1 as x posi

tions of particles crossing the dipole magnet. 

»- PUC Readout 

All proportional uire chambers were serviced by the same readout 

system. Each proportional uire u«s equipped uith an amplifier, a dis

criminator, and the equivalent of a 32 bit shift register. A propor

tional pulse on a given uire uas amplified, discriminated, and dumped 

onto the shift register uhich uas continuously strobed by a 40 rhz 

clock. A given shift register then carried the past history of the given 

proportional uire in 25 nsecond slots for the last S00 nanoseconds. 

Uhen an event took place the strobing of the shift registers uas stop

ped, and a controller serially read, and coded the data in these shift 

registers. At the ccdeing stage, the controller reduced the number of 

stored time slots from 32 to 8 for each hit wire. The appropriate time 

slots for the given trigger were kept so that this reduction caused no 

loss of information, and a great deal of event storage space uas saved. 

The controller then transfered the coded PUC data to the data acquisi

tion system. 

Proportional chamber planes I.5X and 1.5r not only served the stan

dard rote of track coordinate measurement, but uere also incorporated 

into the main trigger of this experiment. Besides being clocked into 

shift registers, the discriminator pulses for all aires in -the 1.5X and 

l.SY planes Here fed into a cluster logic box. This cluster logic box 
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first combined the signals from adjacent hit uire<; into a single local 

logical signal. The resulting signals ue>-e then OR'd by this toaic tox 

to form a multiplicity signal <£l.5x>t OR jj.5Y>l). Signals Mithin 1.6 

cm of the beam uere not included in this OR process. The resulting sig

nal thus indicated whether tuo or mare particles, outside of the beam 

region, had hit the 1.5 chamber. This logical ',-'' t ipl ic i ty signal was 

then sent by a fast coaxial cable to the fast logic, uhere it uas used 

in forming this experiment's main trigger. For a more complete descrip

tion of this PUC cluster logic system see reference 9. 

Typical plane tracking efficiencies, and plane resolutions (sigmas) 

are given in table A for the LASS proportional wire chambers. More 

detailed information on the LASS proportional chambers can be found in 

references 10. 

H. Magnetostrictive Spark Chambers 

I. MS1T and MS2T 

Located in the tuixt region just downstream of JHup uere tuo large 

magnetortrietive readout spark chambers; MS!T and riSZT. These tuo large 

chambers were both identical in geometry. 

Each spark chamber had two spark chamber gaps. The first gap con

sisted of tuo uire cloth planes spaced .95 cm apart giving X and Y read

out. The second gap consisted of tuo uire r.loth planes uith their uires 

rotated i 25 degrees uith respect to the vertical to give E and P read 

out. The planes in this second gap uere spaced .95 cm apart. The uire 
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TABLE 4 

Proportional Uire Chamber 
Efficiencies, and Resolutions 

Typical Spacial 
Tracking Resolution 

Plane Eff iciency (Sigma) 

BEAM UP X 99.5 .039 
Y 99. 8 .041 
e 98.9 .059 
p 99.3 .058 

BEAtt DUN X 98.7 .059 
Y 99.2 .052 
X' 99.3 .058 
Y' 99.8 .044 
E 99.7 .040 

crL PUC 98.2 .oea 
PLUG 1 X 90.3 .0276 

Y 97.2 .0276 
E 94.1 .02 lb 

PLUG 2 X 94. 6 .0276 
Y 93.1 0176 
E 93.0 .0276 

PLUO 3 X 95.2 .0276 
Y 95.0 .0276 
E 92.1 .Q?"?6 

PLUG 4 X 95.0 .041 
Y 86.8 .056 
E "2. 3 .051 

PLUG 5 X 94.6 .0 36 
Y 93.6 .042 
E 92.9 .042 

1.5 X 95.9 .0552 
Y 95.6 .0552 
E 95.5 .0552 

2.5 X 95. 1 .0552 
Y 93.7 .0552 
E lJ•'. • 8 .0552 

3.5 X 88.8 .0552 
Y 87.6 .0552 
E 91.0 .0552 

TA 98. 1 -TB 97.5 -
TC 90.9 -
JH XY X 98.2 .314 

Y 84.2 .259 
JH up X 98.2 .800 
JH dun X | 92.2 .248 
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cloth used to make up these 'lire planes had a uire spacing of ".907 mm. 

The active area of these MS tuixt chambers measured ± 200 cm in the hor

izontal direction, and t 100 cm in the vertical direction. Circular 

styrofoam plugs 3" in diameter were placed in the center of each gap to 

deaden the beam region. 

The residual solenoid and dipole fields uere strong enough. in the 

twixt region, to alter the magnetization of magnetostrictive uires. To 

counteract this effect, each magnetostrictive uand uas wound with a uire 

coil. A current of several amps uas pulsed through these coils in-time 

with the beam in order to set up a biasing magnetic field along each ns 

wire. This allowed normal magnetostrictive readout of these wands. 

The gas used in these chambers uas a mixture of 90K neon and 10J! 

helium. The high voltage pulse in these chambers, triggered by the LASS 

fast logic, uas a 7-8 Kvolt pulse of approximately 400 nsec duration. 

These chambers uere also equipped uith a pulsed 100 Volt clearing field, 

and a DC clearing field of 50 Volts. The 20 msec deadtime betueen trig

gered events proved to be ample time for these chambers to recover to 

full efficiency betueen firings, 

2. MS1D-MS4D 

Track measurement in the downstream region uas performed by one PMC 

(JHdoufi), and the four US readout spark chambers (MS1D-riS4D), The four 

downstream MS chambers uere all ioentical in geometry ''. 

Each spark chamber had tuo spark chamber gaps. The first gap gave 

X and Y readout, while the second gap gave E and P readout uith uires 
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rotated ± 30 degrees xith respect to the vertical. The planes in these 

gaps were spaced .95 cm apart, and the Hire c'.oth used in constructing 

these planes had a u'ire spacing of .907 mm. The active area of these MS 

downstream chambers measured ± ISO cti in the horizontal direction, and 

± 75 cm in the vertical direction. Circular styrofoam plugs 6" in diam

eter uere placed in the center of each gap to deaden the beam region. 

Each chamber's center position Has displaced in the x direction in order 

to have beam particles travel through the center of these circular 

piugs. 

The gas used in these chambers Mas a mixture of 90!! neon and lOJi 

helium. The high voltage pulse in these chambers, triggered by the LASS 

fast logic, was a 7-8 Kvolt pulse of approximately 400 nsec duration. 

These chambers uere equipped with a 100 Volt pulsed clearing field, and 

a 50 Volt DC clearing field. The 20 msec deadtime between triggered 

events was plenty of time for these chambers to retrun to full efficeney 

between firings. 

The readout system for all MS chambers uas the same. Magnetostric-

tive pulses from the wands were discriminated! and then shaped in zero 

cross distriminators. These discriminated pulses were then fed into 

MNA modules 1 J , which digitized and coded these signals. The resulting 

data was then sent to the data acquisition systen. 

Show in table 5 are typical plane tracking efficiencies and typical 

plane resolutions tsigmas) for the MS spark chambers. 
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TABLE S 

Hs^ . ie tos tMct ive Spark Chamber 
E f f i c i e n c i e s , and Resolut ions 

Typical Spacial 
Tracking Resolution 

Plane Efficiency tsigma) 
m (cm) 

MS1T X 90. 4 .101 
Y 91.2 .081 
E 90.8 .097 
P 89.4 .0*7 

MS?T X 90. A .039 
Y 91.2 .091 
E 92.1 .094 
P 92.7 .091 

MS1D X 95. 6 .082 
Y 97.6 .053 
E 96.5 .076 
P 97.4 .058 

MS2D X 95.6 .065 
Y 95.1 .123 
E 97.7 .077 
P 97.5 .064 

MS 3D X 95.7 .057 
Y 97.5 .064 
E 98.0 .067 
P 97.2 .061 

MS 40 X 97.1 .054 
Y 98.1 .051 
E 97.2 .063 
P 91.8 .146 
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I. Scintillation Counters 

Located just in front of the LASS eight celled Cerenkov counter. 

C2> uere two large scintillation hodoscopes; HA and KB. The HA and HB 

hodoscopes are shoun schematically in figure 10. The HA hodascope con

sisted of an upper and louer rou of 8"x33" scintillation paddle coun

ters. Each rou contained tuenty counters, and in the very center of the 

array two 4"x33" scintillation counter- uere placed in order to form a 

4"x4" hole in the hodoscope. The HB hodoscope consisted oj an upper and 

louer rou uith 38 scintillation paddle counters in ev ;- rou. These 

counters measured 4"-6"x33", and uere arranged as is shoun in figure 10. 

The center counters were once again displaced upward and downward to 

form a A"x<\" hole in the center of this array. Both the HA and HB hodo

scopes center positions uere offset in the x direction so that the 11 

GeV/c K" beam passed directly through these 4"x4" holes. 

The HA and HB hodoscopes uere used both for forming secondary trig

gers, and for time and position oorroboration of particles passing 

through the dipole. For triggering purposes, all HA and HB counter pho

totube signals uer.j discriminated, and OR'd together to fjrm a fast 

logic signal. Tor tracking purpose? the signals from the HA and HB des-

criminators uere fed into event latched buffer strobe modules. The data 

uas transferred by a CAflftC system from these modules into the data 

acquisition system uhen an event trigger took place. 

Covering the 4"x4" hole in the HA and HB hodoscopes uas an 9.64 cm 

radius circular lollipop scintillation counter, LP3. This counter uas 

used in anticoincidence uith our main TO trigger in order to prevent 
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delta rays from triggering the spectrometer. The output from the LP3 

phototube was also discriminated, and fed into an event latched buffer 

strobe module. 

J. Particle Identification Systems 

Three particle identification systems were present in the LASS 

spectrometer. These consisted of 1) a 38 celled atmospheric partitioned 

threshold Cerenkov counter C1 , 3 , 2) a 24 scintillation counter TOF 

array '*, and 3) an eight ceiled nonpartitioned pressurized differential 

Cerenkov counter C2 1 s. None of these systems uere used for particle 

identification in the analysis of the K"p -» K"ir*n two prong physics pre

sented in this paper. Simple multiplicity, charge conservation, and 

missing mass cuts sufficed to isolate this tuo prong channel from almost 

all background reactions (see Chapter VI section B). The tuo Cerenkov 

counters uill not be discussed here then. Since the 24 TOF scintillation 

counters uere used, along uith the four associated quad scintillation 

counters, in the main trigger of this experiment, they uill be described 

in this section. 

Shoun in figure 11 is a diagram of the TOF hodoscope. This scin

tillation hodoscope uas mounted on the downstream face of CI. The 

external radius of this nearly circular array uas 290 cm. The internal 

radius of the 24 outer TOF counters measured 30.5 cm. Filling in the 

30.5 cm hole in this TOF array Here four quad scintillation counteis. 

The inner radius of these four counters uas 7.6 cm. Due to the rela

tively large residua) magnetic fields at the TOF counters, each 
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counter's phototube uas equipped uith a bucking coil, and Magnetic 

shielding. The bucking coil current uas chosen to give the maximum 

counter efficiency. 

Signals from all 28 counters were discriminated, and then logically 

OR'd in the fast logic. The resulting signal uas used in the main trig

ger. Discriminated pulses uere also sent from all 28 counters into 

event latched buffer strobe units. For particle identification pur

poses, the signals from the 24 TOF counter uere also sent to analog to 

digital converter (ADC'S) units, and time to digital converter CTOC'S) 

units. When an event trigger took place the CAMAC system once again 

transfered the data from the buffer strobe, ADC, and TDC units to the 

data acquisition system. 
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Chapter III 

TRIGGERING AND DATA COLLECTION 

A. Fast Logic and Electronics 

1. Beam Logic 

The purpose of the beam logic in this experiment uas simply to 

identify, and select incoming beam particles. Shoun in figure 12 is a 

logic diagram of the LASS beam logic. An incoming beam particle uas 

basically defined electronically by a coincidence between the SE scin

tillation counter, and any one of the four XY scintillation counters. 

This coincidence uas formed by first shaping and discriminating the pho

totube signals from the four XY counters into 32 nsec long logical 

pulses. These pulses were then OR'd together to give a logical J X Y H 

output signal. As uas meantioned in the beam section, SE defined the 

beam logic timing. The discriminated pulse from SE was thus made very 

narrow C 8 nsec) by clipping the phototube output signal. The logical 

SE and £XYi1 pulses were tnen ANO'd together to define the logical beam 

particle signal. 

Tuo veto signals were AND'd uith this SE«JxY21 signal in order to 

exclude two types of unuanted beam triggers. The I*YJ2 veto effec

tively discarded beam triggers uith tuc particles passing through sepa

rate XY counters within 32 nsee of each other. Tuo such in-time beam 
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particles uere not separable by the spectrometer hardware. and thus 

would have led to confusion in event reconstruction. The £Ril veto 

rejected beam particles that had a secondary beam particle pass, through 

one of the ring counters, within 32 nseo of this beam particle. Such 

secondary beam particles had » high probability of interacting uith the 

target jacket, and thus had to be rejected. The final logical signal 

defining a beam particle (BEAM) was defined as SE«Xmi»£xYi2»£Ri1. 

In order to define what kind of particle the particular BEAM signal 

represented, discriminated 20 nsec pulses from Cir and CK were used. 

Logical AND's between the BEAM signal . and these tuo Cerenkov counters 

signals thus formed the definition a kaon (BEAM'CK'CTI), a pion 

IBEAM*CK»CTI), and a proton (BEAM*CK»CTI! in the beam logic. Since this 

was a K'p experiment the logical signal BEAMTRIG uas defined by the kaon 

signal. BEAM«CK»Cn. 

2. Trigger Logic 

The xtrigger logic in this experiment served to select interesting 

events for the spectrometer to trigger on. Various logical trigger sig

nals uere used to study the spectrometer during the s»tup of this exper

iment. During the main data taking only four event triggers 

(TO, T2>T3.T<1) were employed. 

The main trigger (TO) in this experiment uas designed to trigger on 

practically the entire K'p inelastic cross section. This uas accom

plished by triggering on any K'p interaction with tuo or more charged 

particles downstream of the LASS liquid hydrogen target. Shown in 
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figure 13 is a logic diagram of the TO trigger. The first requirement 

in this TO trigger uas that the beam particle should satisfy the beam 

logic requirements. The multiplicity requirements, on this trigger, 

uere imposed by requiring one or more interaction particles to pass 

through the quad-TOF scintillation hodoscope, as well as two or more 

particles passing outside a 3.2 centimeter square hole in the 1.5 PMC 

(For a discussion on the cluster togic see Chapt II section G5. The 3.2 

centimeter hole requirement greatly supressed unwanted elastic triggers. 

The LP3 counter signal uas also included in this trigger to veto 

unuanted triggers caused by delta rays kicked out by non-interacting 

beam particles. The final TO trigger uas then defined as 

BEAriTRIG«(Jl.SX12 OR £l. SY22 J 'iTOFil *IP3. 

During this experiment, the three other event trigger types Here 

uritten to magnetic tape interspersed with the TO trigger events. 

The elastic trigger <T2) in this experiment uas defined as 

B E A W R I G » £ H A 2 > « X H B 2 *(£HA OR EHB22)»£T0F21. This trigger required one, 

and only one particle to have passed through the HA-HB scintillation 

hodoscope. Elastic triggers were mainly taken in order to later study 

track finding in the spectrometer uith very simple highly constrained 

events. The BEAM signal from the beam logic uas used as the 13 tngg<" 

in this experiment. This trigger provided an unbiased sample of the 

bean phase space throughout the experiment. This unbiased sample uas 

used primarily in throwing the correct beam phase space in the Monte 

Carlo, as uill be discussed later. The fourth trigger (T4) uas defined 

as BEAMTRlG'£HA12'EKB22»IV0Fi1. This trigger uas used to select three 

pion decays of beam kaons. These three body decay tau events uere used 
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later in the analysis of this data to study the momentum resolution of 

the dipole. as well as calibrat; the P-hodoscope measurement of the 

beam momentum. 

3. Gating Logic 

The gating logic in this experiment controlled the triggering of 

the LASS spectrometer, and initiated the read-in of events into the data 

acquisition system. These decisions were based on computer readiness as 

well as on trigger logic signals. Shown in figure 14 is a diagram of 

the LASS spectrometer's gating logic. Three major logical gates were 

formed in this experiment; the rate gatei the run gate, and the event 

gate Each of these logical signals was created by a separate gate gen

erator. The logical gate from each of these gate generators was initi

ated by a BZHU signal in coincidence with various logical signal 

requirements specific to the given gate. This B2NU signal arrived from 

the main SLAC accelerator exactly 2.5 [isec before each beam spill. 

The rate gate was generated by starting the rate gate generator 

usinij just the B2NU signal. The output yate from this gate generator 

was then stopped after the 1.6 usee beam spill. This rate gate was used 

primari!y to control the rate gated scalers uhich will be discussed 

later. 

The run gate Mas generated by starting the run gate generator using 

a coincidence between the main accelerator B2NU signal, and a "CPU OK" 

signal. This "CPU OK" signal indicated that the data acquisition system 

uas in the run state. and thus in a data taking mode. This signal uas 
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generated by pushing a series of toggle switches on the main LASS con

trol panel. The gate generator uas once again stopped after the 1.6 

u.sec beam spill was over. This run gate uas primarily used to control 

the run gated scalers which will be described later. 

The most important of the three gating signals uas the event gate. 

Five requirements needed to be met in the gate logic before starting the 

tvent gate generator. First a 82NU signal had to be present, as uell as 

a "CPU OK" signal indicating the system uas in a run state. The spark 

chambers pulsed clearing fields had to have turned off since the last 

event, and a 20 msec spark chamber deadtime had to have passed since the 

last spark chamber trigger. Lastly the P0P11/20 computer, uhich served 

as the first read-in, and buffering device in the data acquisition •as

tern, had to be ready to accept an event. When all these requirements 

were met, the event gate generator uas then started. The event genera

tor uas then stopped after the 1.6 tisec beam spill, or uhen a triggering 

event took place, uhich ever came first. 

The event gate in coincidence uith a logic pulse from the trigger 

logic served to trigger the spectrometer. This coincidence first gated 

off the PMC readout system, and - 100 nsec later the spark chamber high 

voltages Here applied. This 100 nsec delay uas present in order to pre

vent noise pickup from these spark chamters during PHC read-in. The 

various control boxes and CArlAC systems for the spectrometer then trans-

fered the data into the PDP11/20 computer by direct memory access CDMA) 

transfer. When the PDP11/20 completed the read-in cycle an "n-OK" sig

nal uas then sent back to the gating logic clearing the uay for another 

event to trigger the spectrometer. 
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During data taking every TO trigger in coincidence with an event 

gate triggered this spectrometer, and thus was uritten to magnetic tape. 

The percentage of each type of secondary trigger, in coincidence uith an 

event gate, which triggered the spectrometer Has controlled by trigger 

rate equalizers on each of the secondary triggers. Typically the ratio 

o.' events seen in coincidence with an event gate, and the events uritten 

to tape for the other three types of triggers uas; 1/40 for T2's, 1/1000 

for T3's, and W5 for TA's. The percentage of each type of trigger 

uritten to tape for each type of event trigger for a typical run was; 

95. 5'/. TO's, 2.82 T2's, 1,22 T3's and 6.0JJ T4's. These percentages do 

not add up to 1005; since a given event could satisfy more than one trig

ger type. 

A. scalers 

Three types of scalers Here used in this experiment corresponding 

to the three types of logical gates discussed in the last section. 

These scalers kept count of relevant signals (S£,BEAM,TO,etc.J which 

took place during a given logical yate. 

The rate gated, and run gated scalers were used to keep track of 

such absolute quantities as kaon/pulse.SE/pulse, and £xY/pulse. These 

scalers uere also used in beam steering and centering. Using a combina

tion of the run gated and event gated scalers, it uas also possible to 

monitor the absolute deadtime during this experiment. This deadtime uas 

caused by a combination of spark chamber deadtime, and buffer backups in 

the PDPIIsiO comt . :er. The rate gated scalers counted scaler quantities 
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independent of the run state of the data acquisition system, and thus 

provided a convenient uay of observing scalers uitrout altering the run 

state of the system. 

The event gated scalers were the most important scalers in this 

experiment. These scalers quantities were used in the analysis of this 

experiment in normalization calculation. The shutoff of the event gate 

after an event trigger had taken place uas kept very tight in order to 

stop counts in these scalers after this spectrometer trigger. Scalers 

in this experiment uere zeroed at the end of each data run (* one hour 

of running, or one tape uorth of data). 

5. CArlAC 

The readout systems of the PUC, MS spark chambers. CD spark cham

bers, and cylindrical spark chambers uere all discussed briefly in the 

last chapter. The readout of alt other harduare uas managed by the LASS 

CAMAC system. All scintillation counter signals, scalers, and digital 

volt meter readings uere thus fed into modules in several CAP1AC crates. 

When an event took place the CAMAC branch controller transfered this 

data to the PDP11/20 computer. Two separate CArlAC branches uere used 

during this experiment. 

The first branch contained modules which needed to be read each 

event. The modules in these crate consisted of various TDC, ADC, and 

buffer strobe 6'odules. The only modules iii this CAMAC branch used in 

this analysis uere the buffer strobe modules. All relevant discrimi

nated scintillation counter pulses were fed into these buffer strobe 
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modules. The event gate latched these buffer strobe modules uhen an 

event took place, and the data was then read intn the P0P11/2O oy the 

CAMAC crate controller. 

The second CAM/1 C branch consisted of modules uhich uere read into 

the PDP11/20 every 256 events, and then uritten onto magnet tape. The 

initiation of this read was carried out by the P D P I W O computer itself. 

The modules in these crates consisted of all the run and rate gated 

scaler modules, as well as digital volt meter (OVM) modules. The OVM 

modules stored the measured voltage on each of the LhSS phototubes for 

later reference. 

As uell as being read into the PDPn/20 computer, scaler quantit.es 

and DVM readings could be displayed independently on display units in 

the LASS control room '*. Relevant scaler quantities uere thus monitored 

throughout the experiment. 

B. Data Acquisition System 

The main purpose of the LASS data squistion system Mas both to 

store events on high density magnetic tape, and to allou monitoring Df 

the LASS hardware systems during this experiment. The LASS data acqui

sition system uas designed for high data rates (-50 events/sec). Uhen 

an event trigger had taken place, data was transfered from ail the hard-

Mare controllers by direct memory access transfer into the LASS PDP11/2D 

compuier ". The PBPII/'20 then condensed and buffered this data. The 

buffered data uas then transfered to high density magnetic tape using 

one of two systems. These two data transfer and analysis systems are 

discussed belou. 
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1. Triplex Computer System 

Most of the data stored on tape during this experiment uas first 

tranferred from the PDP-11/70 computer to the SLAC triplex computer sys

tem. The SLAC triptex computer system consisted of two IBM370/168 com

puters, and one [BM370/91 computer, all three interconnected. In the 

transfer process, buffered data uas first transferred from the PDP11/2D 

computer to an IBM SYSTEM7 computer. The STSTEM7 computer served to 

reformat the PDP11 data in order to make it compatable with the IBM 

computers. The reformatted data uas then transfered via a 2500 ft coax

ial cable from the LASS control room to one of the tuo 1BM37D/168 compu

ters. Only the 16S computers could be used for data acquisition. Shown 

in figure 15 is a schematic of the physical layout of this data acquisi

tion system. 

A real-time program called REALTIME controlled the management of 

these transfered data buffers in the 1BM370/168 computer , f i. Shown in 

figure 16 is a schematic diagram of this REALTIME network. Separate 

tasks within this netuork uere given different priorities. The highest 

priority of this program was to write each incoming data buffer to high 

density (6250 BPI) magnetic tape using one of the peripheral SLAC tri

plex tape drives. The size of the final buffer written to tape for a 

typical event was approximately 11O0 32-bit IBM words long. All other 

tasks uithin this program were used to monitor the LASS harduare inter

actively. The analysis task analysed ~ 5 X of the incoming data events 

through a sophisticated analysis program. This program uas identical to 

the event reconstruction program which is described in the next chapter. 
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This analysis program did track finding,, calculated tracking efficien

cies, and generally analysised quantities used in monitoring the LASS 

hardware. 

Using the IBM2Z50 graphics terminal in the LASS control room exper

imenters could interact with this REALTIME netuork. Efficiencies, resi

duals, and uire hits could be displayed for any device in the LASS spec

trometer. Histograms and plots of interesting quantities could also be 

defined and displayed interactively. At the enJ of each run £ approxi

mately 1 tape of data! several hundred lines of efficiencies, and histo

grams uere routed from the 1BM370/I68 through the IBMlBirj computer, and 

printed out in the line printer in the LASS control room. This output 

allowed the monitoring of the LASS hardware throughout the data taking. 

2. 1BM1800 

As a backup to the IBM370/16* data acquisition system an IBH1800 

computer and tuo lou density (800 BPI) tape drives u»re located in the 

LASS control room. These tape drives and the 1800 computers uere all 

controlled by LASS physicists. When using this system buffered events 

in the PDP11/20 uere transfered using DMA to the IBM1SD0. The 1800 then 

urote the event out to tape, and also processed the event through a very 

simple monitoring program. At the end of several runs (several tapes 

uorth of data) histograms, and relevant numbers uere printed out on the 

line printer. This printout uas the sole monitoring information availa

ble nfien data uas taken using the 1800 system. The total amount of data 

stored using the 1800 computer during the data taking in M^is experiment 
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amounted to ' 3 X of the total number of events written to magnetic 

tape. 
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Chapter IV 

TRACK RECONSTRUCTION AND F1TTINB 

Track reconstruction, and fitting refers to the process of recon

structing event topologies from the rag data events written to magnetic 

tape. The endpoint of this process uas a totally reconstructed event 

consisting of momentum three vectors for the incident beam particle, a 

fitted vertex, and the momentum three vectors and charge of each outgo

ing interaction particle. Tracfc reconstruction and fitting was per

formed by the LASS FORTRAN track finding and fitting routines ". These 

FORTRAN routines are very complex and uill only be discussed briefly in 

the next feu subsections. First a discussion of the coordinate and 

track parameterizations used in this FORTRAN productior code ui'I be 

discussed. 

The first step in this LASS production program uas the unpacking of 

the rau data events from magnetic tape, and the transformation of this 

rau data into physical coordinates in the LASS spectrometer. The coor

dinate system used, in this process and the all the LASS production 

routines. Has identical to the cartesian coordinate system discussed in 

the footnote on page 12. The origin of this cartesian coordinate system 

uas chosen arbitrarily to be a point at the upstream face of the sole

noid magnet at the exact central axis of the soi£"oid. 

Once these physical coordinates had been calculated, track finding 

and fitting routines were used to reconstruct event topologies. Track 
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finding and fitting uas done in the three spectrometer regions (beam, 

solenoid, and dipole) separately. 

The beam region uas a magnetic field free region to a very good 

approximation. Thus beam particles uere assumed to travel in straight 

line trajectories from the B^ hodoscope until they interacted in the 

liquid hydrogen target. Beam particles uere parameterized geometricallv 

in this region as: 

x = x 0 + (z-z0) dx/dz 
IV.1 

y = y 0 + (z- Z ( )) dy/dz 

Beam track finding and fitting routines thus determined Xo.Vo•dx/d2, and 

dy/dz at a reference z position Zo. This information, combined with the 

P-hodoscopes momentum measurement, gave the three momentum and position 

of the incident beam particle. 

Magnetic fields in both the tuixt region and the downstream region 

uere ueak enough so that to a very good approximation energetic dipole 

crossing particles traveled in straight line trajectories in these 

regions. Thus tracks uere fit geometrically to straight lines in the 

tuixt. and the dounstream regions. Oipite tracking information in this 

experiment uas used to accurately measure the absolute momentum of 

dipole crossing tracks. Position and angle measurements of these tracks 

came from the solenoid fitted tracks linked to these dipole crossing 

tracks. 
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The solenoid field, Bz, uas highly uniform throughout the tracking 

region of the solenoid. To a very good approximation charged particles 

traveled in perfect helices through the solenoid. Solenoid tracks uere 

thus parameterized geometrically in the uniform field region of the 

solenoid as: 

x = x„ + R cos( $ 0 + (z-z0) d^/dz ) 
IV.2 

y = v 0 + R sin( 0 O + (z-z,,) d0/dz ) 

Solenoid track finding and fitting routines thus determined x D, Vq, H. 

d#/dz, and fn for each track at a given reference z position zo . The 

relationship cf these quantities to the solenoid track's momentum uas 

quite easily derived to be-. 

PL = q B , P T = q B, R 
( ^*\ I V' 3 

\ d z / Whm q - O.OZHS C«y/<Kitc—-H) 

The charge of the track could also be determined by the turning direc

tion of it's helical trajectory. Thus the three momentum, charge, and 

position of each fitted solenoid track could be determined from these 

fit parameters. 

k. Unpacking 

In reconstructing a particular event, the production job first 

unpacked each harduare device's raw data uhich nad been stored on 
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magnetic tape. The rau data uas then titinslated into physical coordi

nate positions in the spectrometer. 

The rau data for the cylindrical spark chambers consisted of the 

Hire numbers of each wire hit in the separate spark chamber planes. 

Since the cylindrical spark chambers uere very noisy it uas first neces

sary to discard hit uire numbers, which uere on a h"t ^ire list. In 

each plane adjacent wires uere then clustered together. In the cylin

ders two clusters surrounding a dead uire were also considered as a sin

gle cluster. The centroid of the clusters uere then used to calculate 

the cylindrical coordinate using knoun uire spacings, and the chamber 

alignment constants. 

The rau data for the CO chambers consisted once again of the Hire 

numbers of each hit uire in the separate spark chamber planes. In each 

plane adjacent uires uere clustered together. Tuo adjacent clusters 

uith a single nonhit wire in between uere also added together to 

form one big cluster. I'sing the centroid of these clusters CD coordi

nates uere then calculated using the known uire spaeingsi and the align

ment constants for chamber offsets. Small nonlinear corrections to the 

coordinate positions uere also made at this point to account for nonli-

nearities in the uire cloth plane uire spacings. 

The rau data for the PWC chambers consisted of the uire numbers of 

each uire hit in separate proportional uire planes, as uell as the eight 

bit time slots discussed in the PWC readout section. At this stage in 

the processing the eight 25 nsec timr? slots for all PWC uires hit, 

except in the beam chambers, had a 100 nsec time mask applied. Uire 

hits uith no bit set uithin this 100 nsec time mask uere rejected. The 
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11 
beam chambers had a slightly larger time mask of 200 nsec applied. 

Adjacent wires passing these timing criteria uere once again clustered 

together. Using the centroid of these clusters, PUC coordinates uere 

then calculated from the known wire spacings, and alignment constants 

for the chamber offsets. 

The rau data for the MS chambers consisted of a time measurement 

for each wire hit in the separate MS spark chamber planes. This time 

measurement consisted of the time delay in the arrival of the uire hit 

signal uith respect to the arrival of a fixed fiducial along an MS cham

ber uand. Using the rate of travel of an MS pulse along an MS uire in 

the wand, as well as alignment constants for chamber offsets and fidu

cial positions, the MS coordinates uere then calculated. 

B. Match Points 

rlatch points consisted of combinations of tuo or more associated X, 

Y, E, or P coordinates in a single chamber crossing to form a three 

diniercsionaI point in space. Thess match points uere used in the beam 

track finding algorithm, as well as both cylindrical and plane solenoid 

track finding algorithms. 

Datch points in the cylindrical spark chambers consisted of all 

possible combinations of left and right slanting uires in the five Sz 

readout spai'k chamber gaps. These combinations lead to 9z points at 

fixed radti. The on)y requirement on these tuo ubt> match points uas 

that the calculated z crossing of these tuo uires had to be uithin the 

St active area of the cylindrical chambers. 

I 
IK 
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The solenoid PWC plane match points Here found by first finding all 

XY match point combinations in a given chamber. The projections of the 

xy coordinates into the E plane then had to be associated uithin errors, 

uith E coordinates in order to form three uay match points. After stor

ing away these three uay match points the production program then stored 

away all left over tuo uay match points ( X Y . E T . E X ) . It uas necessary to 

use tuo uay match points in the solenoid track finding algorithms in 

order to account for PWC chamber inefficiencies. The beam chamber match 

point"; were calculated in the same manner as above but in this case tuo. 

three, and four uay match points Here also possible. 

The CO match points were found exactly as the PWC matchpoints. 

Because of the large number o< extra hits in these chambers only three 

and four uay match points uere stored auay. 

C. Beam Track rinding 

The first track finding p.ogram called in the LASS production code 

uas the beam track finding program. These routines uere called first 

since the beam track finding code was extremely fast, and if no good 

beam track uas found by this code the production of the specific event 

could be aborted. 

Initial trial candidates for beam tracks were formed by calculating 

all possible combinftions of one match point from the upstream beam PUC, 

and one match point from the downstream beam PUC. Once one of these 

trial candidates had been calculated coordinate associations uith this 

line uere made in the upstream beam PHCP and the downstream beam PUC. 
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Using these associated wire coordinates! a linear least squares fit uas 

performed yielding a new straight line fit to the trial beam track can

didate. The old coordinate associations uere then checked once again, 

and if any paints needed to be discarded, the least squares fit process 

uas repeated. This process uas repeated until either a track had been 

found with seven, or more associated coordinates; or else the track had 

less than seven coordinates in which case a neu trial track line uas 

tried. 

Once a beam track had been found by this proceedure three more 

requirements were made befr"-» its parameters uere stored away. The 

first requirement uas that the beam track had to have at least one in-

time 9# or XY scintillation counter firing along the projected beam 

track. The second requirement uas that the P-hodoscope could have one 

and only one momentum bin hit. This P-hodoscope bin was then used to 

calculate the momentum of the beam particle. The last requirement on 

the beam track uas that it did not share a large number of coordinates 

uith any previously found beam track. 

When all these criteria had been met the fitted beam track parame

ters, beam momenta- and error matrix (from the least squares fit) uere 

stored auay for future use. More than one beam particle could be storad 

auay for a given event. In this analysis though, the best corroborated 

beam track uas always used as the beam particle. 
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0. Dipole Track Finding 

The production code's dipole track finding algorithm 2* began by 

finding and fitting straight line tracks in the downstream region. This 

uas done by first calculating various trial track candidates. In form

ing trial track candidates. sets of three coordinate ane dimensional 

:^nes were first formed in the X, ¥ , E, and P coordinate projections 

Ĉ -..i nations of these projected lines Here then added together, in a 

simil&r manner to match point making. to create the final three dimen

sional trial track canditijt? tines. 

Oner one of these trial track candidates had oven calculated, cooi— 

dinate associations uith this line uere found in the four dounstr am MS 

chambers, and the JHr'oun PUC. If enough coordinates were found a linear 

least squares fit was then performed using these coordinates. The 

straight line fit resulting uas then used as a trial track candidate, 

and the process uas repeated until tuo sucessive interations yielded the 

same coordinates- or else the trial track uas rejected. 

Several requirements were placed on the resulting fitted track 

before it was accepted as a solid downstream track. First no more than 

four coordinates could be missing in the final least squares fit. The 

track also had to have at least two in-time hits out of three possible 

hits in the good time resolution devices in the dounstream 

(HA.HB,JHdoun). Criteria to guard against duplicate tracks were also 

applied. The proceedure outlined above uas then repeated until all of 

the trial track candidates had been exhausted. 
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Once all downstream tracks had been found one of these tracks Has 

chosen, snd extrapoled across the dipole into a particular x coordinate 

in the tuixt region. A modified impulse aporoxirtiaticn uas used to deter

mine the resulting line through this x coordinate in the tuixt region-

This twixt tine then became a trial track candidate in the tuixt region. 

Just as in the downstream track finding, coordinate associations and 

least squares fits then were performed interativeiy until either the 

trial track «as rejected, or the trial track u » accepted. If the trial 

track uas rejected the dounstream track was once again extrapolated 

across the dipole to a ne« x coordinate, and the process uas repeated 

until either a good tuixt join track was found, or all the possible * 

coordinates in the tuixt had been tried. 

If a track was accepted various requirements were placed on this 

tract before it was considered a good tui^t joined track. The track 

could be missing no more than eight possible coordinates in the tuixt 

region. T H O in-time points nere also required out of the three good 

time resolution devices in the twixt CTOF•JHup.OHxy). Cuts to guard 

against duplicate tracks uere also applied. 

Once a good tuixt track had been found in this extrapolation pro

cess, the actual momentum of the particle which formed this twixt doun

stream joined pair was computed. An interative fourth-order Rur.ga Kutte 

stepping proceedure, using a dipole magnet field map, uas used to do 

this final dipole crossing computation. The tuixt and dounstream tracks 

were required to link to a high degree of accuracy in this process. The 

momentum of this joined track pair uas thus calculated. 
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The (<trapoletion proeeedure outlined above uas continued until all 

joined tuixt and downstream track pairs had been found. It uas then 

necessary to extrapolate each of these joined tracks back into the sole

noid. A fourth-order Runga Kutte stepping pruceedure, Mith a tuixt mag-

n?tic field map, uas used to extrapolate each track pair through the 

solenoid fringe field, and in+o the solenoid tricking region. Using the 

previously defined helix convention. trial helices uerc? calculated in 

the solenoid for these extrapolated tracks. Coordinate associations uere 

then made with each trial helix, and a chi-square fit to this helix uas 

performed. New associations to this fitted helix were then made, and 

the process uas repeated until either the joined track had a solid sole

noid track joined to it, or no solenoid track uas fnund. Various crite

ria on the number and type of coordinates on each solenoid track uere 

also required in order to assure a good so'enoid track. 

[n this da'a analysis, only joined doui,<itrean tuixt track combina

tions linked to a solid solenoid track uere used. For these tracks par-

ticie momenta, solenoid coordinates, and various other useful quantities 

uere stored auay. 

E. Solenoid Track Finding 

The solenoid track finding in this production job uas separated 

into two algoi -tims; the cylindrical track finding, and the plane track 

finding. Both algorithms found trial helices using the same Sasie prin

ciple. It is easily shoun that a helix projects into a circle on a 

plane perpendicular to its axis, and for any helix d#.'dz is a constant. 
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In calculating trial helices both algorithms first chose three match 

points in separate solenoid chambers. These three match points then 

exactly determined the projected circle of a helix. Once this circle 

had been calculated, the change in t uith respect to z uas calculated 

between the first and second match point, and then between the second 

and third match points. If the resulting change in ^ u'th respect to z 

uas found to be constant uithin tolerences, a helix uas calculated and 

the helix uas used as a trial track candidate. If the change in Is uith 

respect to z uas not found to be constant, then the trial helix uas 

rejected and a neu combination of three match points uas tried. 

In calculating these trial track candidates, the cylindrical track 

finding routines tried all possible combinations of three chambers from 

the permutations of the five ^z cylindrical spark chambers, anj the CD1 

spark chamber. In each combination of three chambers, all combinations 

of three match points one from each chamber uere tested as trial candi

dates. As uel1 as requiring d^/dz to be constant, the cylindrical 

algorithm required th-at each trial track candidate have an associated 

hit in the cylindrical PUC. This assured that the found track uould be 

in-time i.ith the event being reconstructed. 

In calculating trial track candidates, the plane track finding 

routines de'ined six different sets of three solenoid chambers. In each 

set all combinations of three match points, one from each given chamber, 

uere te<=ued as trial track, candidates. As uell as requiring d#/dz to be 

a constant, the planar algorithm made tuo more requirements on the trial 

track candidates. The first requirement uas th-,<t the radius of the 

trial track candidates helix had to be greater than 2.5 cm. This 
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requirement saved time by rejecting tracks which Mould have been so 

poorly measured as to be useless. The second requirement uas that the 

trial track candidate's helix did not rotate more than 180 degrees bet

ween two consecutive solenoid planar chambers. 

Once a trial track candidate's helix had been found both algorithms 

then found associated coordinates in the cylindrical PWC, the cylindri

cal spark chambers, the CD spark chambers, and the solenoid PUC's. If 

enough coordinates were found, a helix fit program then used these coor

dinate to perform a fit. The helix parameters resulting were then used 

as a trial track randidate and, the coordinate associations and fitting 

process Mas repeated. This process continued until either the track was 

rejected by various criteria, or tuo sueessive interations yielded basi

cally the same coordinates. Duplicate track cuts uere also made before 

this track uas defined as a solenoid track. 

The helix fitting program, used in this interative proceedure, fit 

the associated coordinates to a projected circle, and then fit the coor

dinates separately to obtain d^/dr. This uas done mainly for the reason 

of speed. Fitting to a projected circle and df/dz separately allows a 

linearization of the helix fitting program. On the last interation 

though a full nonlinear chi-square fit to these associated coordinates 

uas performed. 

The process outlined above uas repeated until first all the cylin

drical tracks had been found, and later all the solenoid plane tracks 

had been found. Tracks spiraling out of the cylinders, and down through 

the plane chambers could be found using either algorithm. For the 

resulting fitted solenoid tracks the helix parameters, solenoid 
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coordinates) and various other useful quantities uere stored auay for 

later use. 

It should be noted that match point poisoning uas used in the sole

noid track finding algorithms. When a particular track uas found, match 

points associated uith this track were effectively removed from the 

match point banks. This removal stopped these match points from being 

used in calculating a trial helix, but did not stop the coordinates mak

ing up this match point from being used as coordinatps on tracks fcund 

later in the given event. This match point poisoning uas essential in 

speeding up the track finding programs. The match point poisoning also 

determined the call sequence of the dipole, cylindrical, and plane tracn 

finding programs. This call sequenre uas chosen for maximum processing 

speed 

F. Vertex Finding 

At the end of the track finding and primary fitting of a given 

event, there existed a single beam track and several solenoid helices 

found either in the dipole fitting routines or the solenoid fitting 

routines. It uas then necessary to associate this beam track, and the 

several solenoid helices uith a vertex structure defined by the given 

event's topology. In the K'p •+ K~n*n topology of this analysis, only a 

single primary vertex uith tuo outgoing particles uas needed. Thus only 

this simple vertex topology uill ';e discussed here. Ih this experiment, 

vertex association uas performed at the end of the production job by a 

complex multi-topology vertex finding program. 
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Primary vertices Here found by find-ng a point in space which min

imized the sum of the squares of the distances from this point to each 

track (including the beam). A vertex uas then defined, if this sum 

divided by the number of outgoing interaction tracks was less than A 

cm 2. The vertex finding program first attempted to form a vertex with 

all the tracks present in a given event. If the above criteria was not 

met, all vertex combinations with one track rejected were then tried. 

This proceedure uas repeated until a vertex uas defined. If more than 

one set of vertex associations uas possible uith a given number of out

going tracks, the best vertex according to the distance sum uas chosen. 

Cuts uere then made to assure thi; vertex uas ir.side the liquid hydrogen 

target. In the final K'p •* K'TT* ; event sample, events uith a beam track 

forming 9 primary vertex uith two outgoing tracks uere chosen. The tuo 

outgoing tracks uere also chosen to be charge conserving. 

C. Geometrically Constrained Track Fitting 

Once the final event topology uas chosen, it uas possible to refit 

an entire event constraining the beam particle and the tuo outgoing 

solenoid tracks to meet et a common vertex point. This final fitting 

uas performed by a FORTRAN fitting routine called MVFIT. M/FIT was 

designed to tu geometrical as well as kinematicalIy constrained fitt*n 5 

to many complicated event topologies. In this analysis tlVFIT uas ussd 

to geometrically constrain the K"p •+ K"n +n two prong even+s. The input 

values to HVFIT uere the beam fit parameters, the beam fit error matrix, 

and the solenoid coordinates uhi*h uere stored for each track. MVFIT 
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then performed a chi-squared minimization of these coordinates uith res

pect to tuo helices constrained to the same vertex point. Chamber sig-

mas were also determined (see section I), and fed into this program. 

These sigmas were corrected by MVFIT for multiple scattering, and wire 

then used to properly normalize the chi-square sum. The contribution of 

the beam to this ehi-soiare sum uas calculated using the closest 

approach of the beam particie to this constrained point. The beam con

tribution to the chi-square uas then properly normalised by using the 

error matrix of the beam track. 

As well as outputting the fitted track parameters, MVFIT also out

put an error matrix for lese track parameters, end a fitted vertex 

position. Elements of the track parameter erri-r matrix were used later 

in this analysis in calculating the expected momentum resolution for 

individual tracks. As Mill be explained in th« resolution cut section 

of chapter V, cuts uej-e made on these expected resolutions in order to 

get rid of very poorly measured tracks. 

The constrained fit results gave the- best estimate of each solenoid 

tre.ck's parameters. At this point the three momenta of each interacting 

particle uas calculated by ttVFlT. First the incoming beam particle thrte 

momentum uas corrected for energy loss in the liquid hydrogen target. 

Hext the total momentum uas calculated for all solenoid tracks that were 

not linked to a dipole track. The three momentum of these tracks were 

then calculated. Finally for the set of dipole tracks linked to a sole

noid track/ the total track momentum uas taken from the previous dipole 

crossing calculation. Using angles from the neu solenoid constrained 

fit, the three momenta of these dipole tracks uere then calculated. The 
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vertex banks Here then filled with the neu constrained fit vertex 

values. As before the charge of the tuo outgoing particles uas deter

mined by the rotation sense of the giveti particle's helix. 

Assuming the event fit Mas a K"p -» K'lr'n event, the positively 

charged track uas defined as the pion and the negatively charged track 

uas defined as a kaon. Using these identifications, energy loss correc

tions uere made to the interaction particle's three momentum to account 

for energy loss in the liquid hydrogen target and target jacket. 

H. Alignment 

In the unpacking subsection of this chapter, it uas stated that 

coordinates uere calculated using knoun alignment constants for chamber 

offsets. This was a gross over simplification of the alignment process, 

but since spectrometer alignment is not related directly to the track 

finding and fitting processes, its discussion uas left until after these 

subjects had been presented. Actually chamber alignment uas performed 

before the data was processed through the LASS trac'; finding and fitting 

production cade. 

The starting point for the alignment of all devices in the LASS 

spectrometer uas an optical survey done using a transit before this 

experiment was run. Using these optical constants it uas possible to 

start a self consistent computer tracking and fitting alignment of the 

spectrometer. The z constants for the spectrometer's devices uere taken 

in this alignment process to be at their optical survey positions. Thus 

this proceedure only modified the x and y chamber shifts given by this 

survey. 
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In the first step of the alignment process beam particles (T3) 

triggers, taken uith both the solenoid and the dipole magnets off. uere 

analysed. Beam particles found and fitted in the beam tracking routines 

were first extrapolated linearly through the six <jolenoid PWC planes. If 

t« associated coordinates (X, r, and C hits for 6 chambers) were found 

in the solenoid, a least squares fit uas then performed to these IP 

coordinates. The resulting line was extrapolated back into the beam 

chambers Hhere residuals were calculated in the nine beam PWC uire 

planes, as Me(1 as the B? hodoscope. A plot of the missing XY counter 

hits uas also made in order to align this hodoscope. Residuals uere 

also calculated in the IS solenoid PWC planes, and extrapolating the 

least squares fit line into the tuixt region residuals Here calculated 

in the four tuixt PWC chambers. Using the calculated residuals for hun

dreds of such events all the PUC chambers in the be-am, solenoid, and 

tuixt region had their offset constants shifted. This straight through 

alignment proceedure Mas then repeated once again. This proceedure uas 

repeated until an internally consistent set of alignment constants uas 

obtained for the beam, solenoid, and tuixt PUC chambers, as uell as the 

$+ and XT scintilation hodoscapes. 

In the second step of this proceedure the field off beam particle 

triggers uere once again used. Fitted beam particles uere first extra

polated into the solenoid and tuixt PWC plug chambers where coordfnate 

associations uen. found. If all these planes had coordinates, a least 

squares fit ><as then performed on these coordinates yielding straight 

line track parameters. This fitted straight line uas then extrapolated 

into ihe downstream region. In the downstream region residuals uere 
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then calculated for the four downstream MS spark chambers. as uell as 

the JHdoun PUC. Residuals uere also calculated in the beam, solenoid, 

and tuixt PMC chambers. Using these residuals for several hurdred su--;h 

eventsi the alignment constants were once again shifted. This second 

proceedure uas repeated until a consistent set of alignment constants 

uas found for these chambers. 

The CD spark chambers,and the nSIT and MS2T spark chambers could 

not be aligned by this proceedure since they had styrofoam plugs in the 

beaiti region. The MS chambers in the downstream also had plugs in the 

beam region, but uith the dipole off the beam did not travel through 

these plugs. These CD, MS1T. and MS2T spark chambers uere aligned by 

using field off high angle tracks. The alignment of these chambers uas 

made consistent uith the rest of the spectrometer by calculating residu

als, and calculating neu alignment constant shifts. Using these high 

angle tracks, the z positions of all chambers in the system uere also 

checked by looking for correlations betueen track angles and solenoid 

residuals over several hundred events. 

As the iast stea in the planar chamber and hodoscope alignment, the 

solenoid and dipole magnetic field on data uas used. Particles uere 

tra- .ed and fitted throughout the spectrometer, and residuals uere then 

calculated for several hundred events. Only very small shifts in the 

planar chamber constants uere necessary due to turning on the magnetic 

fields (E X B effect). 

The proceedure outlined above aligned every d vice in the spectrom

eter, u.th the exception of the cylindrical chambers. The cylindrical 

chambers uere aligned separately from the plane chambers and hodoscopes. 
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The cylindrical chamber's external alignment constants consisted of a 

reference point in space and a set of Euler angles for the PUC cylinder, 

and a reference point in space and a set of Euler angles for the cylin

drical spark chamber package. The internal constants consisted of a t 

rotation angle about the cylindrical axis for each separate cylindrical 

m r e plane. 

Interna) constants for the cylinders uere determined by first using 

high angle field off data to calculate and shift constants until a con

sistent set had been found. This proceedure of calculating, shifting, 

and then recalculating uas then repeated using solenoid on data. There 

uere shift differences seen as large as 1.5 mm caused by turning on the 

solenoid magnetic field. These shifts uere a consequence of the tell 

known E X B effect seen in all spark chambers place in high magnetic 

fields. 

The cylindrical external alignment constants uere determined by 

using field on high angle tracks. Tracks with a large number of associ

ated solenoid plane coordinates were fitted using only these plane coor

dinates. Tracks uere then extrapolated back into the cylindrical cham

bers- A chi- square sum of the difference between these extrapolated 

lines and the chamber wire hits for several hundred events uas then 

formed. This chi-square sum uas then minimized with respect to the 

external cylindrical constants. The results of this minimization Mere 

used to fix these cylindrical external alignment constants. 
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I. calculation of Plane Sigmas 

In each of the chi-square fitting routines mearttioned in this chap

ter, a set of sigmas uere needed for the fitted chamber planes in order 

to normalized these chi-square sums. These sigmas for most chambers in 

the system were set to first order by merely plotting tracking residuals 

for these chamber planes for a set of uell corroborated tracks, and then 

calculating sigmas from these residuals. The chamber sigmas calculated 

in this manner were quite good enough for normal track finding and fit

ting purposes. The fit error matrices from both the final beam chi-

square fit, and the MVFIT tuo prong vertex constrained fits though uere 

used to simulate track resolutions for malting resolution cuts (see chap

ter V section £), The resulting fit error matrices in both cases were 

very sensitive to the exact value of these chamber sigmas. Thus the 

sigmas for the beam chambers, and the solenoid chambers had to be calcu

lated more carefully. 

In calculating the sigmas for the beam PWC planes, a set of several 

hundred beam tracks uith coordinates in all nine beam PtIC planes uere 

used. Residuals for these tracks uere then plotted for each plane sepa

rately by leaving out this given plane in a linear chi-square fit* and 

then calculating the distances from the coordinate to the resulting fit 

line. The plane sigmas obtained from these residuals were guaranteed to 

give a properly calibrated beam track error matrix, when they uere used 

to normalize the beam track chi-square. 

The calculation of the sigmas for the solenoid chamber planes uas 

done using the standard K m data sample. Residuals were first plotted 
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for these Knn events in the solenoid by alternately leaving out each 

given solenoid plane in the full MVF1T vertex constrained two prong fit 

to these events. The differences betueen the fitted tracks, and the 

track coordinates in the left out solenoid plane were then plotted. 

These residuals were used to calculate sigmas. The calculated sigmas 

were also checked for sensitivity to cutoff parameters in this calcula

tion) and were found to be insensitive. 

Once these solenoid sigmas had been calculated they uere used as 

input to the Monte Carlo job, which calculated fitted tracks in exactly 

the same manner as the data job (see Monte Carlo section). in perform

ing this part of the study the Monte Carlo uas thrown with the best 

estimate of the Kirn physics distribution available. Sigmas uere then 

calculated in the Monte Carlo job and compaired with the data sigmas. 

Corrections uere then made to the Mor.te Carlo input sigmas, and new 

Monte Carlo output sigmas uere calculated. This process uas repeated 

until the Monte Carlo output sigmas matched the data sigmas. The final 

Monte Carlo input sigmas thus gave the best estimate of the solenoid 

chamber sigmas. 

The chamber resolutions presented in chapter II for the solenoid 

devices uere the sigmas calculated in this manner. As a final check of 

these sigmas, the Kirn data sample uas passed through MVFIT using these 

solenoid plane sigmas as the input sigmas. A histogram of events as a 

function of confidence level from this fit uas then seen to be quite 

flat as uould be expected. This set of solenoid sigmas then guaranteed a 

property calibrated MVFJT track parameter error matrix. 
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Chapter V 

DATA PROCESSING AND SELECTION 

In the last chapter, a brief description of the internal workings 

01 the LASS track finding and fitting routines uas presented. In this 

chapter, an overview uill be given of how these routines uere used to 

process t and select a final K"p -* K'n^n event sample from the ~A0 mil

lion events uritten to magnetic tape during this experiment. Kinemati

cs! variables used to describe the K -p -» IC'n'n reaction uill be dis

cussed, finally raw data plots uill then be presented and discussed lor 

this final data sample. 

A. Data Processing 

Shoun in figure 57 is i schematic diagram of the data processing 

chain used in this analysis. In this processing, raw data uas first 

read from tape, and then passed through the LASS production job. This 

production job called the unpacking, the track finding, the primary fit

ting, and the vertex findiirg routines described in the last chapter. 

Once raw data for a given event had been processed through this produc

tion job, fitted track parameters existed for the beam particles and all 

outgoing charged interaction particles, as uel) as an associated vertex. 

These resulting parameters Here then uritten to magnetic tspe to form a 

primary data summary tape (DST). 
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In the processing of this data, only ran events tagged as TO trig

gers were used. The 40 million rau data events on magnetic tape were 

subdivided into blacks of events called runs. Each run consisted of 

approximately one tape's uorth of data, and represented about one hours 

data taking on the LASS spectrometer. There Here nearly 1000 good runs 

taken during this experiment. Each of these separate runs was analysed 

by the production job, and uritten to primary DST separately. 

The only major data cut imposed by this production job on the rsu 

data uas a tuo prong softuare filter. As uas meantioned previously, the 

40 million events written to magnetic tape during this experiment 

included almost the entire K'p inelastic cross section. The procpssing 

time involved in fuTly analysing these events uas quite large. and the 

majority of these events uere not two prong events. Thus ID speed the 

analysis of a tuo prong data sample from these 40 million rau events, a 

softuare filter, using rau multiplicities in the solenotd PKC's. was 

devised. 

Shown in figure 18 is a logical diagram of this softuare filter. 

In this diagram £l.5X refers to the number of clustered uire coordi

nates in the 1.5 PHC X readout uire plane. Similarly JVwc CYLINDER 

refers to the number of clustered uire coordinates in the proportional 

cylinder for this given event. This software filter selected - 15 K of 

the rau TO events, and these rau selected events uere then processed 

through the rest of the production code. 

A separate study uas later made compairing this softuare filtered 

processed data sample with several unfiltered fully processed runs. The 

efficiency of this softuare filter for selecting t»;o prong events was 
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found to be approximately 80 ?!, The filtered and unfiltered K~p * K'n*n 

data samples uere also carefully compaired in order to check for possi

ble biases imposed by this two prong filtering process. Ho notable dif

ference between the tuo data samples Has seen. 

The production job in this analysis uas protected against tuo gen

eral types of program failures, which made events impossible to analyse. 

These failures uere fir^t noted by the production job, and then the 

associated events uere discarded. 

The first general type of failures uere the unpacking failures 

(KFAlLS). If the production job uas unable to unpack a given event for 

any reason, processing of the given event uas then terminated. Unpack

ing failures were generally due to sDne hardware failure in a given dev

ice's read-in system during the experimental data taking. For instance, 

an MS chamber uas missing a fiducial spark, or a given device's data uas 

garbled. Protection uas also made here for possible overflow of softuare 

storage banks used to store the rau data during processing. 

The second general type of failures uere the processing failures 

([TAILS). If the production job uas unable to analyse an event for any 

reason processing of the given event uas terminated. These failures 

Here generally due to an attempt to overflow some storage bank in the 

production code. A typical error of this type uas the program finding 

more tracks than it uas able to store auay (15 tracks has the set maxi

mum) . 

After the beam track finding and fitting routines uere called 

approximately 1 % of the events passing the softuare filter requirements 

uere found to have no reconstructable beam track. The events uith no 
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reconstructable beam tracks Here also discarded at this point in the 

data processing. Shown in figure 17 are the percentages of events pro

cessed by the production job which uere rejected at each point in the 

production job. 

At the end of the production job's processing of a given run, 

scaler information, and production failure information was written to 

the primary DST. This information was necessary for calculating the 

reaction cross section for this experiment. Along uith the scaler 

information and the failure information, a production job monitor record 

was also written to both the DST and to hardcopy paper output. This 

production monitor record consisted of 8C4 important numbers such as 

chamber efficiencies, average number of tracks/event, and chamber resi

duals for the given run. These 804 numbers were primarily used to moni

tor the output of the production job. These production monitor records 

uere also used in conjunction with the logbooks written during the data 

taking to discard bad runs. Bad runs uere runs uhich had some hardware 

problem during this hours worth of data collection which adversely 

effected track finding. Such runs uere discarded outright. These bad 

runs amounted to only a small fraction of the runs processed through the 

production code in this experiment. 

After all the "1000 rau data tapes had been processed through the 

production job, approximately 50 high density magnetic tapes of primary 

DST data uere left. These primary DST tapes carried all the information 

necessary for event normalization; as well as event topologies, primary 

fit quantities, geometrical quantities, and solenoid coordinates for 

each processed event. At this stage in the data processing, no attempt 



had been made to select out the K _p -» K _n*n event topology except for 

the rough two prong cut imposed by the software trigger. 

The next step in the data processing chain uas event topology 

selection and geometrical fitting. Both of these chares uere done by 

the fit job Cse-e diagram 17). The fit job first read events from the 

primary OST. Rough kinemstical cuts were then made to extract the K"p •* 

K'Ti'n two prong data sample. The first requirement made on these tracks 

uas that they had to have a primary vertex consisting of a beam trafck 

and exactly two charged outgoing tracks. Charge conservation uas also 

required on these tuo outgoing charged tracks. 

After these rough kinematical cuts had been made, flVFJT uas called 

to perform geometrically constrained fitting on these tuo prong charge 

conserving events (see chapter JV section C for a description of MVflT). 

for a small percentage of events passed to MVFIT, tne chi-square minimi

zation process in MVFIT did not converge. These events uere discarded. 

After MVFT.T processing a confidence level cut was also imposed on the 

constrained event 'its. Events with MvTJT confidence levels of fess 

than .001 uere also discarded. 

Using the resulting fit parameter from (1VFIT, a vertex cut uas then 

imposed. The fitted vertex uas required to be inside the liquid hydro

gen target. The z coordinate uas required to b-? in the range 18.& en. to 

107.6 cm, and the xy position of this vertex uas required to be inside a 

radius of 2 3 cm. Using the MVF1T three momenta of the interaction par

ticles, a cut was also made on the missing mass opposite the tuo charged 

particles, assuming that the negative particle uas a. kaon and the posi

tive particle uas f pion. This missing mass squared uas required to be 

in the range from -0.5 GoV* to 2.5 GeV 1. 
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After the processing of * given event through the fit job- all 

events passing the fit job cuts uere written out to a mini-DST tape. 

The record written to this mini-OST for each event uas verv small con

sisting of less than 60 32-bit IBM words. This 60 uord record contained 

the kinematical variables, beam track three momentum, the tuo outgoing 

particle's three momentum, and various geometrical quantities needed to 

define the final event sample. After all the primary OST data uas ana

lysed through the fit job and events had been rejected, - 4 5 0 F O O events 

had been written to this mini-DST. 

This single mini-DST cape uas used as the input tape to all the 

data analysis routines used in this Knn analysis. Before processing 

these events thrcugh each analysis job. a final set o event cuts Mere 

made in a routine called PASSrlC. This subroutine made all the final 

kini?matical and geometrical cuts uhich uere necessary to define the 

final K'p •» K*ir*n data sample. 'it-fore fully describing these PASSrlC 

data cuts, it is first necessary to discuss the kinematical variables 

used to describe ^his K'p •» K"n*n final ""'.ate. 

B. Kinematics! Variables 

At the end of the fit job there existed geometrically constrained 

charge conserving tuo prong events. It uas then necessary to isolate 

the K'p •+ K'ji*n events in this data sample from all other competing tuo 

prong reactions. This uas done by identifying the tuc outgoing charged 

particles in a given event with a particular reaction hypothesis (K'p -» 

K"p. K"p -• K~fl+X°, etc.). For this particular hypothesis the rIVFIT 
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three momenta of the beam and the tuo outgoing charged particles could 

be used to calculate standard kinematieal variables. For instance if 

the reaction K'p •+ K~ir*X° was assumed, the negatively charged particle 

in a given event was identified r.s a kaon. and the positively charged 

particle as a pion. The missirg mass squared opposite the K'v* system 

Mas then calculated using standard four vector products as: 

MM 3 = U$. = ( P ^ + P ^ ^ - P, - P„- ? 

Cuts uere then made an these kinematical variables to isolate the K'p -» 

K"it*n final state (see the ne*t section). 

Once the K"n*n final state data sample uas selected it was neces

sary to define kinematics! variables to fully describe this data in the 

following analysis. Six variables were needed to fully determine thir 

tuo prong reactic:i. In the following analysis, the six variables chosen 

to specify this reaction were: 

s - the center of mass energy squared of the 
K" beam particle plus the p target parti
cle 

^l»b - the laboratory 4> angle of the missing neu
tron uith respect to the laboratory carte
sian coordinates 

lltKTO - the invariant mass of the outgoing K~ir* 
system 

t'=t-tmin - where t is tht <5-momentum transfer squared 
betueen the K" beam particle and the out
going K'u* system, and tmin is the minimum 
kinematics!ly allowed value for Itl 

eos9j, *j - where cosej r.nd #j are the Jackson angles 
defined in the center of mass of the K"n* 
system *' (see figure 19) 
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FIG. 19—A diagram shouing the definition of the t-channel helicity or 
Jackson angles. 83 and i»j. in the outgoing K'v* center of mass. 
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Since this experiment was run at a nearly fixed incident beam momentum, 

s to a good approximation uas a constant. Uithout a polarized target, 

the physics uas also independent of *i«b- Thus there were four inter

esting variable left. These four variables will be used to describe this 

K'p •» K'n^n data in the following analysis. 

These kinematical variables were all calculated in the standard 

manner, with the exception of t» using the MVFIT geometrical constrained 

and energy loss corrected three momenta. For instance using these three 

momenta and the K"n* particle associations, momentum four vectors could 

be calculated for the outgoing K~ and TI* particles, and the invariant 

K'TT* mass computed using the standard four vector product: 

M»= ( Pr + *V )* V.Z 

Dnce the final K'p -» K"n*n data sample was chosen it would have 

been possible to add one kinematical constraint to this finat data barn-

pie, since the missing mass opposite the outgoing K" and IT* Mas known. 

Imposing this kinematical constraint, in MVFJT fitting, did not change 

any of the four interesting variables, for given events, noticeably uith 

the exception of t. Thus kinematically constrained fitting uas not per

formed on the final data sample. A nonstandard calculation of t Mas 

used thourh, which imposed this constraint explicitly. The rejMlt of 

this t calculation versus a full blow kinematical ly constrainet' fit 

agreed to a feu tenths of a percent. The resolution on t calculated in 

this manner uas far better than the resolution in t calculated by the 

conventional four momenta product calculation. 
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C. Selection of the Final Kirn Event Sample 

As uas meantioned previously, the single mini-OST tape formed the 

input data to all physics analysis programs used in the following data 

analysis. A routine, PASSMC> uas called in each analysis program to 

reject bad events before any data analysis Has performed. The PASSMC 

data cuts could be classified into three basic types; kinematic cuts, 

trigger cuts, and geometrical cuts. 

The main purpose of PASSMC was tc define a final K"p -» K"ir*n data 

sample. A secondary purpose of this routine uas to define clean kine-

matical, geometrical, and trigger cuts on the data sampl. to make possi

ble the Monte Carlo acceptance correction calculations which uill be 

discussed later. By imposing PASSMC cuts on both the Monte Carlo events 

as well as on the mini-DST data events, identical final cuts u^r^ 

assured on both event samples. 

The primary kinematical cuts imposed in PA5SMC uere a missing mass 

cut, and an elastic cut. The missing mass cut required the missing mass 

squared opposite the tuo outgoing charged tracks, assuming a K'p •* K~n*n 

reaction hypothesis, to lie in the rang? 0,2 GeV 2 to 1.1 GeV 2 for each 

event. This cut served to select the neutron recoil K"u*n final state 

from other possible charge conserving tuo prong reactions. The elastic 

cut served to remove the major source of background in the resulting 

sample. Elastic events in this program uere defined by the requirements 

that; 1) the outgoing K" particJe had to h-'ve a momentum greater than 

& CeV/c, 2) the missinq mass squared opposite the outgoing K~ particle 

had to be in the range -2.0 GeV 2 to 5.0 GeV 2, and 3) the missing mass 
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squared opposite the two charged outgoing tracks> assuming an elastic 

hypothesis, had tc be in the range -0.2 OeV 2 to 0.2 SeV 1. Events satis

fying these conditions Here rejected. This cut also removed most of the 

diffractively produced K"p -* K"n Dp events. Background K"P •* K 0X« •* 

ir*'iT"X0 events were also cut from this data sample in PASSI1C by removing 

events uith s two prong invariant mass, assuming this K° decay hypothe

sis, in the range .482 GeV to ,513 GeV. 

Trigger cuts uere imposed in PASSMC to put more stringent require

ments on the definition of an event trigger. First the trigger hole in 

the PUC 1.5 trigger requirement was increased from 3.2 cm to 3.6 em. A 

cluster cut uas also imposed on these associated points in PUC 1.5 x ant! 

PMC 1.5 y Planes such that if the K" and y* coordinates uere closer than 

.3 cm in a giver, plane, they uere treated as a single hit in forming 

this trigger requirement. Events uere then required to have associated 

coordinates on the K" and jr* tracks which satisfied the main TO trigger. 

The last set of cuts imposed on the mini-DST data sample by PASSMC 

uas a set of geometrical cuts. These cuts aere performed separately on 

each of the tuo outgoing tracks. The first cuts made on these tracks 

Mere cuts on their expected momentum resolution calculated usinr the 

rtVTlT error matrix. These resolution cuts uill be described in greater 

detail at the end of this chapter. 

Next geometrical cuts uere made on those tracks found in the dipole 

track finding routines. The dounstream line of each of these tracks uas 

extrapolated to the downstream face of the dipole magnet, the MS4D spark 

chamber, and the HA-HB scintilation hodoscope. Aperature cuts were then 

made at each of these three devices. Events uith a dipole track outside 
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of any of these aperatures were rejected. Events were also rejected if 

a dipole track extrapolated into the LP3 veto scintilation counter. 

The last set of geometrical cuts uas made on events found using the 

cylindrical and plane track finding routines. Cuts uere first imposed 

which rejected solenoid tracks uith helical radii smaller than a given 

minimum. A cut uas also made imposing a minimum forward 9 angle on any 

solenoid found track. Lastly a cut uas made imposing a minimum longitu

dinal momentum on these solenoid tracks. This last cut effectively dis

carded events uith helices containing multiple turns betueen consecutive 

solenoid plane chambers. 

Shown in table 6 is a list of the PASSMC cuts imposed on this data, 

with the percentage of mini-DST events rejected by each of these cuts. 

As well as the PASSflC cuts, the final data uas also restricted to a lt'1 

region less than .2 GeV 2. This restriction served to isolate the pion 

exchange portion of this reaction as uill be described later. rlini-DST 

events not rejected by this set of standard cuts then formed the stan

dard K"p -» K"it*n data sample used in the rest of this analysis. Uith 

all these cuts imposed, this standard K"p -» K"i.4n data sample consisted 

of "12,355 events in the KIT invariant mass range from 0.7 CeV to 2.3 GeV. 

D. Rau Kirn Data Distributions 

T-, conclude this chapter a feu raw data plots uill be shoun. The 

data sample used in producing these plots consisted of the standard Knn 

event sample discussed in the last section. In figure 20 is shown an 

\\ invariant KIT mass histogram of this standard event sample. The most 1 
-( 
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TABLE 6 

PASSHC Cuts 

Typical Percentage 
Cut Type of Data Lost 

Kinematic Cuts -

1) Elastic Cut 25.1 'A 
2) Mil* Cut A1.8 X 
3) K" Cut 8 V. 

Trigger Cuts and Target Cuts -

1) PUC 1.5 active area ci.t 6 Ji 
2) More Stringent TO trigger 1.7 V. 
3) Target Cuts 1.0 V. 

Geometrical Cuts (Dipole Tracks) -

1) Dirolc Aperature Cut .2 V, 
21 nr,4a Active Area Cut 3 5i 
3) liA-HB Active Area Cut <. 1 Si 
4) LP3 Veto Requirement <. 1 X 

Geometrical Cuts (Solenoid Tracks) -

1) |e | < . 03 radians <.1 V. 
2) Helical Radii < 3.0 cm (.1 V. 
3) P < <. 035 P + .030 GeV > 3 V. 
4) P < .350 SeV/c <.1 '/. 
5) Op < .500 CeV/c 2.0 V. 
6) Op/P < .100 <.1 •/. 
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striking features in this histogram are the tuo sharp peaks correspond

ing to the K*C*95) and the K*(1430) resonances. There is also some hint 

of structure in the mass region around 1.8 GeV, but besides this hint, 

there is little evidence for any other resonances besides the tuo well 

known leading K* resonances. 

A great deaf more structure is revealed when another dimension is 

added to this Kn invariant mass plot. Shoun in figure 21 is a projected 

three dimensional plot of the Kir invariant mass versus cos9j. The 

heighth of this surface gives the number of events per bin arbitrarily 

scaled. The data sample used to produce this raw data plot consisted of 

the standard data sample uith looser missing mass and t' cuts imposed 

(0.0 CeV* < MM* < 2.0 GeV 1, lt'Kl.0 GeV 1). The K*1895) is once again 

clearly visible as a ragged uall in the low mass region of this plot, 

and a^ slightly higher mass sharp peaks in the foruard and backward 

cosSj regions are indicative of the K*(1<J30) resonance. 

Besides the tuo well known leading resonances interesting high mass 

structure can also be seen in this plot. One of the most prominent 

structures in this high mass region is the steep foruard peaking ridge 

in the very foruard cosOj region extending from the K*(1430) resonances 

up to very high Kir mass. This ridge becomes steeper as one increases in 

mass, and is indicative of K'u* diffraciive scattering. The fall off of 

this ridge at high mass is due to the limited acceptance of this experi

ment's trigger (see chapter VII section 8.?}, The forward ridge in this 

plot has a broad peak at a Kir invariant mass near 1.7D CeV. This peak 

combined uith a broad bump at an invariant Kir mass of l.t'O GeV and a 

cosflj of around -.5 could be considered to be indicative of the K*(17S0) 
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FIE. Zl—A projected three dimensional plot of cosBj vs the K'V* invari
ant mass. The vertical scale represents the number cf events 
per bin. There are approximately 1000 events in the highest 
bin on this plot. 
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resonance. At higher masses there also seems t' be a great deai of 

structure in both the forward cosSj region from 0.0 to 0.7. and also in 

the very backward cosOj region. In n y case it is clear that there is • 

great deal more structure in this data than a simple Kn invariant mass 

histogram uculd indicate. 

A slightly different way of vieuing this data is •shown in figure 

22. These eight Kir invariant mas* histograms consist of data frcm dif

ferent consecutive cosBj bands each with a uidth of .25. The data sam

ple used to make this plot consisted Df the standard Kir data sample uith 

the normal missing mass and t' cuts applied (0.2 GeV 2 < MM 2 < 1.1 

Gev 2, 11' 1(0.2 GeV 2). The change of apparent mass and uidth of the reso

nance structures is dramatic in the different cosOj slices. In particu

lar the K*(1430) peaks at -"1.430 Gi'V n the foruard and backward cos9; 

direction, but peaks substantially lower near cosBj equal to zero. This 

effect will be shuwr later to be duu to S uave and ° uave interfprence. 

Interfere'ice effects are so strong near the K*('78D) resonance region 

that hen? the mass and uidth nf this invariant K« mass bjmp varies 

rapidly uith even small changes in cos6j. 

It is clear thit in order to understand the angular structure of 

this data a more sophisticated anslysis must be performed. The follow

ing chapters will present a more sophisticated analysis of this Knn 

data. 
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E. Track Resolution Cuts 

In the following analysis a good understanding of the spectrometer 

resolution was required for several purposes; 1) to understand and cor

rect for resolution dependent cuts on the Kun data sample. 2) to correct 

final resonance widths for resolution smearing in mass, and 3) to remove 

and correct for Kfln events uith poorly measured tracks. For the first 

tuo pur-osfs the spectrometer resolution uas calculated using the rionte 

Csrlo as uill be described in chapter VII section B. For the last pur

pose resolution cuts were performed on both the Knn data samplei and the 

rtonte Carlo event sample, as ail I be described in this section. 

In the final event samplet there were certain types of tracks found 

in the solenoid track finding and fitting routines which had extremely 

poor momentum resolution. An example of such a track would be a high 

momentum foruard K" particle uith very Tittle transverse momentum, uhich 

decayed before reaching the dipole. Such tracks traveled in nearly 

straight line trajectories, and the absolute momentum of th"se tracks 

were thus very poorly measured. For such tracks the momentum measurement 

uas often so poor that the associated event added no useable information 

to this analysis. The Monte Carlo simulation of such events would also 

have depended on the extremely fine details of the chamber resolutions. 

Thus in this analysis events containing these poorly measured tracks 

were cut both from the rionte Carlo event sample, and the data event sam-

pl e. 

To remove these tracks, the rtVfir output correlated error matrix 

described earlier gas used. ."his error matrix contained the correlated 
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errors (<x0jco>><i<oyt>> • <x<)R> i*tc) of the track parameters 

fxo.VoiR.d^/dzp^o' for each of the two tracks fitted in this vertex con

strained fit. Propagation of error formulas uere then used to derive 

the momentum error on each solenoid track in terms of the associated 

track parameter's correlated errors. The resolution error on a given 

track in terms of its track parameter's correlated errors uas given by: 

<dPdP> = q 2 B* < R 2 (®2 < d R d R > " 2 R < d B d < S - ) > <r B; ( 

- i <J(gt)d(8l)> j v - 3 

(7 P = V <dPdP> Wiere « - nor JOB OV/(K*nuaj-W> 

Monte Carlo and data events uere then rejected in the subroutine PASSMC 

(see chapter V section C) if the given event had a solenoid track uith a 

o p greater than 500 heV, or a o p/P greater than 10 X. 
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Chapter vr 

riaPIEHTUfl CALIBRATION, BACKGROUNDS, AND NORMALIZATION 

A. Momentum Calibration 

In order to assure proper experimental mass values for the Kir reso

nances fit in this analysis, it uas necessary to check the calibration 

of the three momentum measuring systems in the LASS spectrometer; 1) the 

beam, 2) the solenoid, and 3) the dipole. For the solenoid and the 

dipole magnets this calibration factor uas defined by respective mag

netic field constants. In the beam hodoscope this momentum constant uas 

defined by bin constants for the eleven P-hodoscope momentum bins. 

The first step in this procesr of momentum calibration uas to check 

the dipole and solenoid magnetic fiei-i constants, which had been mea

sured previously using magnetic probes. Thest constants uere checker by 

performing fits to inclusive K° -» 7i*ir" events. In this study the 71*11" 

invariant mass squared of these K° decay events uere fit to a Gaussian 

term plus a simple polynomial background. Tuo separate fits uere per

formed. The f,.st used events where both decay products had been mea

sured in the solenoid. This fit then tested the solenoid magnetic field 

constant. The second fit made use of events uhere both decay products 

had been measured in the dipole. This fit then tested the dipole mag

netic field constant. The tuo fits yielded the following values for the 
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fitted K° mass: 

2-solenoid tracks 496.7*2.0 MeV 

2-dipole tracks 497.1 + 1.0 MeV 

uhere the errors are conservative estimates of the systematic errors 

present in the fits. The fits were shoun to be insensitive to the exact 

form of the polynomial background used. These fits are seen to agree 

quite uell uith the accepted value of 497.71.1 MeV for the K° mass 3. 

Once ue were fairly confident about the dipole and solenoid mea

sured magnetic field constants! the P-hodoseope uas then calibrated uith 

respect to the dipole magnetic field. Tau decays of beam kaons (T4 

triggered events), uith all three decay products measured in the dipole, 

uere used in this process. For each tau decay event, the three momentum 

of the three decay products were added, and the resulting momentum uas 

corrected for energy loss in the spectrometer. The dependence of these 

corrected momenta versus the eleven P-hodoscope momentum bins uas then 

fit yielding the bin constants for each P-hodoscope bin. 

A final check on the momentum calibration of the beam, the sole

noid, and the dipole uas provided by a fit to the K'p -* K"n*X° missing 

mass squared spectrum shoun in figure 23. In performing this fit, the 

missing mass shape used to fit this missing moss squared spectrum uas 

generated usir>g Monte Carlo events. The exact proceedure used to per

form this fit uill be discussed in detail in chapter VII section B.7. 
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The results of this fit gave a value •tor the neutron mass of: 

945.4±3.0 MeV 

uhere the error on this quantity is statistical in nature only. This 

fit value is thought to be quite consistent with the accepted value of 

940 HeV for the neutron mass within systematic fitting errors. 

B. Backgrounds 

As was mentioned in the last chapter, various kinematica! cuts uere 

used to isolate the K"n* final sample from other possible charge con

serving two prong reactions. Due to resolution smearing and misidenti-

fications, a small number of background events invariably passed these 

kinematical cuts. shoun in figure 24 is a plot of the missing mass 

squared opposite the K'tr* using the standard K'Ti'n data sample with a 

very loose missing mass cut imposed. In this plot it is seen that the 

missing mass structure is quite different above and belou the mass of 

the neutron. It is thus easiest to discuss possible background reactions 

uhich contribute in the lou missing mass region, and the high missing 

mass region separately. 

Various reactions could possibly contribute to background events in 

the low missing mass region (K"P -» K'p, K'p -• Tt'n'n, K'p -• K°TT"P, K'p •* 

K~flqp). The largest source of possible background events in this lou 

missing mass region was the elastic events. As uas mentioned in the 

last chapter the elastic events, as uell as the charge exchange K° decay 
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events, uere removed explicitly by the PASSrIC cuts. A Monte Carlo study 

was used to shou that the elastic cut also effectively removed all K'p •* 

K"It°p background events. The only other possible source of background 

in this low missing mass region came from the reaction K'p -• K"°TI"P. 

Simple kinematical arguments suffice to shown that almost none of these 

events uould feed into the small t' region in uhirli this data uas 

selected. Thus in this Ion missing mass region there were ex f*emely feu 

background events. 

In the high missing mass region, a large number of reactions could 

possibly contribute to background events <K"p -» K'Tr'A0, K'p -» A°K"K*,K'p 

•* A°iru*, K-p -» K°iT*7i*n, K'p -» K'T>0Ji°n,etc.). The standard missing mass 

cut (0.2 CeV 2 < MM 2 < 1.1 GeV 2) imposed on this data removed most of 

these background events. These background events uere also supressed by 

the fact that all events containing nonneutral decays of excited baryons 

uere rejected in the event topology selection. Tight vertex require

ments also served to supress K° and 1amda decays as backgrounds in the 

final KTin data sample. We have used tuo separate methods in order to 

estimate the amount of background present from theie high missing mass 

background events in our final Kirn data sample. 

The first method is demonstrated in figure 24, Using the fact that 

there was very little background in the low missing mass region, and 

that resolution smearing uas very nearly symmetric in the lissing mass 

squared, the low missing mass spectrum uas folded over the upper missing 

mass spectrum at the neutron mass squared. Making the standard missing 

mass cut (0.2 GeV 2 < MM 2 < 1.1 GeV 2). and subtracting the folded spect

rum from the actual data spectrum, the results uere consistent with no 

background uithin statistical errors. 
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In the second method the leading edge of this missing mass squared 

spectrum was fit to a Honte Carlo missing mass squared spectrum plus a 

constant background tfor a description of the fit see chapter VII sec

tion B.7J. The results of this fit predicted a contamination of eight 

percent background events in the final K'li'n data sample. This estimate 

is very conservative since most of the background implied by the fit was 

in the constant background. This linear background was more likely due 

to a slight misunderstanoing of the resolution in the rionte Carlo simu

lation of K'n*n events, than due to actual background events. 

C. Normalization 

In order to calculate cross sections from the observed number of 

event"; in this experiment, it was necessary to correct the measured num

ber of incident kaons and the observed number of Kun events for beam 

losses and event losses. Losses which depended on tKe specific geometry 

of a given event were corrected for in this analysis using the I.ASS 

Monte carlj as Hill be discussed in the following chapter, Shawn in 

table 7 is a list of these losses taken intc accmnt by the Monte Carlo. 

The KTIH data fits shown in the following chapters were explicitly cor

rected for these acceptance losses. Besides these Monte Carlo corrected 

losses, two other types of geometry independent losses had be to cor

rected for in order to calculate cross sections for this data; 1) run 

dependent losses, and 2) run independent losses. Shown in table 7 is a 

list of these correction factorsi and an estimate of Ihe systematic 

errors inherent in each correction. 7i> calculate the run dependent 
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TABLE 7 

Normalization Corrections 

Correction Type Correction Systematic Error 
Val ue Estimate 

MONTE CARLO 

1) Geometry 
2) Trigger 
3) Tracking Efficiency 
4) Secondary Absorption 
5) Secondary Decay 
6) Resolution Cuts 
7) Kinematical Cuts 

Run Dependent Factors 

U Target Density .07082 gmvcn 3 '.0028 gm/em 3 

2) Beam Deadx i^/Doubl es 1.02S ton 
3) Trigger Deadtime 1.010 + .005, 
1) Program Failures 
- KFA1L Errors .08 Ji 
- IFAIL Errors .06 % .64 t. 10 
- Beam Reconstruction 

Fai lures - 02 V, 

Run Independent Factors 

1) K' Decay in Beam 1.02S ±.003 
2) K" Absorption in Beam 1.044 i.005 
3) Vertex Cut 1.016 ±.010 
4) MT Target Subtraction 1.00 ±.01 
S) Softuare Filter 

Ineff iciency 1.18 ±.06 

TOTAL EXPOSURE 1004 events/db 
Systematic Error Estimate ±12.5 5J (added in quadrature) 

±24.S % (added linearly) 
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factors, this experimental normalization was calculated and added on a 

run to run basis. The target density for each run, as Has discussed 

earlier, uas measured on a run to run basis using a platinum resistor 

located at the front of the liquid hydrogen target. The other run 

dependent factors were calculated using the output monitor and scaler 

information from the production job. The correction values shoun in 

figure 7 have been averaged in this manner over approximately 1000 runs. 

The systematic error estimate for this normalization has been cal

culated in two ways. In the first method the systematic error estimates 

of each of the correction factors have been added in quadrature. This 

addition assumes that the systematic errors were uncorrected, which is 

not a uetl justified assumption. The second method of calculating the 

total systematic error Has to add the individual systematic errors. 

This method assumes the opposite extreme that all the systematic errors 

uere totally correlated. The actual systematic error is probably some

where in between -these two extremes. In the rest of this thesis the 

systematic error quoted will be the error calculated by adding these 

errors in quadrature. 

Taking into account all the correction factors listed in table 7, 

one acceptance corrected event in the following chapters corresponds to: 

0.00I00±0.00012 microbarns/(acceptance corrected event) 

Figure 25 shows the total cross section calculated in this experiment ** 

for the reaction K"p -» K"n*n versus other experimental measurements of 

this total cross section at different incident beam momenta 2 Z . The 
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total K"p -t K -n*n cross section calculated in this experiment is seen to 

agree quite uell uith these other experimental cross sections. 

** Since we have performed acceptance corrections to our data on Ty in 
the region lt'l<0.2 GeV 1 and 0.80 GeV < MCKit) < 2.3 GeV, uhen calculat
ing the total cross section it uas necessary to correct for the number 
of events outside of this range. In t' ue have assumed an e _ s * distri
bution and thus corrected our data using t' integrals. In mass ue have 
performed this correction using the average value of the percentage of 
events seen in the given mass range from a 10 GeV and 16 GeV experiment; 

(1. Grassier £i a]., Nucl. Phys. fil2_§. 189 (1977) 
and also a 14.5 GeV experiment; 

H. Spiro e_t §J., Nucl. Phys. B125, 162 (1977). 
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Chapter VII 

ANGULAR MOMENTS ANALYSIS 

The central aim in this thesis uas to extract the K* resonance 

structure from our standard K"p •* K"n*n rau data sample. As uas shown 

using the rau Kir invariant mass plots, this extraction entailed the 

understanding of the angular dependence of the Kirn data, as well as the 

invariant mass structure of this data. The selected Kirn data sample 

presented in these Kir invariant mass plots uas also biased by the vari

ous acceptance losses present in the LASS spectrometer. It uas thus 

also necessary to correct this observed rau Kir data for acceptance 

losses before the K* resonance structure could be fully understood. 

The observed distribution function of the rau Kun data sample, P. 

uas related to the Knn physics distribution, I, by an acceptance func

tion A: 

P(M„„. V. cos B}. <f,) = A(M K r. f. cos 6,. tfj) I(MKn. L'. cos 6.. <f>t) VI I. 1 

The kinematical dependence of each of these three functions is fullv 

described by the four kinematical variables; MtKiO, t', cosSj, and 4-j. 

In this chapter, a parameterization is first presented for the phy

sics distribution I. The tuo methods used to fit this parameterization 

to the raw data are then presented. A discussion is then given on the 
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general structurp o->' th? Monte Carlo program used to calculate the 

acceptance function A. The method used to calculate this acceptance 

function is then discussed. Lastly, acceptance corrected fits to this 

K"p -» K"u*n data mill be presented. 

A. Angular Moments Fitting Methods 

In this analysis, the Klin physics distribution function, I, was 

parameterized by expanding this function in spherical harmonics. Thus: 

i«l.x) - £ (4Tr)-1/2Llm(K)Y)n,(Q) 
1 m 

v n . 2 
x = M„„, f 

D = COS By #j 

uhere the t] m<x) terms are here defined as the acceptance corrected 

angular moments. This parameterization summed to all orders in 1 and m 

is quite general, but several restrictions uere made on the above sum in 

this analysis. 

first parity conservation is knoun to rule out the presence of the 

imaginary parts of any spherical harmonics in the above sum 2 : >. Apply

ing this restriction to the spherical harmonic sum yielded--

1(0. x ) = X ) (4*)- 1 / i ! t, J x ) (2 - 6mfl) Re(Y I m(0)) vil.3 
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Hhere S ao is a Kronecker delta, and the sum over m is restricted to only 

positive values of m. 

The assumption uas also made in this analysis that all values of 1 

were less than some l a > „ in the above sum. Likewise all values of m 

uere limited to less than some m a a K - Only terms with in equal to zero 

would have been present if the K'p •* K'n*n reaction had been mediated 

solely by pion exchange. This uas approximately true at small t' 

(lt'l<0.2 GeV*), and in the later fit process it uas shown experimen

tally that very feu m terms uere n»eded to describe this Knn data. The 

restriction on 1 came from the observation that at low KIT invariant mass 

no high spin objects resonate in the outgoing Kn system. The physics 

under these circumstances should be representable by a finite number of 

1 terms. This uas indeed found to be the case in later experimental 

data fitting to the angular moments, tj„,[x). 

Fitr. to this spherical harmonic sum using the standard Kun data 

sample uere performed in small HtKnJ and t' bins. Integrating ICfi.x), 

t ] a C x ) , and P(n,x) over a given small bin, the following functions 

could be defined uithin this bin: 

!(0) -•* J Am 5(0. *) dx 
At 

P O T = J am P(fi.*)dx VII. 4 
it 

llm = J ira t-lm(x>d* 
it 
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where the integral over dx refers to the integral over this small rKKu) 

and t' bin. With these definitions, and the 1 n o m restrictions from 

the previous paragraph, the spherical harmonic sum became: 

'an ™>™ 
1(0) = £ (4nr>/% m< 2- 0 m ( 1)Re(Y ) m<n)) V I 1 - 5 

1 mtO 

Within this given M(KTI) and t' bin an acceptance funrtion uas then 

defined by the equation: 

P(nl •-• A(D) I(fl) V ! I 6 

The fitting of the physics distribution, I, then reduced to fitting the 

constant ti„'s, using equations VII.5 and VIJ.6. to the standard Kun 

data sample within these small MtKii) arc; t' bins. 

Theoretically given an extremely large sample of Knn events, the 

data could have been rliced into an extremely fine rUKr) and t* gnrl, 

and the t]„'s would then have been fit in these small bins. Due to the 

finite statistics of this experiment though, fits tn the rau Kit data 

were performed in two different uays depending on the physics that 

needed io be extracted. To extract the mas? dependence of these angular 

•noments, t ] a , a single t' bin uas chosen (lt'l<0.2 CeV JJ, and the KF 

invariant mass uas binned in multiple small mass bins (typically 40 fleV 

wide). To extract the t' dependence of these moments, the opposite 

approach uas taken. The riu Knn data uas first binned into large mass 

bins (typically T20 MeV wide), and these mass bins were sliced into 

small t' bins (typically .02 GeV 2 wide) in the other dimension. The 
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ti»'s ;n both cases were then fit as constants uithin these given mass 

and t' bins, and the desired dependence of these angular moments was 

then plotted. 

In this analysis, two separate methods were used to fit the accep

tance corrected angular moments, uithin these small rKKvJ and t' bins, 

to the rau Kirn data; 1) the maximum likelihood method. and 2) the 

moments method. Both methods were shoun to give the same corrected 

angular moments for this data uithin errors- These methods uill be des

cribed in the next two subsections. 

1. rioments Fitting Method 

The first method used to fit the acceptance corrected angular 

moments, t j m , to the rau Kvn data in a given small mass and t' bin uas 

the moments method. In order to discuss this fitting method it is first 

necessary to ms.iipulate a feu equations. By substituting equation VII.5 

into equation VII.6, multiplying by (2-SHQ )Re(Y i, m, (SJ) >. and integrating 

the result over 4TT in the Jackson angles, equation VII.6 becomes: 

J] (47i)-'/e (2 - a m 0 ) (2 - «„,„) / Re(YlD1(Cl)) Re(Y r n,(cm A(n) dfl 
1 mSO 

VII.7 

t I m = J P{0) {Z~6m0, Re(Y,.m.(Q)) dO 
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Defining the matrices: 

*i«r«-= /(^)-' A(2-«5 mo)(2-^'o) Re(YI1B(n)) R*{Yln,(0)) 

VII.fi 

A(0) dfl 

»r-- = / p(n) (2 - a m„) Re(Y,._.([))) dn VII-9 

Equation VII.7 then reduces to the simple form: 

i_, m_ 
A. , t - M VI!. ID 

I ro£0 

This simple equation forms the basis of the moments fitting method. 

In practice the integral A i n i > n r were calculated using Monte Carlo 

evEntSr as will be discussed in section C of this chapter. The Mini.,,. 

integrals Mere calculated by using the rau data sample passed through 

final K m data cuts: 

N 

Mr«-»E fe-6,™) mO l w( 0 l)) V 1 1 , 1 1 

i=l 

uhere the sum was over the N Kirn data events in the given small M ( K F ) 

and t' bin. 
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With the A]„i,», t and Mi< B> matrices determined, equation VII.10 

consisted of N equations in rl unknowns. A solution for the tin's uas 

possible as long as the number of equations uas greater than or equal to 

the number of unkouns. 

Once the ti„'s had been calculated using equation VII.10 it uas 

necessary to calculate the statistical error on these angular moments. 

The correlated statistical errori Dinii>m>> on the matrix Mim uas given 

jy the expression: 

N 
i W - £ <2-<W M Wn,)) (2-*-o) **<• ̂ .(n,)) vn. 12 

The error matrix Diml.m, could then be transformed to give the error 

matrix E for the tin's. In matrix notation: 

E = A"1 D ( A"1 V VII. 13 

Since the matrices A and D were easily calculated, the tin error matrix 

uas thus determined. 

In practice the solutions to the determined set of equations VII. 10 

in this analysis uere calculated using a modified version of a FORTRAN 

program developed by G.W.Brandenburg * H, The rau Kun data sample from 

the mini-OST, in a given small MCKTI) and t' bin. uas first passed 

through the final data cuts in the routine PASSMC in t M s program. 

Passing events uere then used to calculate the M i m matrix. TNt 
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acceptance matrix Ai.i,,,, which had been calculated using Monte Carlo 

events, uas then read into the program. Using matrix inversion techni

ques the determined set of equations V U . 10 uas then solved. In per

forming this calculation, an exactly determiner* set of equations was 

always used since no extra information could be gained by overdetermin-

ing this system of equations Z 5 . Equations VII.12 and VII.13 were then 

used to calculate the error on these resulting angular moments. The 

moments fitting method thus calculated the tim's. and the ti m error 

matrix for eanh given mass and t' bin. 

The moments fitting method uas mainly used in this analysis as a 

secondary check on the angular moment fits produced usinq the maximum 

likelihood fitting proceedure (see chapter VII section F). The final 

angular moments fits performed in this analysis used the maximum likeli

hood fitting method. 

2. Maximum Likelihood Fitting Method 

The second method used in this analysis to fit the acceptance coi— 

rected angular moments, t]„, to the raw Kirn data within a given small 

rHKir) and t' bin, uas provided by the maximum likelihood method. Once 

again it is necessary to manipulate a feu equations before discussing 

this proceedure. Defining the expected number of Knn events in a given 

small MCKir} and t' bin by: 

F = / A(n) i(n) an v n . n 
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The likelihood distribution function for the N Kun data events in this 

bin is given by the expression; 

i- , F J N! 
1=1 

uhere the term within the brackets is merely the normalized probablity 

of the given event distribution, and the term outside of the brackets is 

the Poissonian probability ior the overall norma)i2ation of I(ft). 

Mow the acceptance function A(fl) can be expanded in spherical har

monics as: 

Co oo 

A(n) = £ f^a^ Re{ yta(n)) + ST?Slm tm{ v^n)) V I I . I B 
1 m*0 

Performing some algebra and making use of the orthagonality properties 

of spherical harmonicsi the following log)jkelihood function results: 

N l_ m„, I— m « « 

i=l i m 2 0 l n > i Q 

Uhere the sum is over the H Kirn data events uithin the given MCKu) and 

t' bin. This function forms the basis of the maximum likelihood fitting 

method. The most probable value of the ti m terms was found by maximiz

ing this loglikelihood function. The aim's were calculated by Monte 
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Carlo techniques, as uill be described in section C of this chapter. 

Note that the imagina.-y acceptance moments, si„, did not have to be 

known, and the real acceptance moments, ai m. needed to be knoun to order 

'mix and uijux, in order to calculate this logl ikel ihood function. 

Now finally the error matrix E for the ti m's was given in matrix 

notation by: 

E = D" 1 C ( D" 1 ) 1 VII. 18 

uhere; 

and: 

D,mT.m. = d W VII. 19 

A (2-<5n0) Re( '„([!,) ) ( 2 - < W Re( YnB.(tl1) ) 
"Iml'm" ~/ j 

VII.ZO 

The maximization of the loglikelihood Function in practice uas per

formed by one of two programs. The first program uas a modified version 

of a maximum likelihood fitting program developed by G.U.Brandenburg 2 ( , 

This program uas built around a FORTRAN minimizing program called 

UPTIME * 7. The other minimizing program used to perform these loglike-

lihood minimizations uas written specifically for this analysis using 
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the FORTRAN minimizing package MJNUIT z*. Bath programs read the raw 

Klin data sample from the mini-DST, for a given small M(Kn) and t' bin. 

Final data cots uere then imposed by calling the routine PASSMC des

cribed earlier. The acceptance moments, ai„, uhich had been calculated 

using Monte Carlo events. Mere then read into this program. Using these 

acceptance moments and the passing data events, the loglikelihood func

tion uas calculated. This resulting loglikelihood function was then 

minimized as a function of the t]„,'s. The MINUIT minimization package 

had the advantage that it could handle non-parabolic errors, but it ran 

much slouer thtn the UPTIME package. Both programs gave identical 

tj.'s, and the estimated errors were also shown to be parabolic using 

the MINUIT maximum likelihood fitting program. Thus the 0PTI.1E package 

uas used to perform all the final angular moments fits in this analysis. 

The t]„'s and the tin, error matrix for a given MCKn) and t' bin were 

thus calculated. 

B. Monte Carlo 

1. Overview 

In order ti calculate the acceptance integrals ai mi, m, and ai m, 

used in the acceptance corrected angular moments fits, a Monte Carlo 

program uas used to mimic the LASS spectrometer acceptance. The general 

idea behind the LASS Monte Carlo uas to generate K"p -• K*n*n events, 

and then track these events through the LASS spectrometer simulating all 

sources of event losses in this Knn analysis. This program calculated 
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losses in the LASS spectrometer, and the track finding, track fitting. 

and event selection routines due to: 

1) geometrical losses 

2) trigger inefficiences 

3) secondary absorption 

4) secondary decay 

5) track reconstruction efficiency 

6) resolution cuts 

7) kinematical cuts 

S) PASSMC cuts 

A set of Monte Carlo events uas then uritten to magnetic tape uith each 

event tagged as passing or failing the event loss cuts in this Monte 

Carlo. 

The LASS Monte Carlo consisted of multiple complex FORTRAN subrout

ines. These subroutines performed basically four functions in this 

Monte Carlo; 1) event generation, 2) geometrical tracking, 3) event 

reconstruction simulation, and 4) track resolution simulation. Each of 

these basic sections of the LASS Monte Carlo uill be discussed briefly 

in the next feu subsections. For a more complete discription of these 

Monte Carlo routines see reference 29. At the end of this Monte Carlo 

section checks on the Monte Carlo's ability to simulate the experimental 

acceptance in this analysis will be presented. Finally the results from 

Monte Carlo event processing uill be used to generally discuss the 

experimental acceptance and the spectrometer resolution for this analy

sis. 
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2. Event Generation 

The LASS Monte Carlo event generating routines were written in 

order to produce a K'p -» K"n + n event sample iiith a distribution as close 

to the actual physics distribution as possible. The first step in event 

generation for a particular nonte Carlo event was the creation of a beam 

particle, and an interaction vertex. Kinematieal parameters of a beam 

kaon in these Monte Carlo routines uere set by reading the fitted posi

tion and three momentum, of a processed special CT2) heam trigger, from 

magnetic tape. A randomized proper mix of these processed data beam 

tracks had been stored on magnetic tape, so that an unbiased Monte Carlo 

beam phase space matching the beam phase space of our selected Knn data 

sample uas assured. Once a nonte Carlo beam particle had been calcu

lated, this beam particle uas then extrapolated into the LASS liquid 

hydrogen target, where an interaction vertex uas calculated using a ran

dom generating function. This random generating function was defined to 

throw a random z value within the target such that for multiple throws 

an absorption corrected z distribution uas seen within the target. 

Once the beam particle and vertex had been created far this given 

Monte Carlo event, it uas necessary to define the Kirn final state parti

cles produced at this vertex. In producing this final state, the labo

ratory angle of the recoil neutron about the incident beam direction uas 

calculated randomly. This left the four kinematical variables; rKKnO, 

t', cosBj, and ^j to be calculated for this event. Monte Carlo events 

in this analysis uere always generated in the smatl WCKTTJ and t' bins in 

which a given angular moments fit uas to be run in. The invariant mass 
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of the K"n* Monte Carlo event Mas then generated randomly within the 

given rt(Kir) and t' bin. The t' distribution for this event was produced 

uithin this rKKit) and t' bin, using a random generating function. Vari

ous nonflat distributions in t' were thrown during this analysis. These 

will be described in more detail in chapter VII section 0. Finally the 

Jackson angles of the outgoing K' and IT' particles were generated using 

another random generating function, which was defined to throw an angu

lar distribution described by the latest acceptance corrected angular 

moments fit in the given MCKTO and t' bin. It should be noted that t'. 

rHKir) and the Jackson angTes were all generated independently of each 

other, uhich was a very good approximation to the physics within eac i 

given M(Kii) and t' bin. 

Once the four kinematical variable had been generated for this 

event, the four momenta of the outgoing K" and 71* particles were calcu

lated from these variables. Since the recoil neutron was undetectable 

in the LASS spectrometer, this particle was ignored in the rest of the 

Monte Carlo processing. The generated four momenta of the X" and IT* 

particles uere then energy lossed to correct for energy losses in the 

liquid hydrogen target and target jackets. Thus at the end of the Monte 

Carlo event generation routines, a Monte Carlo event had been defined. 

3. Geometrical Tracking 

The next job of the LASS Monte Carlo was to define geometrical tra

jectories of the K" and it* Monte Carlo interaction particles in the 

spectrometer. Particle tracking in the solenoid magnet consisted of 
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calculating track helices using each particles four momentum. These 

helices were then extrapolated to the downstream end of the solenoid 

where a fourth-order Runga Kutte stepping proceedure. uith • magnetic 

field map, uas used to track the particles across the solenoid frings 

field and into the tuixt region. Tracking in the tutxt region uas done 

uming straight line trajectorieSj and once again a fourth-order Runga 

Kutte stepping proceedure, uith a dipoie magnetic field map, uas finally 

used to track Monte Carlo- partic les across the dipoie and into the down

stream region. In the dounsteam region tracks uere once again extrapo

lated as straight lines. 

Both tracks in each event uere checked for collisions uith the phy

sical boundaries of the spectrometer (solenoid walls, dipoie ualls, 

chamber apertures, etc.) during this tracking proceedure. The geometri

cal tracking of the given particle uas stopped if its track intersected 

any one of these solid physical boundaries (total absorption uas 

assumed). Tuo random mechanisms could also stop the geometrical track

ing of a particle in this Monte Carlo; 1) particle absorption, and 

7) particle decay. 

Particle absorption uas taken into account in this Monte Carlo by 

first dividing the spectrometer into four sections; 1) the cylindrical 

chambers, 2) the solenoid plane chambers, 3) the CI Cherenkov counter, 

and 4) the dipoie chambers. An absorption probability uas calculated 

for each of these sections according to the amount of material a parti

cle uould pass through in traversing these sections. As a particle uas 

tracked past each of these positions, a random number uas thrown; and 

this random number, combined uith the absorption probability, defined 
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whether the geometrical tracking of this particle uas stopped it this 

position or not. 

Absorption Of interaction particles in the liquid hydrogen target, 

or target jackets was treated slightly differently. The probability of 

each particle being absorbed in the target, and target jackets uas first 

calculated separately. The product of these absorption probabilities 

for each charged interaction track then gave a target absorption proba

bility for the entire event, u;. This u; was then stored for each 

event. 

To account for particle decays, a decay length (important only for 

K" interaction particles) uas generated for the K" and w* outgoing par

ticle tracks. This decay length uas calculated using a random number, 

and the knoun lifetime of each particle. If the decay position of a 

given particle uas reached, the geometrical tracking of this particle 

uas once again stopped. This uas a slightly naive uay to treat decays 

since secondary charged particles do emerge from particle decay?, but 

this proceedure gave a first order correction for the data track recon

struction code's ability to treat charged particle decays. 

Two other small effects were ignored in the geometrical tracking of 

the K* and n* particles through the spectrometer in this Monte Carlo; 

1) energy losses outside of the target, and 2) multiple scattering both 

inside of the target, and outside of the target. The addition of either 

of these effects uould have greatly complicated the Monte Carlo track 

finding routines, and both effects uere shoun to be quite small. 

As a Monte Carlo particle uas tracked past each device in the spec

trometer, information uas stored auay giving whether the given particle 
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had passed through i»*ch chamber's active area or n^t. Solenoid coordi

nates in intersected solenoid devices Mere also stored auay for later 

use. Thus a bank of "possible" chambers hits was formed for each track. 

4. Event Reconstruction 

The purpose of the rionte Carlo event reconstruction routine*, uas to 

simulate event reconstruction and geometrical losses in the LASS data 

track finding routines. The -first step in this process uas to mimic the 

device inefficiencies for each chamber and counter in the LASS spectrom

eter. Using the experimental chamber efficiencies and throwing random 

numbers, a set of "actual" chamber hits uas calculated from the "possi

ble" chamber hit banks for each track. The crusber efficiencies used in 

this calculation uere tracking efficiencies fcr each device taken from 

the production monitor output, averaged over all data runs (see chapter 

V section A3. The "actual" hit banks along with geometrical information 

for each track gave enough information to reliably simulate the track 

finding cuts in the three data track finding algorithms (see chapter 

III). In this simulation process, a rionte Carlo track uas flagged as 

being findable in either the dipole track finding algorithm, the plane 

track finding algorithm, or the cylindrical track finding algorithm; or 

else the track uas flagged as being unreconstructablt. ]f either track 

in a given <;vent uas flagged as unreconstructable, an event failure flag 

uas set, and this event uas written out to magnetic tape. 

All geometrical, absorption, and decay losses of events in the 

spectrometer Here carrectly accounted for by these event reconstruction 
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program cuts. Tor instance, a particle in the Mcnte Carlo which uas 

calculated to decay half way daun the solenoid magnet uould not have 

enough solenoid intersections in its "actual" chamber hit banks to be 

flagged as reconstructable in any of these thrse track finding routines. 

Consequently th'S ivent uould have failed to pass the rtonte Carlo. 

Once an event had passed Miese event reconstruction cuts, trigger 

cuts Here then imposed on these flont? Carlo events. Th^se trigger cuts 

consisted of the main (TO) trigger requirement discussed previously. 

The Monte Carlo imposed these tr-gger requi rements by using the "actual" 

chamber hit banks. for an event failing this trigger, the event failjre 

flag gas once again set and this event uas urttten out to magnetic tape. 

5. Track Resolution 

After a Monte Carlo event had passed through the rtonte Carlo event 

reconstruction routines, '• I had been classified as having triggered the 

spectrometer, and both outgoing tracks had been classified as 'indable 

in one of the three data track finding algorithms. The next job of this 

Monte Carlo program uas the simulation of the spectrometer's track reso

lutions for the Monte Carlo beam part c1e, and the tuo outgoing interac-

t ion particles. 

A major reason to require accurate Monte Carlo track resolutions 

uas to simulate the resolution dependent cuts imposed on the Knn data 

sample by the routine PASSMC. The most obvious of these resolution 

dependent cuts in PASSMC uas the missing mass cut <0.2 GeV J < MM 2 < 1.1 

G e V J ) used to isolate the K~p -» K'Tfn reaction from other possible tuc-
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prong events. In this spectrometer the missing mass resolution was a 

strong function of the four kinematical variables; cosdj, +j, MCKir), and 

t'. This missing mass cut then acted like sn acceptance cut, since it 

cut away different amounts of real Kirn datr in different kinematical 

regions. Thus the Honte Carlo had to accurately simulate this missing 

mass resolution as a function of the four kinematical variables in order 

to correct for this acceptance loss. 

The basic idea behind the Monte Carlo track resolution simulation 

uas to properly offset the Monte Carlo "physics" tracks generated by the 

Monte Carlo event generating routines, and thereby create a set of "mea

sured" tracks. This track resolution simulation uas performed separately 

on the beam particle and the two outgoing interaction particles. 

First, a resolution smeared ("measured") beam track uas calculated 

from the Monte Carlo ("physics") beam track for a given event. When the 

throwing routines generated this "physics" beam particle the fitted 

position, angle, and beam track error matrix uere read from a magnetic 

tape of processed special (T2J beam triggers, as uas meantioned previ

ously. Using elements from this beam track error matrix and a random 

number generator, angular and positional offsets uere calculated to 

properly shift the "measured" beam track parameters from the "physics" 

beam track parameters. The absolute momentum of this "measured" beam 

track uas calculated by shifting the "physics" beam track's momentum 

using a random Gaussian generator. The uidth of the Gaussian uas chosen 

to take into account measurement errors in the P-hodoscope as well as 

small random drifts in the beamline magnets during this experiment. 

This proceedure then yielded a properly smeared ["measured") beam track. 
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Once the resolution smeared beam track had been calculated in the 

rtonte Carlo, the next job of the Monte Carlo routines uas to calculate 

properly smeared ("measured") outgoing K" and n f track parameters. In 

the data all track parameters Mere measured in the solenoid with the 

exception of the absolute momentum on tracks found in the dipole track 

finding algorithm. It is convenient to discuss the Monte Carlo simula

tion of dipole momentum resolution, before discussing the simulation of 

resolution for solenoid measured track parameters, 

A study of tan decay triggers and Kp elastics taken during this 

experiment shoued that the dipole measured momentum distribution, for 

fixed momentum dipole tracks. Has consistent uith a Gaussian distribu

tion. The uidth of this Gaussian for tracks with a momentum, P, uas fit 

in this study to a simple polynomial form yielding: 

»p=6.53X10-* P 1 + 1.T5XI0"3 P 

where P is the momentum of the dipole 
track in GeV/c 

Tor the rionte Carlo tracks flagged as found in the dipole track finding 

algorithm, the ahsolute momentum of the "measured" track uas calculated 

by adding a Tandom Gaussian offset of the above form to the absolute 

momentum of the associated "physios" track. 

Resolution on track parameters measured in the solenoid could not 

be simulated as simply as either the dipole momentum resolution, or the 

beam track parameter resolutions. Resolutions on solenoid measured 

track parameters depended strongly on the number and type of solenoid 
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coordinates on « given track, as uell as the given particles trajectory 

through the solenoid. Simulation of the resolution on track parameters 

in the solenoid was further complicated by the fact that a geometrically 

constrained fit had been performed on our data to improve this resolu

tion (see chapter IV section E), A more complex method, mimicking the 

data analysis' geometrically constrained fit, uas thus '-ised in this 

Monte Carlo simulation. 

As was meantion previously solenoid coordinates as Hell as "actual" 

chamber hit banks for both outgoing interaction particles uere stored 

auay during Monte Carlo geometrical tracking. Using experimentally der

ived chamber errors (see chapter IV section I ) and a random Gaussian 

generator, a neu set of resolution smeared solenoid track coordinates 

for each track uas formed. Just as in the data event fitting, these 

resolution smeared solenoid track coordinates. as uell as the "fitted" 

beam parameters and beam error matrix, formed the input to the subrout

ine MVFIT. The routine MVFIT then performed geometrically constrained 

fitting to the Monte Carlo events in a manne. identical to the procee-

dure outlined in chapter IV section G. The only exception to this 

statement is the fact that the chamber errors uere not corrected f?r 

multiple scattering, since the Monte Carlo program did not simulate mul

tiple scattering. The MVPIT error handling in both the Monte Carlo and 

the data uere also the same. A certain number of Monte Carlo events 

also failed to converge in MVFIT, and this small percentage of events 

uere immediately flagged as bad and uritten to magnetic tape. A cut uas 

also made on the MVFIT fit confidence level in order to simulate the 

confidence level cut made on the data. The output of MVTIT then yielded 
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"measured" three momentum for the Monte Carlo K" and IT* particles along 

uith a resolution smeared vertex and an Mvni error matrix. 

In the data processing, the output MVFIT error matrix was used to 

define resolution cuts on the data tracks to rt.nove poorly measured 

tracks -from the Kim data sample. These cuts were simulated in the Monte 

Carlo in exactly the same manner. The ilonte Carlo output MVFIT error 

matrix uas used to calculate a momentum resolution error on each Monte 

Carlo track. Identical cuts were made on this momentum resolution error 

as were tnade on the data sample (See chapter V section E). 

Thus the Monte Carlo track resolution routines yieJed "measured" 

quantities for a given event's beam particle, vertex, and two outgoing 

interaction particles- A set of cuts on these quantities Cor quantities 

derived from these quantities) thus simulated an identical set of cuts 

performed on the data. 

6. Monte Carlo Output 

At the end of the Monte Carlo processing of a given event, a record 

consisting of less than 60 32-bit IBM words was written out to magnetic 

tape. 7his 60 word record consisted of "measured" kincrnat icaT varia

bles, "measured" beam track three momentum, the "measured" three momenta 

of the tuo outgoing particles, and various geometrical quantities needed 

to define the final Monte Carlo event. This Monte Carlo output record 

was chosen to be aimost identical in form to the data mini-OST record 

meantioned in chapter V section A. The only difference between these 

tuo output records were tuo words added tD the Monte Carlo record; the 
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first uord flagging whether a Monte Carlo event uas rejected in the 

Monte Carlo or not, and the second being the target absorption weight, 

u;. The data and Monte Carlo output records uere chosen to be nearly 

identical so that the set of final cuts imposed by the routine PASSMC on 

the data events could also be imposed on the Monte Carlo events. As uas 

meantioned before the PASSMC cuts uere imposed on the data events read 

from the mini-DST before these events uere analysed. In a similar fash

ion the same PASSMC cuts Here imposed on the Monte Carlo events before 

these events uere used in any acceptance calculation. 

7. Monte Carlo Checks 

Various checks uere made, in this analysis, to assure that the 

Monte Carlo accurately simulated the event losses, and the spectrometer 

resolution. Some of these checks are discussed separately in section F 

of this chapter. Tuo more checks of the Monte Carlo simulation uill be 

discussed here. 

Once the final angular moments and t' fits to the standard Kirn data 

sample had been performed, a set of Monte Carlo events uere generated 

with these fit distributions. The number of events throun in each bin 

uas taken to be propnrtional to the acceptance corrected number of data 

events in these bins. The resulting Monte Carlo event sample uas then 

passed through the final event selection cuts (PASSMC cuts), and the 

passing events uere histogrammed. These histograms uere then compaired 

Kith histograms of the standard Knn data sample. No significant devia

tion of the Monte Carlo distributions from the data distributions uas 
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seen. In particular the ratio's of cylinder found, plane found, and 

dipole found tracks was seen to agree to a feu percent betueen the tuo 

samples. 

As a check on the Monte Carlo simulation of the track resolution, 

the k"p •* K"u*X° missing mass squared spectrum of the final Ktrn data 

sample uas fit. In performing this fit, the Monte Carlo event sample 

discussed in the last paragraph uas used to generate a Monte Carlo reso

lution smeared missing mass squared spectrum. This Monte Carlo spectrum 

plus a linear background uas then fit to the data missing mass squared 

spectrum. In performing this fit the free parameters in the Monte Carlo 

resolution spectrum consisted of a normalization parameter, an offset 

parameter, and a linear scale parameter. The fit uas performed in the 

missing mass squared region from 0.2 GeVz to 0.90 GeV z. 

Shoun in figure 23 is this missing mass squared fit. The error 

bars shoun on the data points represent statistical errors in both the 

data and the Monte Carlo event samples added in quadrature. The chi-

square of this fit uas 33 for 36 degrees of freedom. The linear scale 

factor had a final fit value of 1.10. Thus the Monte Carlo resolution 

uas 10 y, better than that of the real data. The flat background in this 

fit had a heighth about <t '/. as high as that of the neutron peak. This 

background probably indicated a slight misunderstanding of the poorly 

measured solenoid tracks in the Monte Carlo. This descrepancy uas small 

enough to cause no observable problem in the calculation of the spec

trometer acceptance. 
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8. Spectrometer Resolution 

As uas shoun in the last subsection, the LASS Monte Carlo describes 

the data missing mass squared spectrum quite «ell. The LASS Monte Carlo 

then could be used to investigate the spectrometer resolution in our 

four kinematical variables; M(KIT), i', cosBj, and ^j . Unfortunately 

since the spectrometer resolutisn is a very complicated non-Gaussian 

function of these four kinematical variables, no obvious means exists to 

display this resolution systematically. Using Monte Carlo events then, 

a rough estimate of our resolution in the four kinematical variables 

over many different kinematical regions yielded: 

Variable Resolution 

rl(Kn) 4 MeV - 15 MeV 
t' 002 GeV z - .005 GeV z 

cosBj 003 - .015 
tj 03 radians - .05 radians 

When correcting resonance widths in this paper for resolution smearing 

in mass, Monte Carlo events Here generated in the region of this reso

nance uith a distribution as close to the actual physics distribution as 

passible. Histograms of the difference between M(Ku) "physics" and 

M(KTI) "measured" from these Monte Carlo events uere then used to esti

mate the M(Kn) resolution in the region of this resonance. 
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9. Spectrometer Acceptance 

To end this section it seems appropriate to show a graph of the 

Monte Carlo generated acceptance function, A(£l). Shown in figure 26 is 

a contour plot of this acceptance plotted as a function of cosdj and 

ri(KTi). This plot uas generated using the final set of Monte Carlo 

events discussed in section D of this chapter. Monte Carlo events used 

in generating this function uere first passed through the final Kun data 

sample cuts (PASsnc), and uere also restricted to the It'l region less 

than .2 GeV*. 

Trigger cuts and resolution cuts Cmainly the missing mass cut) 

played the most important role in limiting the acceptance in this analy

sis. One of the most prominant features in figure 26 is the drop in 

acceptance in the foruard and backward cosOj region at lou Kir invariant 

mass. This effect uas due to the fact that at lou mass in the foruard 

(backward) cosSj region the K" (n*) uas so far forward in the labora

tory frame that it quite often passed through the hole in the 1.5 PUC 

cluster logic. Since the 1.5 PUC cluster logic signal uas necessary to 

trigger the spectrometer, such events uere not seen. This effect les

sened at higher mass due to larger Kn center of mass energies, and thus 

greater Kv laboratory angles. 

At a mass of ~ 1.8 GeV and above, in the foruard cosOj region, fig

ure 26 once again shous a marked drop in the acceptance. Ir this case 

the laboratory angle of the n* uas large enough so that this parMcle 

missed the active area of the 1.5 PWC completely, and thus did not trig

ger the spectrometer. This effect also came into play in the backuard 
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cosBj region at slightly higher mass. At the very highest mass, events 

uere also lost in the central cosfij region. Here the K" and n* parti

cles uere produced with such large laboratory angles that both particles 

missed the TOF hodoscope, also required in this TO trigger. 

The only other obvious structure in this plot is the two valley 

structure in the central cos9j region at intermediate masses. This 

effect uas caused the removal of events from this central region by 

resolution cuts. 

In summary, the spectrometer acceptance is seen to be nonzero in 

nearly all regions of MCKTT) and cosSj, and is large and uniform in all 

but the extreme forward and backuard cosflj regions. The acceptance is 

also seen to be smoothly varying, and thus uas easily corrected for in 

the fitting of this final data sample. 

C. Calculation of the Acceptance Moments 

In order to perform the acceptance corrected angular moments fits 

to the Knn data, the moments and maximum likelihood fitting methods each 

required the calculation of various acceptance function integrals. In 

the moments fitting method these integrals uere of the farm: 

A W „ = /(47i)- 1 / E(2-d m 0) {2-<5m.a) Re(Y l m(0))Re(Y ! m.(n)) VII. 21 

A(n) dfl 

within a small M(KTT) and t' bin 
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In the maximum likelihood fitting method these acceptance integrals were 

of the form: 

a!» = ( 4 " ) - 1 / ! / A(O) ( 2 - o m o ) Re( Y t a { n ) ) dfl VI I. 22 

within a small MtKn) and t' bin 

Where the integral form for the ai„'s has been calculated bv merely 

using the orthagonal1 t v of the spherical harmonics. The ajn's are here 

defined as angular acceptance moments. 

The first step in calculating the acceptance integrals for a given 

hCKn) and t' bin was to generate a large number of Monte Carlo events 

within this bin. In this analysis the number of Monte Carlo events 

thrown in a given mass and t' bin was chosen to be at least ten times 

the number of acceptance corrected data events uithin this sanu bin. In 

a later study it was checked for several bins that the tin fit values 

did not change appreciably when more rlonte Carlo events uere thrown. 

Thus the statistical errors in the data dominated over the statistical 

errors from the calculation of these acceptance moments. 

Uitl-.n this given M(Kn) and t' bin. the Monte Carlo events were 

generated flat in mass, nonflat in t', and according to a spherical har

monic sum of the fitted angular moments in the Jackson angles. The 

event generating function, Imc(n), integrated over M(Kn) and t' uithin 

the given bin, could then be represented by the properly normalized sum 
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of these angular moments: 

i«c(n) = Nu. E ( 4 T r>' / E ( ij?) l2-d™o) R e( Yim( n) ) V I»•" 
1 miO { t 0 0 ) 

uhere Nth represents the number of Monte Carlo events thrown, and the 

tin's were the angular moments which were Nsed to throw this donte Carlo 

within the given M(KTI) and t' bin. 

Equation VII.6 gives the relationship between the acceptance func

tion A, the observed distribution P, and the physics distribution I for 

our data uithin a given MCKiO and t' bin. Using the Monte Carlo analogs 

to these data expressions, the Monte Carlo acceptance function uas 

defined by the expression: 

A~<°> = CT) 

uhere ImcCft) uas given by equation VII.23, and Pmc(fi) uas the Monte 

Carlo observed resolution smeared angular distribution of the passing 

events throun in the given MCKlt) and t' bin. Once again the final data 

selection cuts in PASSMC have been imposed on these Monte Carlo events. 

By defining the Monte Carlo acceptance in the above form, resolution 

smearing in mass and t' has been ignored. Since the final acceptance is 

a slowly varying function of mass and t' this approximation uas well 

justified. Since the di stributioni Pir,c{fl), was resolution smeared in 

angle, and Imc(f?) uas not, the acceptance function defined by equation 
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VII. 24 served to correct the Kirn data for resolution smearing in the 

Jackson angles, as well as for acceptance losses. 

With the definition of equation VII.24, equations VII.21-V11.24 can 

be combined to give Monte Carlo approximations ti the tuo acceptance 

integral expressions in equations VII.21 and VII.22. In this analysis 

thtn, (he acceptance integral for the moments fitting method uas calcu

lated as 

"-•"" 4, w, ( 2 - 0 Re( Ytatfl.) ) (2-a r o a) Re< Y^f],) ) V I I - ! 5 

^ 

The acceptance integral for the maximum likelihood fitting method uas 

catculated as 

•».»- ^ j - — v n . 2 6 
j n 1 'me^'V 

where the sums are over the H ? a s s passing Monte Carlo eveits, and the Ui 

are the target absorption probabilities for these events (see Monte 

Carlo section). The function Imc(n) is given bv equation VII. 23, and flj 

is the resolution smeared Jackson angles for the i th Monte Carlo event. 

If ImcCft) uas ever zero uhere passing Monte Carlo events uere pre

sent, then the acceptance integral calculations above would have become 

indeterminant. In order to keep this from happening fifteen percent of 

the Monte Carlo events uere aluays thrown flat in the Jackson angles. 

It uas shoun later experimentally that the final angular moments fits 

were not changed uithin errors by throwing five percent flat versus fif

teen percent flat. 
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D. Angular Moments Tits 

In this chapter the moments and naximum likelihood fitting methods, 

used to fit the acceptance corrected angular moments to the standard Kirn 

data sample, uere presented. To end this chapter these final angular 

moments ui11 be presented >s a funrti^n of mass, but first a brief dis

cussion of the data cuts and the interative proceedure used to obtain 

these final fits uill be discussed. 

The standard Kun data sample graphed at the end of chaptpr V formed 

the input data sample to the final angular moments fits. For these 

final fits. the data once again uas restricted to the It't legion less 

than .2 GeV*. This restriction served to emphasize the pion exchange 

portion of this reaction. In mass, the data sample was divided into 40 

MeV bins belou 1.800 GeV, and 80 Mev" mass bins abo'e this mass. The 

angular moments fits uere performed, and the Monte Carlo events were 

also generated in these same bins. 

These final angular moments fits uere performed in the mass region 

from 0.80 GeV to 2.30 GeV. At masses belou .S10 Gew the spectrometer 

acceptance uas so low that there uert not enough events to support a 

fit. Above 2.3 GeV in mass it uas impossible to obtain convergence of 

the moments fits in this analysis due to near singjlarities in the fit 

correlation matrices. In performing these final fits, the maximum like-

1ihcod proceedure uas used. 

The calculation of the acceptance moments. a i m , discussed in the 

last chapter clearly depended on how the Monte Carlo events were throun. 

The best approximation to the acceptance moments uas obtained uhen the 
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Monte Carlo was thrown with a distribution as close to the acceptance 

corrected data distribution as possible. This fact necessitated per

forming the final maximum likelihood fits to the acceptance corrected 

angular moments interatively. 

In the first interation, within a given fl(Kn) and t' bin. Monte 

Carlo events were generated flat in mass, and flat in the Jackson angu

lar variables. The t' distribution of these Monte Carlo events was 

thrown with a simple exponential fit to experimental data from a previ

ous Knn data analysis performed by this group, SLAC experiment E-75 ***, 

This exponential fit described the data quite well. Acceptance moments 

were then calculated, and maximum likelihood fits to the standard Kim 

data sample were performed yielding a set of angular moments, t i m , for 

each separate mass bin. 

In the second interation. the Monte Carlo events were once again 

thrown flat in mnss, and with the exponential dependence in t' described 

in the last paragraph. In angle the Monte Carlo was thrown according to 

the spherical harmonic sum of the tim's from the previous angular 

moments fits in each bin. Once again acceptance moments were calcu

lated, and a maximum likelihood fit performed yielding a new set of 

angular moments. 

In the third and final interation. the Flonte Carlo events were 

thrown flat in mass. The Monte Carlo t' distribution was thrown accord

ing to partial wave fits to the t' dependence of the standard Kim data 

*** These simple exponential fits were performed on the It'l data from 
C.W. Brandenburg t.a_L., XVIII International Conference on High Energy 
Physics (1976). Al-119 
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sample. This t' dependence is described at the end of section B in 

chapter VIII. Lastly the Monte Carlo uas thrown in angle uith the tin, 

fits from the previous interation. Acceptance mopnents were once again 

calculated, and maximum likelihood fits were performed yielding final 

values for the angular moments, as uell as acceptance moments in each 

separate mass bin. The angular moments uere then compaired to those of 

the second interation and found to be identical within errors. It uas 

therefore assumed that this interative proceedure had converged. 

Shown in figure 27 is a comparison of the final angular moments 

fit <o) to the data (error bars) as a function of cosBj in four typical 

mass bins. The error bars on the data are statistical in nature only. 

These fit points were calculated, acceptance corrected, and added in a 

16x16 cos8j - #j grid. Within errors the maximum likelihood fits are 

seen to describe the data quite uell in these four different mass 

regions. These plots along uith similar plots in #j uere used to check 

the quality of all angular moment fits performed in this analysis. 

1. Final Angular rtoments Presentation 

The set of final angular acceptance moments, ai n, used to derive 

the final set of angular moments in this analysis are shoun in figures 

28-30. The mass binning .sed to generate these acceptance moments cor

responds to 40 HeV bins belou 1.8 GeV, and 80 MeV overlapping bins above 

1,8 GeV. The bin to bin fluctuations in these acceptance moments uas 

caused by the sta;istical uncertainties in the calculation of these 

acceptance moments. The general structure of these moments is seen to 
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be quite smooth, and no sharp structures are present which uould cause 

problems in this analysis. The aoo acceptance moments represents the 

spectrometer's integrated acceptance as a function of mass. This inte

grated acceptance ranges from 2575 to 395J. The falloff of this inte

grated acceptance at low and high mass uas described eartier (see chap

ter VII section B.9). 

Shown in figures 31-33 and listed in table 8 are the final angular 

moments fit in this analysis. Once again the mass binning corresponds 

to 40 MeV bins belou 1.8 GeV, and 80 MeV overlapping bins above this 

mass. The error bars shown in the plot and listed in the table repre

sent statistical errors only. The ti m's have been multiplied by a fac

tor of 1/AM(KiT)at', in order to correct for bin size in the ti„ normali

zation. 

These fits were obtained using the smallest number of 1 and m 

moments required to fit the data in each mass region. When higher order 

m terms uert added the resulting added terms were seen to be consistent 

with 2ero uithin errors. If higher order 1 terms uere added in these 

fits, the resulting added terms were also seen to be negligible. In the 

final moments fits these additional 1 and m terms uere not included, 

since the addition of these higher order terms increased the error bars 

on the moments substantially. This increase uas due to strong correla

tions between moments caused by the nonuniform acceptance in this exper

iment. 

The first featu,e to notice in these angular moments is the rapid 

decrease in the size of the angular incments as m increases from m=0 to 

in = 1. and finally to ir = 2. Above t.800 GeV in fact the m=2 moments uere 
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TABLE S 

final K'P •* K*ir+n Acceptance Corrected 
Angular Moments as a Function of Mass 

(Both the moments and the errors on these 
moments are listed, Alt quantities are 
measured in events/CGev^Mev).) 
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found to be negligible. The dominance of the m=0 moments is a reflec

tion of the dominance of single pion exchange in this reaction in the 

small it'l region from uith this fitted data uas selected. Had the 

reaction been mediated solely by pion exchange, only m=0 moments would 

have been present. Since single pion exchange is the dominant process 

in this reactior., the resonance structures can be discussed by consider

ing the mass dependence of the m=0 moments only. 

The first feature to notice in these m=0 moments is the sharp spike 

at ,890 CeV in the ton and t 2 0 moments. This spike is indicative of the 

J r = 1" K*C895> resonance. The ti,o moment in the region of the K*(89S) is 

seen to be quite flat, and shows no structure. This brings up a quite 

general statement thct can be made about resonances in angular moments 

plots. In the even Cm=0) angular moments, a resonance of spin j appears 

as bumps in the even angular moments up to the moment tzji, and in no 

higher moments (see chapter V1U section A}. Therefore since a bump is 

seen in the too and tio moments, and not in the tt, o moment, the K*C895) 

can be assigned a spin of one from this data. Parity conservation 

allows only natural spin parity resonance states to be seen in this 

reaction so the K*(895) is assigned a negative parity. The strong 

interference pattern in the tiO moment in this .890 GeV region is also 

indicative of this resonance. 

The J*=2* K*(H30) is seen in these moments as a bump at 1.430 GeV 

in the to 0, t2 0, and t*o angular moments. Fits were also run with the 

1=5 and 1-6 terms added, and these moments were seen to be extremely 

small. The ti 0 moment is also seen to vary rapidly in this region. 

Thus this well knoun 2* resonance is seen in these angular moments, and 

it's spin is verified. 
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At higher mass definite peaks in the t,0 and t 4 0 angular moments at 

a mass around 1.78 BeV are indicative of the J* =3" K* 11780). Tits uere 

also run in this region including the 1=7 and 1=8 angular moments. 

These added moments uere seen to be negligible. 

Lastly at even higher mass the-e are clear peaks in the tso and tgo 

angular moments in the mass region around 2.07 GeV. A rapid variation 

in the t^o moment in the region around 1.95 GeV is also seen. This 

structure is most easily interpreted in terms of a 4* K* resonance in 

the region of 2.07 GeV. The rapid variation in the t 7o moment being 

caused by an interference betueen the F and C wave tails of the K*C17SQ) 

and the Ic* (20 SO J. Shown in figure 34 are the t$o and the tmo moments 

from separate angular moments f-.ts which included these moments. These 

moments are seen to be consistent uith zero within the statistical 

errors. At well as cr.nfinning the K*C2080) is a spin 4* object, this 

result also implies the^e are no spin five resonances, within the sta

tistics of this experiment, up to a mass of 2.3 GeV. 

Thus in these angular moments, four leading K* resonances are 

easily visible, and the spin of these resonances is clearly determined. 

The three lowest mass leading K* states tthe 1" K*(895>, the 2* 

K'n-330), and the 3" k"*;t7Stn) have been cKirly seen in previous K"p •» 

K"n +n experiments, and the properties of these resonances are now rather 

well understood 3 . Evidence for the spin 4* K*(20S0). before this ana

lysis, was very sparse 3 0 . 

There is obviously far more structure in these angular moments than 

just these four leading K* resonances would indicate. Clearly a more 

sophisticated analysis was needed in order to fully un^trstand these 
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moments. A partial uave analysis then was performed on these angular 

moments. This pjrtial uave analysis is the subject of the next chapter. 

To conclude this chapter, quantitative fits which yielding resonance 

parameters for these four leading K* rescnances will be discussed. 

F. Fits to the Leading K* Resonances using the Angular Moments 

Jn this section simple fits to the acceptance corrected angular 

moments will be presented yielding resonance parameters for the four 

leading K* resonances: 1) J p=l~ K*(895), 2) 2* K*C1130), 3) 3" K*(1780), 

and <U 4* K*(2D80). It is easily seen, in the angular moments presented 

in the last section. that the leading K* resonances contribute to the 

highest 1-order angular moment not consistent with zero uithin their 

respective mass regions. In terms of the simple exchange mode] of the 

next chapter this implies that the leading K* resonances make up the 

highest spin nonzero partial uave necessary to describe this data in 

their given mass resigns. Using tfifs fact it is easily proven using 

this exchange model that in the mass region of a leading spin j K" reso

nance, the tijo angular moment is proportional (ignoring the production 

parameters' slow variations as functions of mass) to the square of the 

K'lr* elastic scattering partial waves times M(Kir)2/q. 

t?o « M £ I a, Is VII. 27 
1 
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Thus assuming the j wave turn-on is dominated by resonance production, 

the t2jo angular moment can be fit to a simple Breit-Higner resonance 

form yielding the resonance parameters of this spin j leading K* reso

nance. 

Chi-square fits using a simple Breit-Wigner resonance form with a 

Blatt-Weissltopf barrier factor 3 1 have been performed on the leading 

edge of the resonance peaks in these tjj 0 angular moments. Table 9 

gives the form of the Breit-Wigner used in these fits. Shown in figure 

35 and in table 10 are the four chi-square fits to these tjjo angular 

moments. Where the factor R is not shown in table 10 this factor was 

fixed to a value of 1 fm. The resonance widths presented in table 10 

have been corrected for binning effects. as Mel! as smearing caused by 

the finite mass resolution of the LASS spectrometer. The systematic 

errors in this table represent conservative esti-nstes of the systematic 

effects present in the measurement of these resonance parameters. Where 

the systematic errors are not shown, statistical errors are believed to 

dominate over systematic effects. These fits will be compaired to world 

averages in chapter Vtll section D. 

In fitting the spin A* K* resonance to the leading edge of the t s 0 

angular moment, not all the information available in the angular moments 

has bt" .1 used. Another approach was to perform a simple energy depen

dent amplitude analysis using the angular moments; t t a, t,<,, and t 9 0 

presented in the I ant section. This approach suffers from lack of know

ledge of possible underlying states as well as the detailed behavior of 

the tail of the K*M780), but the added statistics make this fit ue1 1 

worth while. 
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where 

TABLE 9 

Bre i t -U igner Resonance Parameter iza t ion 
wi th a Blat t -Ueisskopf B a r r i e r Factor* 1 

£ M R r 
V2L+1 ( M. 8 - MK

2„ ) - i MR T 

D 0(x) = 1 

D x(x) = 1 + x 2 

D s(x)= 9 + 3x s + x 4 

D 3(x) = 225 + 45x 2 + 6X* + x 6 

D 4(x) = 11025 + 1575x s + 135x 4 + 10x 6 + x B 

V- J . U . B l a t t and V . F . HsissltDpF, ' T h e o r e t i c a l Huclear Phys ics ' (Wi ley , 
N.V. , 1952), p 3 6 I . P 4 0 9 - 4 t 0 
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TABLE IB 

Resonance Parameters from Bre, Wigner 
Fits to the Angular Moments 

(ai Spin 1 Fit to the t j 0 Moment 

Parameter Fit 
Value 

Statistical 
Error 

Systemati c 
Error 

rtass 
Width 
R 
x 2/D0F B 

887.0 ± 3 . 3 ± 2 . 0 fleV 
58.8 1 7. 1 MeV 
0,0 ±1,0 GeV' 1 

2.9/1 

(b) Spin 2 Fit to the t^ 0 Moment 

Parameter Fit 
Value 

Statistical 
Error 

Systematic 
Error 

Mass 
Width 
X 2/D0F 

1426 ± 3 i 4 MeV 
118 ± 13 M»V 

0.32/2 

(c) Spin 3 Fit to the tto Moment 

Parameter Fit Statistical Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass 1756 + 17 
- 13 

± 20 MeV 

Width 185 + 53 
- 38 

MeV 

X 2/D0F 3.4/5 

Cd) Spin A M t to the tao Moment 

Parameter Fit Sta I istical Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass 2140 + 140 
- 60 

± 30 V\e\ 

Width 250 + 300 
- 130 

MeV 

* 2/D0F 2.5/3 

" Chi-square per Degree of Freedom 
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The simple exchange model of the next chapter (see chapter VIII 

section A) uari be used to derive a relationship between ths angular 

moments t(o> tj0i and t 8o! and the K"TT* elastic scattering partial 

waves, a L, Assuming 1) only helicity zero amplitudes contribute (one 

particle exchange model), 2) the production parameter b is a slowly vai— 

ying function of mass, and ,"t) the G wave is the highest spin nonzero 

partial wave in the given mass region; the following relationships were 

der ived: 

tjftj = -OP i F |2 + E0_j_C | z + 30vS^ Re( D C* ) 
33VTT llvTT Uvl3" 

\.?0 = 70x/3b Re( F C* ) 
I42\/3~ 

w11.28 
eB% = 490 1 : ie 

Vq Vq ••• q 

The theoretical angular moments uere then , iramster-zed, and tit to the 

experimental angular moments presentee, in this chapter. 

In performing these fits the n.F, and G uav» backgrounds were par

ametrized as simple polynomials in HCKfr> The F aril. G wave resonances 

u e e parameterized by the simple oriet-Wigrer forms of table 9. The 

exact parameter izations. used in these fits is given in table 11- As 

input to this fit the mass and uidth of the 3' K*(1730) were fixed 

according to the t*o angular mome. t fit listed in table 10. 
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TABLE 11 

Parameter izat ion for the Di F, and C Haves for the 
Energy Dependent F i t to the t t a - t j o ' a r i d *«o Angular Moments-

D = MK„ e ' * 1 (A, + B1 Mx„) 

F = MK„ j e ' * 2 (A 2 * B 2 MK„ + C 2 M $ + N e BW(M X T .M r . r , ) l 
v ^ 

G = > V ^T 
MK„ N 3 BW(M K , .M G .r B ) ««, * > 98 cev 

MK„ j B 3 (MK„ - 1.9B GeV) + N 3 BW(M x „.M c .r c ) | ««. > n a c*v 
vq" 

n m BW(MK„.M,r) = MF 
( M 2 - M K* ) - I Mf 

ajid T ta JIT«n by TABLE 9 

f r « parunrfrrs $ j .A j . B . .^ j .A^.B- i .C^.N .Bn.N j>^c ^C 

fiK d paramelcrs' Me-.Tp 
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The results of a fully correlated chi-square fit to this simple 

model are shoun in figure 36 and table 12. The systematic error pre

sented in table 12 represent conservative estimates of possible syste

matic effects. The significance of the spin A' state in this model is 

4.6 standard deviations. Results from a fit to this model using angular 

moments run with a slightly looser missing mass cut give nearly identi

cal results uith slightly smaller statistical errors. Results from 

these looser missing mass lingular moments fits are presented in r<;fer-

ence 32. 

F. Checks ori the Angular Moments Fits 

One of the best checks of the Monte Carlo simulation of the LASS 

spectrometer acceptance uas provided by rerunning the angular moments 

fits, shown in this chapter, varying the final Kirn data Sample cuts 

(PASSMC cuts) which were imposed on both the data events and the flonte 

Carlo events. Accurate Monte Carlo simulation implied that no differ

ence should be seen between varied cut and standard cut fitted moments. 

Con\. ir'-se 1 y if the data and Monte Carlo event samples differed radically, 

variations in the fitted moments would he evident between the varied cut 

and the standard cut fitted moments. A great number of such checks uere 

run varying the target cuts, the elastic cuts, the missing mass cut. the 

resolution cuts, the trigger cuts, and the geometrical aperture cuts in 

PASSMC. It would be impossible due to space limitations to show all of 

the comp-irisons here. Instead a representative sample will be shoun. 
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• = 150 

FIC. 36—The energy dependent fit the the Uo> t 7o» and t (o angular 
moments (see text for a description of this fit). 
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TA6LE 12 

Resonance Parameters from the Energy Dependent 
Fit to the t&o. \IQ. and t B 0 Angular Moments 

Pari eter tit Statistical Systematic 
Value E r r [i r Error 

Mass 207b + 40 
- 30 

± 30 rleV 

Width 24D + 400 
- 80 

riev 

x 2/D0F B 15.7/13 

<* Chi-square per Degrees of Freedom 
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Shown in figures 37 b) - 39 b) are comparisons of fits run varying 

the .Hissing mass cut to the standard angular moments fits in three typi

cal mass bins. in this missing mass comparison, the standard missing 

mass tut fits (0.1 OeV 1 < MM 1 < 1.I GeV 2) are eompaired to tighter miss

ing mass cut fits £0. A GeV J < rTM* < 1-0 GeV z). The tight and standard 

missing mass cut fits are seen to agree quite we)? in the three differ

ent mass regions within errors. As well as showing that the Monte Carlo 

simulates the missing mass resolution quite well, this result implies 

the final angular moments are not sensitive to possible background 

events. As was shown in the background discussion of chapter VI, a 

tighter missing mass cut would :rastically reduce the signal to back

ground ratio in the final Kvn data sample. These angular moments fits 

are thus shown to be insensitive to these background events. 

Shawn in figures 37 a) - 39 a) are comparisons of fits; run with 

tighter aperture cuts, tc the standard angular momenta *its in the same 

three mass bins. In these tight aperture cut fits, all PASSMC aperture 

cuts were decreased radically. The tight and standard aperture cut fits 

are seen to agree quite well within errors in all three different mass 

regions. 

As well as checking the moments for stability io changes in the 

final data cuts, the final angular moments fits were also checked for 

sensitivity to the bin to bin fluctuations in the acceptance moments. 

This was done by two methods. In the fi.st method the acceptance 

mowents were smoothed using simple polynomial fits to the acceptance 

moments as a function of mass. Angular moments fits uere then run using 

these smoothed acceptance moments and cotnpaired to the standard angular 
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moments fits. In the second method acceptance moments were offset 

40 CleV to an adjacent mass bin. Fit Here then run using these offset 

acceptance moments and comparisons were made uith the standard angular 

moments fits. Both methods shoued the final angular moments fits to be 

quite insensitive to rapid bin to bin variations of the acceptance 

moments- - " 

Shoun in figures 37 c) - 39 c) is a comparison of angular moments 

fits run using the moments fitting method, to fits run. using the maximum 

likelihood fitting method in these three typical ..mass bins. The maximum 

likelihood and moments methods are seen to agree very well within errors 

in the 1.12 GeV and 1.78 GeV mass bins' At the highest mass though, 

there are variations on the order of a standard deviation or more in 

some of the moments. This variation is due to the fact that the maximum 

likelihood and the moments method are quite different estimators a{ the 

angular moments. Since the maximum likelihood method is the best esti

mator of the true angular moments 3 3 , the maximum likelihood fitting 

method uas used to perform the final angular moments fits in this analy

sis 
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Chapter VIII 

ENERGY INDEPENDEHT PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS 

The acceptance corrected angular moments presented in the last 

chapter quite clearly displayed the four leading K* resonances. Under 

careful inspection, these angular moments show far more structure than 

simply the leading resonances uould indicate. In order to understand 

the intricate structure hidden in the angular moments, it uas necessary 

to perform an energy independent partial wave analysis on these moments. 

This uas done following the method and model of Estabrooks et al. V 

A. Discussion of the Exchange Model 

As uas mentioned earlier, the reaction K"p -» K"n + n is dominated by 

pion exchange in the smal I t' region from uhich the standard Kirn data 

sample was selected (lt'KO.2 GeV z). The purpose of this energy inde

pendent partial uave analysis uas to extract the physical K'n* elastic 

scattering partial uave amplitudes from these Kun angular moments. Con

ceptually, this proceedure entailed first isolating the pian exchange 

contribution to this K"p •* •Cir'n reaction from other possible exchange 

mechanisms. Once this pion exchange portion had been isolated, an 

extrapolation to the pion pole (t=u.z) then yielded the real K'IT* elastic ' 

scattering amplitudes. The third siep in this conceptual proceedure uas 

to perform a straight forward partia' wave analysis on these K"ti* " J 
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elastic scattering amplitudes resulting in K'IT* elastic scattering par

tial waves as a function of mass. 

In practice these K~ir* elastic scattering partial uaves uere 

extracted by fitting a simple exchange model parameterization to the K T W 

angular moments. In this analysis the K"p -» K"it*n production reaction 

uas parameterized by the small t' limit of the simple Regge exchange 

model of reference 34. The small t' limit of this exchange model was 

also used in a previous Kir partial wave analysis performed by this 

group *, and similar exchange models have been used for years in various 

iiF partial uave analysis 3 S . 

In thir simple exchange model at a given Kn invariant mass the t' 

dependence of the helicity amplitudes ****, L Xi , with angular momentum 

L. and t-channel helicity A uere parameterized by: 

,.2 VIII. 1 

M * W ) = (2)" , / a ft/aW) VL(L+1) 7 t(H K„) V I I I - 2 

M M K ^ ' ) = (2)" 1 / 2 gL(MK„t') VL(L+1) I 7 C ( M K „ ) VIII. 3 

- 2 i 7.(M Kw) I f| i 

**** For simplicity the nucleon helicity labels have been supressed. 
See P. Estrabrooks £± n]_., Nucl. Phys, 879. 301 C1974? for a discussion 
of this simplification. 
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MMjc.t') = 0 U 2 V I I I . A 

uhere in the high energy limit these helicity amplitudes corresponded to 

natural (+J, and unnatural (-) parity exchange. In this model absorb-

tive corrections uere taken into account bv A nonevasive cut term (the 

y c termlf and higher order exchange mechanisms were taken into account 

by a strongly exchange degenerate p-A t Regge exchange term (the r» 

term). 

The relationship of g t to the K"n* elastic scattering partial wave 

amplitudes, a , was given by: 

8L(MKn.t') = V ***_ a L(M K„) e b <"- > ' l * "" ' V111. 5 
Vqf 

Since the a t are K'u* elastic scattering partial uave amplitudes, these 

amplitudes can be decomposed into an isospin 1/2 part and an isospin 3/2 

part summed with the appropriate Clebsch-Gordon coefficients: 

e. L(Mj = ai / z(M K T) + a^(M K,)/2 VII1.6 

where a factor «f •jf? has been absorbed into the definition of the nor

malization constant, u. Only the sum of the two isotopic spin contribu

tions, a t. «as measurable in this analysis Csee section E). 

The K"n* elastic scattering partial nave, a t, can be written in 

terms of a magnitude and phase. Be low K'v* scattering inelastic 
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threshold, elastic unitarity could be imposed on both the 1=1/2 and the 

1=3/2 partial uave amplitude yielding: 

a L(M B.) - v-2LTT si n( <S^<M l w)) e ' ^ ^ 
VIII.7 

+ V 2L+ t sin(<f'/J{MKlt)) e 

3 
In imposing elastic unitarity in this analysis ue have calculated 6 t 

using the parameterization from the previous KTT partial uave analysis by 
Estabrooks et al. *****. Above Kn scattering inelastic threshold, a 
more general parameterization of these amplitudes in terms of a magni
tude and phase uas used: 

aA,) = IM»«Jle' W W «»•« 

At this point it is convenient to derive the relationship of the 

helicity amplitudes. L^. , presented in this chapter to the Knn angular 

«•««« To correct for the isospin 3/2 portion of these K"ir+ partial uaves 
ue have used the results from P. Estabrook et aj.. , Nucl. Phys. B133, 499 
11978) that belou 1.6 GeV in mass the isospin 3/2 P and D partial uaves 
are consistent uith zero (ffj=6']?=0), and that the isospin 3/2 S Have 
Phase shift, S,*, is described by an effective range form: 

q I a J 
cot<6* 

q I a 

uith 
a = -1.03 * 0.10 GeV"' 
r = -0.94 t 0.50 GeV"1 
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SI t f rT 

moments discussed in the last chapter. In deriving this relationship it 

is necessary to define a change of basis in the definition of the helic-

ity amplitudes. The normal helicity amplitude. HJ , are defined in 

terns of the natural t+) and unnatural (-) parity exchange helicity 

amplitudes by the expressions.-

HxL = J _ t lv + I»- ] 

HL-x = lzl) X [ k- - W ] 
V2~ 

A 2 0 

VIII.9 

H D - L(j X = 0 

Using these helicity amplitudes the unnormalized density matrix for the 

K'p •+ K'li'n reaction uas defined by the expression: 

Pi»(«Kw.t') = H£(MKlr.r> Hl?(llfc.f) VIII. 10 

The physics distribution uas related to these density matrix elements by 

the expression: 

i(n.x) = £ p?0(x) Yw(n)Yj,,(ci) 
VIII.11 

n - ew(ffj).#, X = W f t , f 

Using the above expressions, the relationship of the density matrix ele

ments to the angular moments. t[», defined in the last chapter, was 
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calculated 3 i to be: 

ILL' 
m A V 

VIII. 12 

uhere the symbols in brackets are the Wigner three-J symbols. For a 

list of the coefficients for the above expression see reference 37. It 

should be noted in passing that the properties of the three-J svntbols 

combined uith this equation give the result that a resonance of spin J 

contributes to the even tm=0) angular moments to order 2J as was stated 

in the last chapter. 

In performing the energy independent partial wave analysis.the 

tl«<r'K«;'t'' »s given by equations VIII. 1-VII 1.12 were fit to the accep

tance corrected angular moments. ti»- Due to the finite statistics of 

this experiment this partial uave analysis uas performed in tuo steps. 

In the first step of this partial uave analysis (PWO, the t' dependence 

of this exchange model uas fit to the t' dependence of the experimental 

angular moments in large mass bins. These fits yielded the production 

parameters v., r e, and b uhich uere slouly varying factions of mass. In 

the second step of this partial uave analysis, these production parame

ter fits uere used to integrate this t.(change model over multiple small 

mass bins and a single large t' bin. This integrated exchange model uas 

then fit to the angular moments in each of these bins. This second step 
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yielded the K'w* elastic scattering naves. a t, as a function of mass. A 

description is given of each of these steps in the next tuo sections of 

this chapter. 

B. Multiple t' Bin Partial Uave Analysis 

In this section the method used to fit the t' dependence of this 

exchange model to the t' dependence of the Kirn experimental angular 

moments uill be discussed. In order to fit this t' dependence, the sin

gle t' bin multiple mass bin angular moments of the previous chapter 

could not be used. Neu acceptance corrected angular moments uere thus 

fit to the standard Kirn data sample in large mass bins and multiple 

small t' bins for this purpose. 

The method used in generating these angular moments, as well as the 

final data cuts imposed, were identical to the maximum likelihood pro-

ceedure discussed in the previous chapter. various checks of the sta

bility of these moments to data cut changes Mere also performed, and 

these angular moments proved to be insensitive to these cut changes. 

Shoun in table 13 are the number of events fitted. in each t' 

interval of a typical large trass bin, in order to produce these angular 

moments as a function of t'. It is seen that even near the K*(«95) 

resonance> uhere our cross section is the largest, we still had limited 

statistics with which to perform these fits. Above 1.2 GeV, 120 MeV 

mass bins had to be used in order to fit these moments. In figure 40 

the Monte Carlo generated acceptance moments used to perform these fits 

are plotted as a function of t' in this same large mass fain, and in 
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TABLE 13 

The Number of Events Fitted in Each t' Bin for the 
Multiple t' Bin PWft in the Mass Bin .920 GeV < MtXn) < .960 SeV 

|t'| Bin Number of Events 
IGeV*) in |t'| Bin 

D.00-0.02 367 
0.02-0.04 311 
0.04-0.06 255 
0.06-0.08 185 
0.08-0.12 309 
0. 12-0.20 404 
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FIG. 40—The angular acceptance moments as a function of t' in the mass 
bin 0.90 GeV < t1(K») < 0.94 GeV. 
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TIC. 41—The acceptance corrected angular moments as a function of t* in 
the mass bin 0.90 CeV < MtKn) t 0.94 GeV. The moments have 
been divided by the mass bin width and the t' bin width. The 
curves draun through these moments represent the simple 
exchange model fit to these moments described in the text. 
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figure 41 the final angular moments in this same mass bin are plotted. 

The error bars draun through these angular moments represent statistical 

errors only. An explanation will be given later of the smooth curves 

draun through the angular moments in figure 41. 

In each large mass bin the exchange model parameters uere fit to 

the t' dependence of these angular moments by minimizing the chi-square: 

( C(Mr„tj) A M K B at; - t t a , ) ' 
i=l i meo 

v 2 _ V"1 V"* v -im>—r«'-i' —it" —i -•"•» ' VIII 13 

nhere the sum over j is a sum oyer the H t' bins in this given large 

mass bin; and 4M K„ and At' are the uidth of this ith bin in mass and t' 

respectively. Lastly the ti„,i's are the experimental Kun angular 

moments in the ith t' bin, and the *t,„. are the diagonal error matrix 

elements of the ti.i from the maximum likelihood angular moments fits. 

The tiR(rlKitit') uere given by equations VIII. 1-VIII .2. This parameteri

zation uas found to be nearly constant in mass and t' uithin each given 

bin, so that in the fitting process the t lutrl,^. t') Mere calculated 

evaluating MtKn) and t' at the center of each mass and t' bin. 

In performing this chi-squared minimization in each bin, the param

eters which uere minimized were the production parameters ya, r e> and b; 

and also the partial uave magnitudes and phases C|a t|, * L or 6^ uhen 

elastic unHarity uas imposed). The mass dependences of the magnitudes 

and phases determined by this proceedure uere not very interesting since 

they were averaged over large mass bins. C Since the magnitudes and 

phases obtain*;; \n these minimizations uere not studied in detail, the 
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descrete ambiguities (see section C.2) could be ignored. Any one of 

these ambiguous so'utions uould yield the same -fit values for the pro

duction parameters.) 

There uas one more quantity uhich had to be determined in order to 

minimize the chi-square in equation VIII.13, and that uas the overall 

normalization constant i). Since u uas an energy independent parameter 

it had to be treated separately from the other parameters. This normal

ization constant uas set in this analysis by requiring elasticity of the 

K*<895) resonance. Since in this region elastic unitarity uas imposed 

on both the S wave and the P nave the partial uave fits in this region 

uere highly, constrained. Thus in determining fl tuo methods were used. 

The first method is illustrated in table M . In th.^se five mass Dins, 

adjacent to the K*(S95) resonance, multiple minimizations of equation 

VIII.13 uere performed varying the value of u for each set of fits. The 

value of n uas fixed at the minimum of the sum of the .ehi-squares of 

these five bins. In the second method, chi-square fits to the K*(895) 

Here run fitting a Briet-Uigner spin one resonance uith a Blatt-Weis-

skopf barrier factor (see table 9) to the unitary P uave phase, 6P*, 

resulting from the PWA fits in each of these same five bins. 7) uas 

given a different value for each separate fit. The value for q uas 

chosen in this second method uhere the chi-square of these Briet-Wigner 

fits uas a minimum. These proceedures produced values for i> of 9.25 and 

9.5 respectively. These uere later found to be quite consistent uith 

the normalization constant determined in the single t' bin PHfl described 

in the next section of this chapter. In the final PMA fits, uhieh det

ermined the production parameters, the normalization constant uas set to 
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.AM 

pi 

TABLE V 

Chi-square per 31 Degress of Freedom for the Multiple t' 
Bin Partial Uave Fits as a Function of M A S S fl^n and n 

^ - - ^ ^ Pass C h i - t j u a r e 
^ - v ^ t G e V ) .86 .90 .94 .98 1.06 1.18 Sum or 
1) ^ ^ ^ 6 Bins 

3 .0 59.41 193.84 57.40 52 .23 54.65 76.70 494.23 
8 .5 59.45 123.11 47.96 45 .91 44 .69 63,11 3 *4 .23 
9 .0 59.47 74.08 39.26 42 .51 47.91 66 .73 329.96 
9 .5 59.48 46.06 31.81 42.25 63 .97 87 .11 330.68 

10.0 59.48 35.16 26.06 45. 16 91 .69 123.20 380 .75 

'minimum Chi-Square Sum 7|=9.2) 
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9.25 using the results from the more accurate determination of it from 

the single t' bin multiple mass bin PWA results. 

The minimization of equation VIII.13 in these large mass bins was 

performed using a program developed by P. Estabrooks 3*. This program 

made use of the FORTRAN minimization package MINUIT l 8 . In performing 

these multiple t' bin partial wave fits several assumptions uere made: 

1? The fits were run on the minimum number of angular 
moments needed to describe the data. 

2) For Kir invariant masses less than 1.3 6eV. elastic 
unitartty was imposed on the P and D uaves (Nota
tion- S. P, D r F, and G correspond to L = 0, 1, 2, 
3, and 4 K'v* elastic scattering partial uaves res
pective! y). 

3) When elastic unitarity uas imposed) the 13 GeV/c 
SLAC experiment's 1=3/2 parameterization uas used 
(see footnote p.183). 

After the final fits had been performed, imposing the above assumptions, 

a feu checks on the stability of these production parameter fits to cut 

changes were made. As a first check of the stability of these fits to 

cut changes, the t' fitting region uas varied from the standard value of 

]t'l less than .2 GeVJ to It'l less than .3 GeV 2. Ho change, within 

errors, was seen in the production Parameters due to this cut change. 

Several different assumptions uere also made as to uhich uaves had elas

tic unitarity imposed on theni be low a KF invariant mass of 1.3 GeV, and 

the production parameter fits also proved to be insensitive to these 

assumptions. 

The smooth curves draun through the Kim angular moments in figure 

41 are the exchange model fit to the t' dependence of these angular 

moments in this typical mass bin. The t' dependence of this acceptance 
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corrected data uas clearly quite well fit by this simple exchange model. 

This was quite generally the case in •)I mass birs. In this analysis 

the fit quality of the ch)-square minimization of equation VI11.13 in 

each mass uas monitored both by looking at a distributions similar to 

figure 41 , and by monitoring the chi-square value for these fits. 

Fiaure 42 and table IS shous the final fits to the production par

ameters! T«> 7C, and b, as a function of Kn invariant mass. These fits 

Here run in 40 fleV mass bins below 1.2 CeV, and above 1.Z CeV 120 MeV 

mass bins were used. The error bars drawn thrtugh the fit values repre

sent statistical errors only. Simple polynomial fits to the mass depen

dence of these parameter are also drawn through each production parame

ter plot. These simple polynomial fits Here ULod in the second step of 

this partial wave analysis. The results of step tuo were quite insensi

tive to the exact form of these polynomial fits as uill be mentioned 

later. The results of these fits were also found to agree quite uell 

with the results from similar fits discussed in reference 4. 

[t should also be noted that these fits were '.:sed to check the sen

sitivity of th-> acceptance moment calculations to the exact t' d stribu-

tion thrown in the Monte Carlo (see chapter VII section D ) . The multi-

pl<>-t' bin partial wave fits represented the best estimate of the 

physics distribution's t' dependence. In the last interation the Monte 

Carlo was thus thrown with a t' distribution from the PHA fits shown in 

this section. The latest angular moment fits, tlm's, were used to throw 

the Monte Carlo in the Jackson angles, and the KIT mass was thrown flat 

within each small mass bin. Calculating new acceptance moments, and 

redoing all the angular moment maximum likelihood fits, the results uere 
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TABLE 15 

Production Parameter Fit Values 

Mass 
(GeV) 

b 
( G e V z ) 

7e r. 
( G e V 1 ) 

0.?2 
0.86 
O.90 
0.94 
0.98 
1.06 
1.18 
1.30 
1.42 
1.54 
1.66 
1.78 
1.90 
2 .08 

3.25 ± 0 . 3 1 
2 .76 ±0 .21 
2 .09 ±0. 12 
2.55 ±0.26 
2 .51 ±0 .33 
2 .06 ±0.20 
2 . ' 6 ±0. 15 
1.JO ±0 .12 
?.43 ±0.10 
1.18 ±0.15 
2 .10 ±0.15 
1.74 ±0.15 
1.90 ±0.16 
1.77 ±0.06 

- 1 . 6 6 ±0 .13 
- 1 . 3 6 ±0.06 
- 1 . 1 7 ±0.05 
- 1 . 0 4 ±0.08 
- 1 . 0 2 ±0.12 
- 1 . 1 7 ±0.10 
- 1 . 0 2 ±0.08 
- 0 . 8 1 ±0 .05 
- 0 . 4 2 ±0.02 
- 0 . 4 9 ±0 .03 
- 0 . 4 6 ±0.02 
- 0 . 3 2 ±0 .02 
- 0 . 3 4 ±0.02 
- 0 . 2 7 ±0.01 

4.24 ±1 .21 
5.54 ±0 .47 
6.11 ±0.32 
5 .40 ±0.56 
6 .17 ±0 .79 
0.00 ±3.91 
0.00 ±2.02 
0 .00 ±0.7? 
2 .14 ±0.21 
0.00 ±0.37 
O.OO ±0.26 
0.00 ±0 .88 
0.00 ±0.30 
0.00 ±0.21 
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sjjiLi: 

.0 1.5 
M K 7 r (GeV) 

FIG, A2—The production parameters r«. r c> and b as a function of mass. 
The smooth curves drawn through these data points represent 
simple polynomial -(its to the r.iass dependence of these parame
ters. These fits :*->.re used in the second step of this PWA to 
specify the t' dependence cf the simple exchange model. 
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seer to agree uith the results from more primitive Monte Carlo throve. 115. 

C. Integrated t' Partial Have Analysis 

1. Fitting Method 

The multiple t' bin large mass bin partial uave fits discussed in 

the last section yielded simple polynomial fits describing the slouly 

varying mass dependence of the three production parameters; y». T c> and 

b. These simple polynomial fits completely determined the t r dependence 

of our simple exchange model. The second step in this partial wave ana

lysis was to use this t' dependence to integrate the exchange parameter

ization over a single large t' bin (It'lCO.Z 6eV*), and then to perform 

partial wave fits> fitting this integrated parameterization to experi

mental angular moments, tj«» in each bin for multiple small mass bins 

(typically 40 fleV uide). These partial uave fits then yielded the K~it* 

elastic scattering partial uaves as a function of mass, which uas the 

desired endpoint of this partial uave analysis. This section will des

cribe the extraction of these K"n* elastic scattering partial naves. 

The angular moments^ uhich formed the input to this multiple mass 

bin PWA, uere fit in an identical fashion to the angular moments pre

sented in the last chapter uith one additional cut imposed. In investi

gating resonance structures in the Kit system in the reaction K"p -» 

K-ir4nf the removal of data from regions where the it* and n form narrow 

resonance structures is appropriate. It is not clear how one should 

deal with wide H* resonance states though. In the simple exchange 
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parameterization of this chapter no attempt has been made to describe 

these N* reflections. At low K"»* mass we have thus cut out these pos

sible N* reflections by removing all Monte Carlo and data events uith a 

nv invariant mass below 1,8 GeV before performing the angular moments 

fits. This cut uas made in the Kir invariant mass region from .40 CeV to 

1.6 GeV. For Kir invariant masses above 1.6 GeV the spectrometer accep

tance allowed no events uith an nw invariant mass less than 1.4 GeV to 

be seen. Imposing a stricter n* cut than this at high mass Mould also 

have serinusly limited our statistics. At high mass then? uas also lit

tle evidence fr,r narrow N* reflections in this data. Thus no nn 

invariant mass cut uas made in fitting the angular moments above 1.6 

GeV. 

The switch over region between making this mi cut, and not making 

this nv cut has been studied extensively. Figure 43 shows K'n* elastic 

scattering partial uaves extractedi in this region, from angular moments 

fit wiih and uithout the nw cut imposed. It is seen that in this region 

the nit cut makes no difference to the final partial wave magnitudes and 

phases extracted. 

Uith this new set of angular moments in multiple small mass bins 

and a single large t' bin, our exchange parameterization could then be 

fit to these angular moments. The first step in this fitting proceedure 

uas to integrate the theoretical angular moments, t i«<rlKIt. t'), over each 

g're;' HOCir) and t' bin. In performing these integrals the production 

parameter polynomial fits described in the last section uere used. 

Since the uere nearly independent of MC; within these small bins, this 
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integral uas given by the expression: 

where nt1„„ is the width of the given Bass bin, rJ„„ is the mass at the 

center of this bin. and ti,(H ,t') is given by equations VIII.1-

VIII.12. 

In the next step in this integrated t' bin PWA, these integrated 

angular moments uere then fit to these experimental angular moments 

within the given multiple mass bins. These fits were performpd in each 

given bin by minimizing the chi-square: 

V s = V ( tlm ~ -̂Im ) ( ̂I'm' ~ ll'n' ) VIII.IS 

1'm'iO 

where the ti.'s are the experimental angular moments, and the t\m are 

the integrated theoretical angular moments given given by equation 

VIII.14. The matrix E is the covariance mat: ix from the maximum like

lihood fits uhir.h produced the tin's. It uas necessary to use the fully 

correlated error matrix in these fits since the t|. fits uere highly 

correlated for masses above 1.5 GeV. 

In performing this chi-square minimization in each bin, the parame

ters which uere minimized uere the partial uave magnitudes and phases 

(la tl, 4ki or Si.1 when elastic unitarity uas imposed). The only ether 

parameter which needed to be specified in order to perform these fits 

uas the energy independent normalization parameter q. This 
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normalization constant uas determined in this ctep of the PM in exactly 

the same manner as it uas determined in the multiple t' bin PHA (see the 

previous section). The resulting normalization constant, TJ, from this 

proceedure uas a more accurate determination of the normalization than 

the c-'culatod in the multiple t' bin PUA since smaller mass bins and 

more mass bins were used in this determination. 

The chi-square mitimization of equation VIII.15 with respect to the 

K"v* elastic scattering partial uaves uas performed using a program 

developed by P. Estabrooks '*. This program made use of the FORTRAN 

minimization package MIHUIT. The subroutine rllNOS in this MINUIT z s 

package uas used to investigate nonparabolic errors. In performing 

these final minimizations in each mass bin the fit quality uas monitored 

by observing thf final chi-square vz'ue for each fit. As a check on the 

sensitivity of these fits to the exact polynomial form used for the pro

duction parameter fits, various other polynomial fits to the production 

parameters uere tried. The resulting fits Here quite insensitive to the 

exact to the exa.t polynomial mass parameterization used. 

In performing the final integrated t' partial wave fits several 

assumptions uere made: 

1) The fits uere run using the minimum number of angu
lar moments needed to describe the data. 

2) Mastic unitarity uas imposed on the S uave for 
masses less than 1.24 OeV, and on the P uave for 
mass less than 1.12 GeV. 

3) When elastic unitarity uas imposed, the 13 GeV/c 
SLAC experiment's 1=3/2 parameterization uas used 
(see footnote p.183) 
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Before shoeing the final K*T7* elasi;; scattering partial uaves fit using 

this proceedure, it is first necessary to discuss ambiguities in this 

PWA. 

Z. Ambiguities and Solution CI assificativn 

The minimisation of the chi-squared sum in equation VIII.15 does 

net have a unique solution. Two different types of ambiguities arise 

mathematically in thin minimiia -ion process: 1) continuous ambiguities, 

and 2) descrete ambiguities. 

The continuous ambiguicies arose from the fact that it is impossi

ble to see any change ir. a physics distribution nhen each of the helic-

ity amplitudes. L^ t,ir multiplied by a constant complex phase factor 

e 1*. Since only the square of tiiese amplitudes is observable ':his fact 

is easily proven. There uas thus one overall phase uhich could not be 

determined in these partial uave fits. In this analysis for fitting and 

graphing purposes, this phase uas fixed by setting the phase of one of 

the partial uaves fsee the next section?. 

The descrete ambiguities can best be explained by exainining the 

dominant pion exchange portion of the helieity amplitudes. If only pion 

exchange uere present in this reaction, only helicity zero amplitudes 

would be nonzero in our exchange model. In this case equation vlll.11 

can be uritten: 

i(o.x) = £ p&m Yu(o)v;v(n) 
£ VtII.16 
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Some algebraic manipulations of thii expression with equations 

VIII.1-VIII.I2 leads to the on* particle exchange «odel for this reac

tion: 

1(0JO - 77*21x2? - t e 

q (M^t)2 

V I I I . 1 7 

Note that various factors of v" 4ff have been absorbed into the definition 

of 9. Now the expression in brackets: 

^ (2L+1) a L P,,(z) z = cos(e,) V111. 18 

is just s complex polynomial of order L»»x in z. This polynomial can 

thus be factored into it's L n a i ( roots, z\-

£(2L+l) a,,Pj2) = C J~]> - z,) V I t l.19 
L = 0 i=l 

nht:e the Si's are the Barreiet zero's 3*. In thii one particle 

exchange model, only the square of this expression is observable, and 

thus, if a given root, rj, is replaced by it's complex conjugate Ji*, the 

observed distribution remains the same. Taking all permutations of com

plex conjugated roots th'ts proceedure yields 2 "" ambiguous solutions. 

The addition of the helicity one amplitudes into these equations cioes 
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not change this ambiguity argument since these terms make only small 

contributions to this reaction in comparision to the dominant pion 

exchange terms. Thus the minimization of the chi-square in equation 

VIII.15 yielded 21""' discrete ambiguous solutions. 

in practice uithin a given MCKiO and t' bin, these ambiguous solu

tions were found by first minimizing equation VIII.15, and obtaining one 

of these solutions. Once this solution had been found the program cal

culated the Barrelet zeros for this particular solution. The program 

then formed all 2 "'"possibl e polynomial combinations of these Barrelet 

zeros. Using these polynomials the program then calculated the partial 

uave magnitudes and phases from these polynomials by solving equation 

VIII.19. The calculated partial uave magnitudes and phases far each 

ambiguous solution uere then used as starting values in the chi-square 

minimization of equation VIII.15. The results of these chi-square min

imizations yielded the 2 " ambiguous solutions desired. It uas neces

sary to rem'inimize equation VIII.15 since uhen helicity one amplitudes 

are added the relationship described in equation VIII.19 uere only 

approximately correct. 

In order to investigate the resonance structures present in the 

final K'v* partial uaves, tin mass dependence of these waves needed to 

be studied. With 2 ambiuous solutions in Bach mass bin, a prohibitive 

number of combinations existed for plotting these solutions as a func

tion of mass. Thus these ambiguous solutions had to be classified and 

associated as a function of mass. 

The Barrelet zeros provided a convenient method of classifying the 

2 ""solutions uithin each mass bin. Solutions in this analysis were 
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classified by the sign of the imaginary part of each Barrelet zero for 

the partial uave fit within each mass bin. Figure 44 shows the Barrelet 

zeros calculated in this partial wave analysis as a function of mass 

(The Barrelet zero's plotted have been chosen so that Iin(zi) is continu

ous as a function of mass). The Barrelet 2ero's plotted are seen to be 

smoothly varying fuctions of mass. A smoothness argument uas thus used 

to associate solutions in adjacent mass bins. By applying smoothness 

associations in this analysis the assumption has been made that bin to 

bin variations uere not present in these Barrelet zeros. Thus if there 

uere rapid bin to bin variations in the final K"n 4 elastic scattering 

partial uaves.. these variations would not have been seen in this analy-

sis. 

In making these mass associations ue have imposed the conditiin 

that new partial uave amplitudes had to rise from zero in a counter 

clockuise direction on a resonance loop in an Argand diagram. This con-* 

dition is basically the Wigner condition *°. in terms of Barrelet zeros 

this implied that when, increasing in mass, a neu partial uave uas 

added, the associated Barrelet zero had to turn on uith a negative imag

inary part. Thus: 

Im(z-Xu below the first P uave resonance 
ImfzjKD belou the first D uave resonance 
lm!z 3)<0 below the first F uave resonance 
ImCznXO belou the first G uave resonance 

The above condition along uith the imposition of elastic unitarity below 

1.30 GeV established a unique solution belou this mass. Furthermore 

increasing in mass and making bin to bin associations! an ambiguous 

solution could be added only uhen one of ihe Im(zj) K| poached very close 
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to zero within errors. The problem of classifying ambiguous solutions 

thus reduced to determining when the imaginary part of a given Barrelet 

zero uas uithin a feu standard deviations of zero. 

In figure 44, error bars are draun through the Barrelet zeros. 

These? e r r c bars are statistical in nature only. These errors uere gen

erated by lirst finding a given partial uave solution. The fully corre

lated error matrix from this partial uave solution uas then used in con

junction uith a Gaussian random number generator to offset this partial 

uave solution's magnitudes and phases. Using these smeared magnitudes 

and phases, a set of Barrelet zeros uas then calculated. By repeating 

this process ?ne thousand times for each partial uave fit, the errors on 

the associated Barrelet zeros uere calculated. It should be noted that 

smearing the fitted magnitudes and phases in a correlated Gaussian man

ner uas not well justified in certain mass bins. In these bins larger 

Gaussian errors uere throun to check for possible crossings of these 

Barrelet zeros. We have defined a Barrelet zero cross uhen the imagi

nary part of a given Barrels* zero is within three standard deviations 

of zero. 

As uas mentioned before, imposing elastic unitarity on the partial 

uave fits established a unique solution belou 1.3 GeV. The first possi

ble Barrelet zero cross can be seen in figure 44 to be in the Im(z 3) in 

the region around 1 46 Cev. The next possible change of sign of the 

imaginary part of a Barrelet zero can be seen to be in the Im(zi) around 

2.02 GeV. Therefore defining these two Barretet zero crossing points, a 

single unique solution uas found in this analysis belou 1.86 GeV. From 

1.86 GeV to 2.02 OeV two ambiguous solutions Here found in this 
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analysis, and above 2.02 GeV four ambiguous solutions existed. It 

should be noted that »r> the region of 1.9 Gev, Im(zi) stays very dose 

to zero. Since in this region from 1.9 GeV to 2.1 GeV, Im(zi) is very 

nearly zero, the ambiguous solutions that would have been added by flip

ping the sign of Im(z 1) would have been very nearly identical. Thus no 

information would have been added tu this analysis by al lowing more th<in 

one Imfzi) crossings in this region. 

Shown in table 16 are the Barrelet zero classifications of the four 

ambiguous solutions seen in this analysis. The next section of this 

chapter will give a qualitative description ov these four partial wave 

solutions, found by minimizing equation vrtl.15 in multiple mass bins 

and then classifying the resulting solutions as a function of mass. 

3. Final K -u* Elastic Scattering partial Uaves 

Shown in figures 45-49 and tables :7-18 are the final fC'ir* eristic 

scattering partial wave magnitudes and phases fit in this analysis. As 

Mas discussed in the last section four ambiguous solutions (solutions 

A-D) were obtained. All four solutions are identical below 1.86 GeV, 

From 1.86 GeV to 2.06 GeV only two distinct solutions can be seen, and 

above 2-06 GeV all four solutions are distinct. Shown in table 19 are 

the number of angular moments used to fit these partial waves in each 

mass region. These fits were run, with a G.O to 0.2 GeV 2 It'I cut, in 

40 MeV mass bins below 1.72 GeV, and SO fieV mass bins above this mass. 

It should be noted that table 18 presents overlapping solutions run in 

80 MeV bins every 40 MeV above 1.72 GeV. The error bars in these 
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TABLE 76 

The Barrelet Zero Solution Classifications 

^•v Mass 

so Tut i o n \ 

1.31 - l,S6 1.S6 - 2.02 2.02 - 2.20 
^•v Mass 

so Tut i o n \ 2l| Zz| 23 Zlf ZZ\ Z 3 | Zi, *i| *z| z 3| 2* 

A 

B 

C 

D 

I 
I 

I 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ + 

+ 
+ 

+ 

'
I

I
I 

I 
+ 

I 
+ 

• 
I 

1 
1 

+ 
+ 

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
+ 

i 
+ 

i 
i 

i 
i 
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TABLE 17 

Partial Have Phases lor the 
S snd p Waves in the Elastic Region 

(all phases are in degrees] 

ntKm 
CCeV) 

1 = 1/2 
S-Uave 

1=3/2 
S-Wave 

1 = 1/2 
P-Wave 

1=3/2 
P-Mave 

0.81 
0.83 
0.85 
0.87 
0.89 
0.91 
0.93 
0.95 
0.97 
0 .99 
1.02 
1.06 
1.10 
1. 14 
1.18 
1.22 

31.1 t 2 .8 
37.7 ± 1.8 
40.8 t 4 .4 
39 .9 1 2 . 5 
37.1 i 2 .0 
42 .3 ± 2 .7 
51.3 * 2 .8 
51.6 I 3 .1 
52.4 ± 3 .3 
49.0 i 3.0 
49.2 ± 1.9 
50.1 ± 1.7 
53.4 i 1.7 
59.0 i 3.5 
6 0 . 1 * 1 . 2 
64 .5 ± 2 .0 

- 1 2 . 8 
- 1 3 . 6 
- 1 4 . 3 
- 1 5 . 1 
- 1 5 . 8 
- 1 6 . 4 
- 1 7 . 1 
- 1 7 . 7 
- 1 8 . 3 
- 1 8 . 9 
- 1 9 . 8 
- 2 0 . 9 
- 2 1 . 9 
- 2 2 8 
- 2 3 . 7 
- 2 4 . 5 

12.6 * 1.4 
18.2 * 1.6 
25 .7 1 1.6 
45 .6 I 1.1 
79.5 * 3.4 

116.9 t 2 . 1 
142.3 J 1.4 
151.9 t 1.5 
158.2 ± 1.7 
160.8 ± 1 . 7 
164.6 ± 1,3 
165.2 ± 1.3 
168.0 ± 1.6 

0.0 
0 .0 
O.O 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
0 .0 
O.O 
0.0 
0 .0 
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TABLE 16 ( c o n t . ) 
tc> SOLUTION C 

I1(Rk) * n ( S n a g n i l d d * S Pha«t P Flasnttudt P P m * * Q n i l m l t u d t 0 P h a n T rtfegnltud* F Fhai t G n i g n H u d r 9 P t m t 

1.46 0 0 . 5 9 ± 0 . 0 1 94 £ 3 0 . 1 * 1 O.IH 145 1 1 0 . 3 1 i 0 . 0 1 134 t I 0 .1? t O.f l l l i b 

1.90 0 ff.M ± O.OS 141 £ 7 0 .11 i 0 .99 1)9 1*7 0 .35 t O.Oi 135 i l l 0 . 3 * t 0 .02 114 0 .04 £ 0 .07 32 322 

1.94 0 0 .62 i 0 . 0 3 112 £ 4 0 .27 1 0 . 0 ' ! M 135 0 .35 t O.OS 136 i l l 0 . 36 £ 0 .03 129 0. ID ! 0 .08 31 J26 

1.91 I t O.ST 1 D.D2 19 ±12 0 .39 1 D.10 64 ±26 0 .32 £ 0 .05 90 £21 0 . 3 3 t 0 .05 1D9 £14 0.17 £ O.Ob 34 

2 .02 )2 O.Sg 1 D . l l 93 t i t 0 . 4 5 1 D.D? 70 117 D-36 ± 0 . 0 3 101 £19 0 .34 1 0 .04 119 t i l 0 . 2 1 t 0 .04 59 

l - O i 0 0 .49 • B .o: 126 i l l 0 . 39 I O.D? t10 i?0 D.37 1 0 ,04 141 £19 D.3J. i D.D4 154 112 O . I I * 0 .04 44 
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2 .10 4 0 . 4 $ 1 0 .42 129 I 9 l , 3 r t D.05 125 * 1 1 1 ,31 t 0 .44 159 t*i 0 , 1 0 i 0.04 166 1 (1 0 .21 £ 0 .05 127 

2 .22 4 0 - 4 ] 3 l . l l 13* £ 9 0 .35 I 0 .02 147 410 1.39 £ 4 .14 l i t 411 0 .34 1 1.44 179 113 0 .17 £ 0 .05 132 

t . 2 4 9 • 41 £ 1 . 0 1 l i t t i l 0 .13 I 0 . 0 3 191 Hi H O j 1 IE 175 112 0 . 2 1 * 4 . 0 4 17* 116 0 .17 £ 0 ,05 135 

( 4 ) SOLUTION • 

n m i * » » * s r t j i m t i i d * s * h a n * rtftgnitutft P P h i M D naant tud t D P T I B M F n * | M t u d * r phaai I r u g n i t u d t • p h a u 
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TABLE 19 

Number of Partial Uaves Used and Angular Moments 
Fitted in the Integrated t' Bin PUA 

mass region 
(GeV) 

partial uaves 
included in fit 

maximum angular 
moment fit to mass region 

(GeV) 
partial uaves 
included in fit 

lmax mm ax 

0.80 - 1.12 
1.12 - 1.56 
1.56 - 1.88 
1.88 - 2.28 

S,P 
S,P,D 
S.P>D,F 
S.P,D.F,G 

2 
4 
6 
« 

2 
2 
1 
1 
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partial wave plots, as well as the error bars listed in tables 17-IS, 

are statistical in nature only. The errors on parameters Mere found to 

be quite parabolic in most {its. In certain mass bins though, positive 

and negative error estimates on a given parameter uere substantially 

different. In these cases, the average of these positive and negative 

error estimates are shown. 

In performing these fits, elastic unitarjty was imposed on the S 

wave below 1.24 GeV, and on the P wave below 1.14 GeV. In order to 

impose elastic unitarity on these naves, it was necessary to specify the 

isospin 3/2 portion of the K"n* elastic scattering naves, a . Shown in 

table 17 are the isospin 3/2 phase shifts taken from the Kir PUA of 

Estabrooks et al.(see footnote p.183) in order to perform these fits. 

Also shown in this table are the isospin 1/2 S wave and the isospin 1/2 

P wave phase shifts fit in this analysis in this elastic region. Below 

1.24 GeV the imposition of elastic unitarity on the S wave fixed the 

overall phase in this region absolutely so that the phase ambiguities 

discussed in the last section did not exist. 

Above 1.24 GeV elastic unitarity was no longer imposed on the S 

wave, and thus the phase ambiguity discussed in the last section did 

exist. Since only the relative phases of the partial waves could be 

observed, it was necessary to fix one of the partial wave phases. In 

performing these fits in the mass region from 1.24 GeV to 1.60 GeV the D 

uave was held constant. In the mass region from 1.60 Gev to 1.86 GeV 

the F uave was held constant, and lastly in the mass region above 1.88 

GeV the G wave was held constant. ror presentation purposes these con

stant phases uere set close to the phase predicted by the leading 
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resonance in a given mass region. Thus in the region where the 0 uave 

phase was held constant, this D uave phase Has fixed to a simple Briet-

Uigner fit to the K*(1430). in the region where the F uave phase uas 

held constant, this F wave phase was fixed to a simple Brclt-Migner fit 

to the K*(172t>)> and finally in the region uhere the G uave phase uas 

held fixed, the G uave phase uas fixed to a simple Breit-Uigner fit to 

the KM2080). The resonance parameters used to calculate these Briet-

Wigner phases are shou/i in table 20. Table 18 gives these K"ir* elastic 

scattering partial kaves uith the fixed phases set to these Breit-Uigner 

forms in each region. 

The lines draun in the plots of the D, F, and G uave phases in fig

ures 45-49 also represent these fixed 3reit-Uigner phases. In these 

plots though, the overall phase uas chosen bv requiring approximate 

Briet-Uigner behavior, but small shifts of these fixed phases auay from 

the Briet-Uigner values uere allowed to assure continuity of the phases. 

These rotations uere small, and are shoun in the left hand column of 

table IS. In figures 45-49 the overall phase uas fixed to points near 

or on the Briet-Wigner curves. These phase fixing points on inese plots 

are represented by the symbol o. It should be emphasised again that 

only the relative phases betueen different partial uaves in a particular 

fit could be observed in this PUA. However, it is believed that any 

reasonable choice of overall phase uill lead to the same physics 

interpretations that are made in the next feu subsections. 
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TABU 20 

Resonance Parameters from Breit-Wigner 
Fits to the Partial Have Amplitudes 

(a) Spin 1 Fit to the P Wave Phase 

Parameter Fit statistical Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass 894.6 ± O.S ± 2.0 MeV 
Width 49.8 i 1.2 MeV 
R 7.8 ± 3.2 GeV" 2 

X 2/D0F» 3.9/7 

(b) Spin 2 Fit to the D Have Magnitude 

Parameter Fit Statistical Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass I42S ± 3 ± 4 MeV 
Uidth 98 ± 8 MeV 
Elasticity 0.43 ±.01 
x 2/D0F 3.8/4 

Cc) Spin 3 Fit to the F Wave Magnitude 

Parameter Fit Statistical Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass 1753 4- 25 
- 18 

± 2 0 MeV 

Width 300 + 170 
- 80 

MeV 

Elasticity 0.16 ±.01 
x*/DOF 0.06/1 

(d) Spin 4 Fit to the G Wave Magnitude 

Parameter Fit S- tistieal Systematic 
Value Error Error 

Mass 2070 + 100 
- 40 

± 30 MeV 

Width 240 + 500 
- 100 

MeV 

Elasticity 0.07 ±0.01 
xVDOF 0.86/2 

0 Chi-square per Degrees of Freedom 
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a) S Uave Solutions 

Shown in figure 45 are the four sets of K"TT* elastic scattering S 

uave magnitudes and phases from each of the four ambiguous solutions 

extracted in this analysis. All four solutions are seen to be identical 

below the first Barrelet zero cross represented in these plots by the 

dotted line. At Ion mass, the S wave magnitude and and phase is seen to 

rise slowly in the 0.8 CeV to 1.3 GeV mass region. At a mass near 1.4 

GeV there is then a sharp peak in the 5 uave magnitude and a rapid S 

uave phase variation. This behavior is indicative of a J*=0* resonance 

at a mass of approximately 1.4 GeV. Looking at higher masses the S 

uave magnitude is seen to be extremely small in the 1.7 GeV mass region. 

The S wave phase also has a discontinuous jump here. This phase discon

tinuity is easily explained. In terms of a resonance loop in an Argand 

diagram this merely means the S uave has gone once around this loop and 

is passing through or ne; r zero. 

At even higher mass in figure 45 h the four S uave solutions are 

seen to be quite similar in overal behavior even though the four solu

tions are seen not to agree in fine details. All four S wave solutions 

have a magnitude peak combined with a rapid phase variation in the mass 

region around 1.9 GeV. This behavior is indicative of a second 0* reso

nance in this 1.9 GeV mass region. 

A slightly different uay of presenting this data is shewn in the 

Argand diagrams of figures 5D-53. This plot represents th? partial wave 

amplitudes plotted in the complex plane. Here the partial uave solu

tions of figures 45-49 uith the same identical phase fixing conventions 
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FIC. 50—Argand diagrams for the K"n* elastic scattering partial waves 
of solution fl. The phase has been fixed as in figures 45-49. 
The points plotted represent fits run in 40 MPV b*ns below 1.8 
GeV and fits run in overlapping 80 MeV bins above this mass. 
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FI6. SI—Argand diagrams for the K*it* elastic scattering partial u«ves 
of solution B, The phase has been fixed as in figures 45-49. 
The points plotted represent fits run in 40 HeV bins belou I.S 
GeV and fits run itt overlapping *0 MeV bins above this mass. 
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SOLUTION C 

FIG. 52—Argand diagrams for the K'lr* elastic scattering partial Haves 
of solution C. The phase has been fixed as in figures 45-49. 
The points plotted represent fits run in 40 heV bins belou 1.8 
GeV and fits run in overlapping 80 MeV bins above this mass. 

% 
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SOLUTION D 

FIC. 53—Argand diagrams for the K~n* elastic scattering partial uaves 
of solution D. The phase has been fixed as in figures 45-49. 
The points plotted represent fits run in 40 rieV bins belou 1.8 
GeV and fits run in overlapping 80 MeV bins above this mass. 
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have been plotted. Above 1.76 GeV though, solutions fit in SO MeV bins 

overlapped every 40 HeV are shown. The circles drawn in these plots 

represent the unitary circles. These unitary circles have a diameter of 

vr2L+T , In all four solutions the S uave is seen to move outside of 

this unitary circle. This is due to the fact that the partial waves 

plotted a-e sums of an isospin 1/2 part and an isospin 3/2 part. Only 

the separate isospin partial waves are required to stay within the uni

tary circle, Figure 54 demonstrates this point by using the isospin 3/2 

parameterization of the 13 GeV SLAC experiment E-75 to isolate the isos

pin 1/2 part of the S uave in this analysis (see footnote p.183), The 

correction has been made up to a mass of 1.6 GeV. Above this mass there 

is little information available on the isospin 3/2 waves. Higher isos

pin decomposition of the K'Tt* elastic scattering partial waves will have 

to wait until the K +p data currently being analysised by this group is 

fully processed (see chapter VIII section E ) . In figure 54, the isospin 

1/2 S wave is seen to remain within the unitary circle with only small 

deviations of the S wave out of this circle consistent with the statis

tical errors inherent in these partial wave fits. Taking this fact into 

account we return to the Argand diagrams of figures 50-53. 

Figures 50-53 clearly show the circular motion of the S wave ampli

tudes in the Argand diagrams. It is a well known fact that backgrounds 

tend to rotate the peak of a resonance auay from the 90 degree point on 

a resonance loop in an Argand plot H l . tn these Argand plots, it is 

seen that the most rapid variation of the S wave in the resonance loop 

of the first J f=0* resonance is in the region of 1.42 CeV. This posi

tion of rapid phase variation should be associated with the 0* resonance 
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FIG. 54—An Argand diagram of the isospin 1/2 K"n+ elastic scattering S 
uave. To isolate this isospin 1/2 portion, an isospin 3/2 par
ameterization from a previous PWA performed by this group uas 
used (see footnote P. 183). 
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mass, and not the 90 degree point. Although this point of rapid phase 

variation depends on the choice of overall phase it is thought that any 

reasonable choice of overall phase nil! lead to spproximately the s.itne 

resonance mass. 

A second loop in the S wave Argand tMagrams of figures 50-53 is 

clearly seen in all four solutions. This second loop is associated with 

the second 0* resonance in the 1.9 GeV region. In this ^ass region it 

is clear the estimation of resonance parameters of ti-is second 0* reso

nance depends on the assumptions made about backgrounds in both the 

isospin 1/2 and the isospin 3/2 naves, and also the choice of overall 

phase. This caution extends to the estimation of resr.nance parameters 

for all higher underlying resonances seen in this analysis. 

b) P Wave Solutions 

Shown in figure 46 and in figures 50-53 are the four ambiguous Sets 

of K'n* elastic scattering P uave magnitudes and phases extracted in 

this analysis. In figure 46r the 1" KM895) is seen as a sharp magni

tude peak combined with a rapid 140 degree phase shift in the 0.$95 GeV 

mass region. This leading resonam.e displays a classic Breit-Uigner 

resonance behavior. Increasing in mass. in the region from 1.2 GeV to 

1.5 CeVr the ? uave magnitude is seen in figure 16 to be extremely 

small. The errors on the P uave phase are also seen to be extremely 

large in this region. This is an example of th-> fact that uhen a par

tial uave magnitude becomes very small, the associated partial uave 

phase becomes nearly indeterminant. 
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The next prominent 'itructure in figure 46 is a troad peak combined 

with a rapid phase variation in the 1.7 GeV mass region. In figures 

S0-53- this is seen AS a circular loop in all four P uave Argand dia

grams. This behavior is evidence for a J*=1* resonance staie (or 

states) in this mass regior.. 

At the highest mass interesting structure is seen in solutions A 

and C of this partial uave analysis. Both solutions shou a broa ' peak 

combined uith a phase variation in the 2.1 <jeV mass region. Jn the 

Argand diagrams this structure is seen as a second circular loop in the 

P uave Argand diagrams of solutions A and C. The behavior is suggestive 

of possible high mass 1" resm-ance statesi although only two of the four 

ambiguous solutions display this behavior. 

c) 0 Have Solutions 

Shoun in figure 47 and in figures 50-53 are the four ambiguous sets 

of K'v* elastic scattering D uave magnitudes and phases extracted in 

this analysis. The most obvious structure in figure 47 is the J P = 2 r 

K"C T 430 J seen as a magnitude peak in the 1.43 EeV mass region. As Has 

mentioned previously, in this mass region the overall phase was set by 

fixing tlie 0 uave phaj,e. In the Argand diagrams the K*(H30) is seen as 

the first circular loop in the D :̂ ive Argand plots. 

At high r.iass in figure 47t aT 1 four ambiguous D uave solutions shou 

little clear evidence of resonance structure. However in the Argand 

diagrams of all four solutions, an intriguing cusp is seen in the 1.7 

GeV mass region. Thus interesting resonance structure mey still lie 

hidden in this high mass region. 
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d) F Uave Solutions 

Shown in f gure 48 and in figi/res 50-53 are the four ambiguous F 

wave K'IT* elastic scattering partial uave solutions extracted in this 

analysis. The most striking feature in figure 48 is the J = 3" K*{1780) 

resonance seen as a rising amplitude uith a fairly broad magnitude peak 

in the i.75 GeV mass region. In this mass region the overall phase has 

been fixed by fixing the F uave phase. In the Argand plots, this 

K*(178fl) is seen as a circular loap in the F uave Argand diagrams. In 

all four ambiguous solutions, the F uave amplitude is seen to remain 

targe in the high mass region, but no other resonance structure in this 

high mass region is obvious. 

e) G Uave Solutions 

Lastly slioun in figure 49 and in figures 50-53 are the four ambigu

ous G uave K'IT'' elastic scattering partial uave solutions extracted in 

this analysis. In figure 49, all four solutions show a rather broad 

magnitude bump in the 2.1 GeV mass region. In this mass region the ove

rall phase has been fixed by fixing this G uave phase. In the Argand 

plots, a circular loop is seen in all four ambiguous G wave Argand dia

grams. Thi~. behavior in the 2.1 GeV mass region is indicative of the 
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J*=4* K*t208D) discussed in the tngular moments section. 

D. Leading K* Resonance Fits using the Partial Waves 

In this section simple fits to the K"ir* elastic scattering partial 

naves Hill be presented yielding resonance parameters for the four lead

ing K* resonances: 1) j* = \- K*CS95), 2) 2* K*(1430), 3) 3" K*U780), and 

41 4* K*(2080). In performing these fits a simple Breit-Wigner reso

nance form with a Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factor was used •". Table 9 

give the form of this Breit-Wigner. 

In performing this fit to the K*(895>, the 6^1 of table 17 uas fit 

to this simple Breit-Uigner form, !t uas assumed in performing this fit 

that no p wave isospin 1/2 background uas present in the mass region 

around th i •= resonance. Figure 55 and table 20 show the results of this 

chi-square fit. 

In performing the fits to the other three leading K* resonances the 

corresponding K'TT* partial wave magnitudes of table 18 uere fit to sim

ple Briet-Migner forms (see table 9). In performing these fits it uas 

also assumed that the turr. on of a given partial uave uas dominated by 

resonance production of the leading K* resonance associated uith that 

partial uave, and that the isospin 3/2 portion of the associated partial 

wave uas negligible in the region of these leading K* resonances. Shoun 

in figure S5 and in table 20 are the results of these four chi-square 

fits CNote the C uave solutions are so similar that all four solutions 

gave the same resonance parameters). The resonance widths given in 

table 2D for these Briet-Wigner fits to the K"n* elastic scattering 
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FID. S5--PartiaT wave Breit-Higner fits to the leading K* resonances 
(for details see the text); 
a) the K«C895) fit 
b) the K*M430) fit 
c) the K*(1780) fit 
d) the K«(208B) fit 
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partial waves have been corrected for binning effects as well as for the 

finite mass resolution of this spectrometer. Where a value of R is not 

shown in this table. R was fixed to a value of t fm in performing these 

fits. The systematic errors listed in this table represent conservative 

estimates of the systematic effects present in the measurement o r these 

resonance parameters. Where systematic errors are not shown, statisti

cal errors are believed to dominate over systematic effects. 

Table 21 compares: 1) resonance parameters from the Breit-Wigner 

fits to the angular moments presented in the last chapter. 2) resonance 

parameters from the Breit-Wigner fits to the partial wave presented in 

this section, and 3) resonance parameters from the Particle Data Group's 

table values 3. Both the angular moments fits, and the partial wave 

fits are seen to agree well within errors with these table values for 

the three leading K* resonances with the minor exception of the Breit-

Uigner fit to the t^o anoular moments. The fact that this fit yielded 

such a small resonance mass is probably due to the fact that the assump

tion that the production parameters! r»> T c, and b did not vary rapidly 

in the region of the K*(895) was not will justified fsae chapter VII 

section E)J. No comparisons are given with the spin 4* leading K* reso

nance seen in this analysis since no published parameters exist for this 

resonance. 

E. Future Isotopic Spin Decomposition of the partial Uaves 

In this chapter a partial uave analysis of K"p -» K"n*n data yield

ing the K'TT* elastic scattering partial uave amplitudes has been 
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TABLt 21 

Resonance Parameters from Bre i t -U igner F i t s to the P a r t i a l 
Wave Analysis R e s u l t s , from Brei t -Wigner F i t s to the Moments 

and the P a r t i c l e Data Groups Table Values; 
(a ) Spin 1 , <b) Spin 2 , (C) Spin 3 . (d) Spin 4 

la) Br t i t -H isntr f\i tu t r t i l -H igner f i t to FOG Tabta Vklur v 

P'Umir* P r i« t r ( i d Pig fit.* f i t 

Parameter n l S t a t . S w a t . r i t S t a t . 5 r B t . T a b i r E r r o r 
R e s u l t E r r o r E r r o r I c i u l t t r r O I - it rut v a t y * 1 * 

M M * 1 9 4 . 6 ! 0 . 1 : 2 , 0 Pit* 8 * 7 . 0 : "r.3 1 2 . 0 n*V sq t - i * o . i n»* 
WlltHl 4 9 . * ; 1 .2 M*V 5 9 . ft S 7. 1 HcV 5 ! , 2 * 0 , 5 * * V 
1 7 * ± J . ? Q.D • 4 . 0 
• s * « K H * J . 9 ' 7 2 . 9 ^ 1 

lb) Bi-*it-Uign»r Ttt to Brttt-wigner Ti t to POG Tablt Value1' 

P a r t a r t e r r<< s u t , s v i t . f U 5 t > t . 5 , S t . T a b l e C r r o r 
R f S l i l t tr*or trror •asult e r r o r E r r o r Va lu * y 

flasa 1-421 ±2 i 4 MeV 1426 T 3 t * r i tv 1434 J 5 rk»v 
M i d t h 9ft t 8 nev 111 1 1 1 H»V 1t>D ± I t H#T 
d a s t i e i t v 0 . 4 3 1 0 . 0 1 — — 0 . 4 9 * 0 . 0 ] 
4*/TiOF 3 . 8 / 4 0. Wl 

UV OriJt-HJfffter F i t te Brnt-«.ign«r r t t to PM Tat»I» ¥• lurJ 

f-Mav* na^niturJr t i 0 nontnt 

P i r a a t t r r f i l S t i t . S V f l . r. i S l i t . 5 V I I . f l b l c E r r o r 
b i u l t e r r o r t r r s r K e s u l t E r r o r E r r o r . H u t * 

n n * 1753 • 2 5 ± !0 !»» 
- 11 

1756 + 17 
- 11 

i n f»v 17*5 * 6 W 

u i d l h 300 • 170 ml 
- M 

1 ( 5 . S I 
- M 

n » 136 I 50 r»V 

H l l t l c l t y 0 . 1 6 * 0. 01 -- — 0 . I S S 0 . 0 5 
K * / M r f 0 . 0 6 " J . < / $ 

(dJ >r* i t -Ui£f l»r J"H *a Br*tt-Wigntr f i t to Speciar Spin 4. 8r«tt->Uign»r 
(-t la** Hagnitud* t ie rfe«ent f i t to t«» , t , , . t , * rfeBcni* 

F l r W U r F i t S l i t . S y a t . 
• v a u l t E r r o r E r r o r 

f i t S t a t . S r J t . 
• t i u l t I r r o r E r r p r 

f i t S t a t . S v a t . 
R * l u l t E r r o r E r r o r 

r u n 

H.dt l r 

t l a t t l c l t f 
* > / 0 0 f 

2070 * 100 ! 30 ryeV 

340 + &00 rWV 
- 1 M 

D.07 i 0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 6 / 3 

2 . 4 0 + 140 i 30 rteV 
- 6 0 

150 + 300 rifV 
- IJO 

3 . S / 3 

2CJ5 + 40 2 30 r t r * 
- 30 

24o + 400 n»v 

- w 
1 * . ? M 3 

S Chi -square per Degrees t f Freedom 
"v Reference (3 ) 
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presented. Assuming invariance under SU13) transformations s * these 

measured K"n* elastic scattering partial waves can be related to other 

KIT scattering partial uaves through isotopic spin decomposition: 

• L( IT ir* - IT ir* ) =-§- (aV^- J - V ) V , n ' 2 ° 

a j K + 7r+ -» K* ;T + } = a ^ V11I.21 

a L( ]C TT* -> K° TI° ) = J f ( - a ' ^ + a Y 2 ) VIII.22 

uhere the a1* and the a1'1 partial uaves are independent of the Kv scatter

ing reaction, Ir> this experiment besides taking K'p triggers, approxi

mately five percent of our triggers were taken uith an incideist K* beam. 

This data consisted of -50 consecutive tapes of data. The analysis of 

this K'p data is ongoing and within a feu months a partial uave analysis 

similar to the PUA presented in this chapter* Hilt be performed on the 

reaction K*p •+ K*fl*n, The measured partial uaves from this analysis, 

at(K*it* -+ K*n*)i uill determine the isospih 3/2 partial uaves, and thus 

uill allou the isolation of the resonant, a'̂*> scattering partial uave 

part from the K"ir* elastic scattering partial uaves presented in this 

chapter. 

F. Resolution of the Barrelet Zero Ambiguities 

As uas discussed in the ambiguity section of this chapter, the four 

ambiguous partial uave solutions predict identical differential cross 

sections for the reaction K'p -» K"n*n. The simplest means of discarding 
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solutions in previous analysis has been to discard solutions union batffv 

violate elastic unitarity. Without the isospin decomposition discussed 

in the last section though it is impossible to discard any solution on 

these grounds in this present analysis. Since all four solutions do 

stay fairly well inside the unitary circle in the Argand diagrams, it is 

doubted whether this method will prove useful in discarding solutions 

even when this decomposition is made, and no other means exists ;or rul

ing out any of the solutions from a physics point of view. One experi

mental method of resolving these ambiguities, uhich might prove more 

useful, is afforded by equation VIII.22 above. Using the a^ and the a^V 

partial uave amplitudes extracted in the joint K"p •* K"n*n and K*p -* 

K'li'n PUA described in the previous section, and the exchange model pre

sented in this chapter; equation VIII.22 can be used to predict angular 

moments for the reaction K*p -» K°ir1>n. Since this isospin spin sum is 

quite different from equation VIII.20, the four ambiguous solutions 

predict different sets of angular moments. By comparing these angular 

moments uith experimental K'p •* K'^'n angular moments the ambiguity in 

theory could be resolved. It is extremely hard to perform an experiment 

to measure K'p -» K°ir°n angular distributions though, since one would 

have to measure either the outgoing n or the outgoing n° teither of 

which is extremely hard). Even if this experiment is performed, the 

four ambiguous solutions presented in this PUA are so similar that very 

large statistics uould be needed in order to resolve these arabiuities. 

One other means exists for resolving these Barrelet ambiguities. 

Given a much larger statistics K'p -» K'n*n PUIA, it is possible that 

uhere a given Barrelet zero was very close to zero uithin errors in this 
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analysiSr the same Barrelet zero may 

higher statistics PUA. Since in this 

be present, the particular ambiguiti 

resolved. If the Barrelet 7ero is s 

zero, this ambiguity would remain. 

be wel) separated from zero in a 

case no Barrelet zero cross would 
1 seen in this analysis uoutd be 

ill found to be consistent with 
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Chapter IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Summary of the Results 

A great number of interesting results have been presented in the 

angular moments analysis, and the energy independent partial uave analy

sis discussed in the last two chapters. This section will describe the 

new physics extant in these results. 

Both the angular moments analysis and the partial uave analysis 

discussed in this paper shoued clear evidence for the three well known 

leading natural spin-parity strange meson states: 1) the J p=l" K*<895). 

2) the 2' K*O430), and 3) the 3" K*(1780). As uell as confirming the 

spins and parities of these resonances. fits uere discussed uhich 

yielded resonance parameters for these three leading states (see table 

21). These states have been rather extensively studied in the past (see 

reference 3) and most properties Df these states are now rather uell 

understood. Two salient points stand out in our study of these reso

nances though. 

Past amplitude analysis • * 3 have found the mass of the KM1430) to 

be closer to 1.430 CeV than the value of 1.420 GeV traditionally found 

when fitting the invariant mass spectrum. This is attributed to the 

fact that invariant mass fits do not correctly account for the strong S 

wave background uhich peaks and then dro?s rapidly in the 1.400 CeV mass 
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region (see figure 45). This analysis confirms the S nave peak and 

rapid drop in this 1.400 DeV region, and the fitted resonance mass was 

quite consistent with the mass values obtained in the previous partial 

wave analysis. 

Although it is a well established resonance, there has been a great 

deal of variation in resonance parameters published for the 3" K*(17S0;. 

In particular the values quoted for the width of this resonance have 

ranged from 90 HeV to over 300 MeV. This analysis sheds some light on 

uhy these resonance parameters for this state have been so difficult to 

measure. In figure 48 the K-TT* F uave magnitude is seen to rise sharply 

in the mass region from 1.6 GeV to 1.75 Cev. Above this mass the F uave 

magnitude in all four solutions remains very large. It is clear some 

background or higher mass resonance must be present in this region above 

1.80 GeV. In any case this background must be treated very carefully if 

one is to obtain proper resonance parameters in a fit to this resonance. 

In this analysis we fit the leading edge of this resonance, and thus 

circumvented this background problem. Although the statistical error on 

this fit was rather large, ue obtained a mass and uidth quite consistent 

uith the energy independent partial uave analysis of P.Estabrooks et 

al.*, and the energy dependent partial uave analysis of Bouler et 

al. , : s. 

Both the angular moments analysis, and the energy independent par

tial uave analysis discussed in this paper presented clear evidence for 

a new J =4* natural spin-parity meson resonance in the mass region 

around 2,08 GeV. Evidence for this state in the angular moments can be 

seen as bumps in the t t D and t»o angular moments, as uell as a strong 
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interference in the tjo moment in this 2.OS GeV mass region (see figure 

31). Evidence for the spin classification of this state is shown in 

figure 34 nhere the t»o and tioo angular moments, for a separate fit. 

were found to be consistent Mith zero within errors. Since only natural 

spin parity states can be seen in this reaction, the positive parity 

assignment follows. In the K'n* elastic scattering partial waves this 

resonance can be seen as a small resonance loop in the G wave Argand 

plot in all four ambiguous solutions (see figures 50-53). 

Acceptance limited statistics, as uetl as the snail elasticity of 

this new 4' strange meson resonance made the determination of resonance 

parameters difficult. Table 21 presents the mass and uidth of this 

state from the three separate fits discussed in this paper. This reso

nance uas seen uith a statistical significance of greater than four 

standard deviations in this analysis. Additional evidence for tha 

charge one 4 + K* state has recently been presented by another experimen

tal group (see reference 44). 

In chapter VIII, an energy independent partial uave analysis of the 

acceptance corrected angular moments uas presented. This partial uave 

analysis extracted the K"n* elastic scattering partial uave amplitudes 

as a fuction of mass. One of the most interesting results of this PUA 

is that one unambiguous solution uas found below 1.50 GeV in mass. This 

is in marked contrast to the PUA of Estabrooks et al . * uhich displayed 

a four fold ambiguity from 1.5 GeV up to 1.85 GeV where the Estaorooks 

analysis stopped. Reexamining the region of the Barrelet zero crosses 

of Estabrooks et al. near 1.5 GeV, no possible crosses in our data were 

seen. This result can lie attributed to the uniform acceptance of this 
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experiment eompaired with the fornard And backward cos6j limited data of 

Cstabrooks et al.. The unique K'n* elastic scattering partial uave 

solution extrattet* in thi3 analysis has the same Barrelet zero structure 

as solution B in Estabrooks et al.. A comparison of solution B from 

Estabrocfts et al. with our unambiguous solution up to 1.B GeV agrees 

quite Hell in all details. Above 1.8 6eV the Estabrooks et ai . analysis 

was severely acceptance limited. The superior acceptance properties 01 

the LASS spettrossveter allowed this PW« to extend u? to 2.3 GeV. 

In this PUAr a tut fold ambiguity uas seen in the mass rpgion from 

1.8 GeV to 2.0 GeV, and a four fold ambiguity uas seer, above 2.0 GeV. 

These, ambiguities were indicated by the Barrelet zeros. !ir\lz3> and 

tmtzi), approaching zero within errors in the I.SO GeV and 2.0 6eV mass 

regions respectively. Both ImCiiJ and Imtjj) can be seen in figure 44 

to be very nearly zero in this high mass legion. Flipping the signs of 

ImCzi) and tmCz^l thus did little to change these partial wave solu

tions. Thus the four solutions extracted in this partial wave analysis 

uere very similar r'n structure. This proves to be an important point 

since resolving these ambiguities is a very difficult experimental prob

lem (see chapter VIII section FO. 

The main purpose of extracting the K'v* elastic scattering partial 

uaves in this PUA uas to investigate the nonTeac'tng resonance structure 

hidden in our angular moments. The most prominant of these underlying 

structures uas the S wave resonance in the 1.40 GeV region. In figure 

45 the S uave magnitude and pha.te are seen to slowly rise in the mass 

region from Q.JSO GeV to ^.38 OeV. Then at a mass near 1.40 GeV the S 

uave amplitude peaks, and then drops precipitously. In this 1.40 GeV 
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mass region the S wave phase also goes through a rapid phase change. 

This behavior of the S uave is nearly identical to the S uave behavior 

in the analysis of Estabrooks et al. *. This structure is interpreted 

by Estabrooks et al. as a fairly narrow S wave resonance at "1.430 GeV 

on top of a relatively large S wave background. No attempt is made to 

interprete this background. Me also associate this rapid phase change 

with an S wave resonance in the 1.430 GeV region. As was meantmned 

previously, determination of the resonance parameters of this state 

depend strongly on the assumptions made about: 1) the nonresonant isos-

pin 3/2 S wave contribution, 2) the background shown dramatically by the 

slow rise in the S wave magnitude and phase below 1.3 GeV. and 3) the 

choice of the I'ndetermined overall phase in this PUA. It is believed 

that any reasonable choice of overall phase mill lead to nearly the same 

resonance parameters. Taking these cautions into account, ue have used 

the 3/2 parameteriiation from the SLAC 13 GeV Kn PUA * to isolate the 

isospin 1/2 S wave (see footnote p.183). The S wave resonance mass uas 

then estimated using the Argand plot of figure 54 to be at the position 

of maximum phase variation along th.s resonance loop. The uidth of this 

resonance was measured froii the phase variation as a funccion of mass in 

this same region, and the elasticity of this resonance uas evaluated by 

ascribing circular motion to the Argand plot of figure 54. Shown in 

table 22 are these estimated resonance parameters for thij state. Thus 

He have dramatically confirmed th«> 0" resonance at 1.43 GeV. 

As well as this previously seen J p=0* state at 1.43 GeV, the 

extracted K"B* partial waves in this analysis resulted in evidence for 

several leu underlying resonance states. In the S uave Argand plots of 
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figures 50-52, quite clear evidence is seen in all four ambiguous solu

tions for a new S wave resonance in the 1.90 GeV region. This is the 

first indication of this resonance in any experiment. In the P wave 

Argand diagrams of figures 5P-S'•, a rather broad resonanl P uave effect 

is seen in the 1.7 GeV mass region. This effect uas previously reported 

in two of the four ambiguous solution;: in Estabroofcs et al . *. In fact 

solution B of Estabrooks et al. quite clearly displays this P nave reso

nance. Here ue have presented unambiguous evidence for this state. In 

solution A and C in these P uave Argand plots, a second P uave loop is 

seen, and this loop peaks in the 2.1 GeV mass region. although this 

behaviour is exhibited in only two of our four ambiguous solutions, this 

structure could be associated with a neu 1" state at ~2.'. GeV. The 

behavior of the P uave states in these Argand plots can easily be inter

preted as a single resonance but could in fact also be interpreted as 

tuo resonances spaced very close together in mass. In table 22 ue have 

treated these structures in terms of a single resonance. 

Interesting structure is also seen in the high mass region in the 

D. F, and G wave Argand diagrams of figures 50-53. In particular the 0 

nave solutions display an interesting cusp at the end of the K*(1430) 

resonance loop in each ambiguous solution. We have attempted no 

interpretation of this D uave structure though. 

Determination of resonance parameters for high mass states depend 

strongly on the choice of overall phase in this PWA; as well as the non-

resonant isospin 3/2 contributions, and the isospin 1/2 background con

tributions. Taking the^e cautions into mind, ue have made rough esti

mates of the resonance parameters of these neu underlying states. In 
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TABLE 22 

Estimated Parameters for the Underlying Resonances 
(Masses and Widths are in MeV) 

Wave Parameter SOLUTION A SOLUTION B SOLUTION C SOLUTION D 

0* Mass 1420 
Width 240 seen unambiguous V 
Elastici ty 0.85 

0* Mass 1&80 1900 mo 1900 
Width 200 240 220 240 
Elastici ty 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.35 

1" Mass 1700 1720 1700 1720 
Width 200 200 200 200 
Elasticity 0.3S 0.35 0.35 0.35 

1- Mass 2100 2100 
Width 240 - 240 -
Elasticity 0.2 0.2 
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making these estimates, the real and imaginary projections of our Argani 

diagrams have been used (see figures 56-6D). In these plots a particu

lar resonance is seen, in the real projection of these waves as a func

tion of mass, as a peak followed by a valley. The mass of each particu

lar resonance Has estimated by choosing the mass halfuay between the 

associated peak and valley. The uidth of the resonance uas measured as 

the distance, along the mass scale, from the peak to the valley. Lastly 

the elasticity of these resonances uas calculated as the distance, along 

the real part of the partial wave axis, from this peak to the valley. 

Shown in table 22 are the resonance parameters for the underlying waves 

estimated in this manner. It is difficult to associate a systematic 

error uith these estimates for the resonance parameters of the undi ly

ing states. These estimates depend on: 1) our choice of overall phase, 

2) the assumption that the 1=1/2 backgrounds did not rotate the reso

nance masses far from the 90 degree position on these flrgand diagram 

loops, and 3) the assumption that the 1=3/2 and 1=1/2 backgrounds were 

s'owly varying functions of mass. In order to give better estimates for 

these resonance parameters it uill be necessary to determine the isor.pin 

3/2 part of these K'li* elastic scattering partial naves (see chapter 

VIII section E). Once the isospin 1/2 part of ths partial waves have 

been isolated, the overall phase problem and the isospin 1/2 background 

problem must still be solved, Both these problems mignt be addressed by 

an energy dependent fit to the isospin V 2 partial iiaves. In such 

energy independent fits the resonance parameters extracted would depend 

only r.n the parameter i za M on of the background, and not on the overall 

phase. 
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Thus this analysis has seen unambiguous evidence for seven reso

nances, and another possible resonance in two of four ambiguous solu

tions. Of these eight resonances four had not been seen before, or had 

been seen ambiguously in previous experiments. The next section of this 

chapter uilt deal uith the classification of these states with the 

franeuork of a simple harmonic oscillator quark model. 

B. A Simple Quark Hodel Interpretation of the Observed States 

uith the success of the preceeding analysis in uncovering several 

neu strange meson states, it is instructive to return to the simple 

quark model presented in chapter ], and to attempt to classify these 

states uithin this quark model. Looking once again at the Grotrian plot 

in figure 3. it should be remembered that only nature' spin-parity 

(P=(-1)J) states were accessible in this analysis. 

Previous analysis have classified the leading K*(695), K*(H30), 

and K*(!780) as the highest spin members of the S = 1 1=0, S-T L = T, an-J 

S=l L=Z triplets respectively. The neu J =4* resonance seen in this 

analysis is naturally identified uithin this scheme as the 4* member of 

the S=l L = 3 triplet. Uith this classification this meson then takes its 

place as an SIK3) partner of the 1=0 h meson. It is interesting to plot 

these four leading K* states in a slightly different manner. Shoun in 

figure 61 (knoun as a Cheu-frautchi plot) are these leading states plot

ted as a function of spin (J) and mass squared. Remarkably all four 

mesons lie, to a very good approximation, on « straight line. This 

behavior has been observed tor years in the leading natural spin-parity 
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meson states but it is noteworthy that this new 4* strange meson state 

continues along this trajectory. It is not known quantitatively uhst 

this behavior implies in terms of the quark-antiquark potential. The 

orbital excitations seen in this data are discussed in greater detail in 

reference 29. 

The next states to classify uithin this simple quark model scheme 

are the two scalar mesons seen at 1.43 CeV and 1.90 DeV .n mass respec

tively. Interpreting these states as s d resonances, the lowest mass 

state can be uniquely classified within this model as the 0* memeber of 

the S=1 L=1 triplet. The second 0* resonance is then naturally classi

fied as the first radially excited recurrence of the 1.43 GeV scalar 

meson. This 1.90 scalar meson state is the first unambiguous evidence 

for a natural spin-parity strange meson radial excitation. This radial 

excitation will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

The 0* resonance at 1.43 GeV plus the 2* K*(1430) form the two 

natural spin-parity states in the lowest iying L = l S=1 triplet. Evi

dence for the unnatural spin-parity member of this triplet, the Q»(1340) 

can be found in references 45 and 46. Thus there is a well established 

triplet level in this strange meson spectrum. 

The tuo high mass vector meson states seen in this analysis are 

much more difficult to classify unambiguously uithin this quark model 

than the scalar mesons. The 1" state seen near 1.70 OeV in this analy

sis can be classified quite naturally as either a radial excitation of 

the S=1 L=0 K*(895) or else as the T member of the S=1 L=2 K*(17S0) 

triplet. There is also the possibility that this V state, seen in this 

analysis, is actually tuo 1" states spaced so closely together in mass 

that they cannot be resolved. 
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The speculative second vector meson state seen at 2.1 GeV (assuming 

that one of the two ambiguous solutions this state is seen in is the 

correct solution) is even harder to classify uithin this simple quark 

model. The classification of this speculative state (or possibly tuo 

states) depends on the quark model classification of the 1.70 GeV vector 

meson state. There are at least four positions on the Grotrian plot 

where this state might be classified. 

Clearly our classification of these high mass vector mesons remains 

very unclear. There are two questions which must be solved before a 

classification of even the 1" state at 1.70 GeV can been made: 1) Is 

this resonance one or tuo states?, and 2) Should this 1' state Cor 

states) be classified as a radial excitation, or a triplet member within 

the quark model? 

The first of these tuo questions can in principle be ansuered 

experimentally uith a higher statistics partial uave analysis of this 

1.70 GeV mass region. Mass dependent fits of this data might then allou 

resolution of tuo states. A study of all inelastic Kv scattering chan-

ne s in this mass region might also shed some light on this problem, but 

such a study is heyond the scope of the present analysis. 

Once the number of vector meson present in this 1.71 GeV region had 

been determined. an attempt could be made to classify each state as 

either a radial excitaiion, or a triplet member uithin the quark model. 

If a predictive potential model existed for strange quark mesons, it 

might be possible to classify this state by its observed mass. Since no 

successful predictive model nou exists this proceedur? is an impossibil

ity. Another method for experimentally determining the classification 
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of this state would be to measure the relative signs of the amplitudes 

tor the reactions: 

Kw -. K»C1780) -. K*CS95)H 
Kir - K*'U700) -. K*{895)rr 

where the K*'(170C) represents the 1" state at 1.70 GeV. Using an SUC6) 

classification scheme, an attempt could be made to classify this 1" 

resonance at 1.70 GeV *'. Such a measurement would require an extremely 

high statistics KTin partial wave analysis. 

Shown in figure 62 is a plot of the presently known strange meson 

states. The question mark once again means that this state has been 

seen ambiguously or there is some question as to it's existence. States 

l>sied with a solid bar represent states uhose parameters are rather 

well known. The other states listed on this plot are resonably clear 

states which could use further study and confirmation. Classification 

ambiguities within this simple q "q" mode! are shown by listing the state 

multiple times on this plot. The states new to this analysis have been 

underlined. Comparing this plot with the Crotrian plot in figure 3, 

which represents states known previous to this analysis, it is seen that 

this analysis has made a great impact on our understanding of natural 

spin-parity strange meson spectroscopy. 

With the success of the quark modef's cfassification of these 

states, a discussion of the mass, widths, and elasticities of these 

observed resonances uithin a quark model frameuork would seem to be in 

order. Recently central potential bound quark-antiquark models for the 

nearly nonrelatifistic c c and b b systems have been quite successful 
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in predicting the properties of these states. Unfortunately light quark 

mesons are very relativistic systems, and as such prove to be much more 

difficult to deal with theoretically. No successful model nou exists to 

quantitatively predict the properties of the light quark mesons. Even 

so light quark spectroscopy still has an important role to play in our 

understanding of meson spectroscopy. Experimentally certain meson states 

(notably high spin states! are more accessible to study in light quark 

meson experiments than in heavy quark meson experiments. Measurement of 

flavor dependences of meson parameters might also prcide insight into 

the nature of the q q forces. In the absence of a good theory, precise 

experimental results could establish neu regular itiss to aid in the 

developement of such a theory. Moreover it is clear any comprehensive 

quark model theory must be able to predict the mass differences between 

mesons composeo if different quark flavors. In anticipation of such a 

comprehensive theory, some of the interesting mass splittings seen in 

these natural spin-parity strange meson states will be discussed. 

The simple quark model of chapter I suggests various mas diff^i— 

ences which might be of interest: 1) L.S split'.ings, 2) orbital excita

tions, and 3) radial excitations. The next section of this chapter Hilt 

discuss the radially excited states seen in this analysis. The triplet 

and orbital excitations were discussed in seme detail in reference 29 

with respect to the data presented in this paper. 
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C. Radial Excitations in the Natural Spin-Parity Strange HeSOns 

Undoubtably the most compelling experimental evidence for radially 

excited meson states comes from "cbarmonium" spectroscopy. Shown in 

figure 63 is a Drotrian plot of the presently known c c resonances and 

their spectroscopic assignments taken from reference "IB. An impressive 

touer of Jr-]' c "c radial excitations is evident in this plot. 

The evidence for radial excitations in light quark meson spectros

copy is not as spectacular. For years the 1-1 Jp = 1" p'n60Q) was the 

cnly solid evidence for radial encitations in the Hgl.t quark mesons, 

and s->me questions still exist about its precise properties. In the 

last feu years, evidence has been presented for a 0" strange meson 

radial excitation near 1.40 GeV in Kim partial uavs analysis. Tha first 

evidence for this svate Has an analysis performed by Brandenburg et 

al . '* and recently this state has been confirmed by C.Daum et al.' 6. 

Pliotoproduction and e*e* experiments have also seen a great number of 

possible Candidates fot ra&'ial excitations of vector meson states 

(p'(1250J.p"< 1700?,u'( 1650)) but all of these states need confirmation, 

and a great deal of confusion still exists as to these results s a . Thus 

in genera" very few uel1 established radial excitations have been seen 

in the light quark mesons. 

One pf the most exciting new state- disccve^sd in this analysis is 

the j' s0* strange me^on resonance el: 1.90 GeV. This state combined with 

the established 0* KtfSOO) presents clear evidence for a natural spin 

parity strange meson excitation. As ua= discussed earlier these tuo 

spates have an unambiguous classification uithin a simple quark-

ant iquark meson model. 
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Obtaining pood resonance parameters for these two 0* states is a 

very difficult task. As uas meantioned, this lower mass 0* state at 

1.43 GeV uas jeen in E previous PUA performed by Estabrooks et al . *. 

P.Estabrooks *' has recently published a revieu of the light quark sca

lar mesons. In this revieu Estabrooks presents multiple mass dependent 

fits, including various background terms, to the 1 = 1/2 K"it* elastic 

scattering S uave amplitudes from this previous analysis. This data uas 

shoun to be consistent :.iith a single 0* resonance in the mass range from 

.650 GeV up to 1.60 CeV with a mass of 1.SO GeV and a uidth between 

120 rvv and 400 fleV depending on which ambiguous solution was fit. 

Since in th.s analysis ue find solution B of Estabroo'-.s et al. to be the 

correct solution, ue ascertain frcm these fits that the mass of this 0* 

state is t.•"9±. 02 GeV, and the uidth is 400 MeV+IOOMeV (where systematic 

effects have been included "in these errors) * l . 

Since solution B of Estabrooks et al. is so nearly identical to our 

unique solution in this mass region, such a fit to our data would surely 

lead to nearly the same resd ance parameters for the 0* state seen in 

this analysis. Thus a proper treatment of background effects uould 

appear ti> leao to a resonance value nearly 70 HeV above our preliminary 

estimates for the mass of this 0* object. 

This result clearly justifies our cautior. in estimating resonance 

parameters tor the underlying states seen in this analysis. Mass depen

dent fits with a proper treatment of backgrounds are essential for a 

detailed understanding of resonance parameters. Our estimates of the 

resonance parameters for this D* resonance near 1.90 GeV could depend 

stroogly on our assumptions of overall phase and backgrounds. 
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Thus our measurement of tne mass splitting tetueen the lower and 

and upper 0* mesons seen in this analysis is very uncertain. Deter-i.ia-

tion of the 1=3/2 S Have from a PIJA of K"p -» tfn'n (see chapter VIII 

section E), and performing mass dependent fits on this data will go a 

long way touard a better understanding of these resonance parameters. 

Th" other possibilities for natural spin parity strange meson exci

tations seen in this data are the I" state at 1.70 GeV, and a possible 

1" state =»+ 2.10 GeV. The classification ambiguities of these states 

lits already K?en discussed. A great deal more uork needs to be done 

before these two states can even begin to be unambi guo'.'sl y classified 

uithin a simple quark model. 

Shoun in figure 64 is a summary of the mass splittings of known and 

possible strange meson radial excitations. The masses and errors for 

the K and K*(895) come from the Particle Data Group tables 3. The mass 

and error on the 0 4 itf 1500J come from reference 51. No error estimate 

has been associated with the K'CMOO) since none is given in either KTHI 

partial wave analysis ** *' which see this state. For the other three 

states the mass and error estimates come from this experiment. 

In viewing this table it is well worth while putting caution aside 

and testing a well knoun numeric. It is known that the differences in 

the squares of the masses of related pseudoscalar and vector meson 

states is equal to 0.58 GeV 1 to a high degree of accuracy. Although 

this formula does not uork for the isospin zero m?sons, it uorks -tuite 

uell for the p and TT. K* and K, and D* and D mesons: 

<",(p)Z-rt(T.)3 = rl(K*)z-MCIO* = MC0*)*-rK0) z = O.sSiO.01 GeV z 
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Although the mpsses of the K'(1<I00) and the 1* state at 1700 MeV are not 

very well determined, one is immediately drawn to look at this differ

ence for these tuo states assuming that the 1" state a single radial 

excitation. It is seen in figure 64 that this difference is not grossly 

inconsistent with .58 DeV 2. 

D. Conc'osian 

In conclusion this experiment has done much to further our under

standing of natural spin-parity strange meson spectroscopy. In this 

analysis the well establ l shed K*( 895), K M 1 4 3 0 ) , and K*(178G) uere 

observed, and clear evidence uas presented for a neu Jp=<1* strange meson 

state at a mass of 2.08 GeV. The K"TI* elastic scattering p a H . a l uaves 

extracted in this PWA shoued unambiguous ei/idence for a relatively nar

row S wave resonance near 1.50 GeV. This st.te is a confirmation of the 

0* KC1500) seen in previous partial uave analyses. A neu higher mass S 

wave resonance was clearly seen unambiguously near 1.90 GeV. This state 

uas quite naturally classified within a simple quark model as a radial 

excitation of the jr(lSOD). In addition unambiguous evidence uas pre

sented for a relatively wide P uave resonance in the 1.70 OeV mass 

region, and ambiguous evidence was presented for a possible neu second P 

wave state in the 2.10 GeV region. 
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